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Abstract 
The fair trade movement has been established to create a mutual equality among people in a 
global pane to offset a gap of inequality and poverty exacerbated by the effect of 
globalization. One of the main principles of fair trade is based on the value of fairness and 
social solidarity to create a tie between business corporations and impoverished producers. 
While the livelihoods of small-scale producers depend on trading interactions with the 
business world, the main concern is that the nature of corporations in their profit-seeking 
behavior might result in abuses of resources, labor malpractices, and environment 
degradation in developing countries.  
In order to offset the danger that global business poses on the poor, the relationship between 
law and the fair trade movement has raised my interest in conducting this thesis so as to 
consider the extent that legal approaches can be argued to embrace legitimacy from emerging 
social norms. Legal imperatives from CSR and soft regulation will be explored to propose the 
weight of fair trade in shaping corporate practices to take ethical and moral commitment 
towards sustainability of human development. 
The uniqueness of the fair trade movement is to be explored in the light of legal theories 
concerning community and solidarity. Philosophical ideas of scholars like Selznick and 
Cotterrell argue for ‘bottom-up’ legitimacy grounded in community power that seeks for a 
responsive role of bureaucracy towards new demands in an ever-changing society. Their legal 
arguments have been greatly influential in a modern legal analysis on emerging concepts of 
regulation. The thesis is set out to propose that the fair trade movement possesses a 
distinctive set of social forces capable of influencing regulatory strategies and policies to 
render fairness and justice to the poor. 
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Introduction 
The fair trade movement has been created by the advent of voluntary initiatives to focus on 
creating mutual benefits on both economic and social terms between customers from the 
North and producers from the South.1 Fair trade was first rooted in the social movement 
campaigns and advocacy and faith groups seeking for legitimacy to operate as a distinct 
model of social and justice development.2 Fair trade today is a form of inter-related networks 
between market actors with the development of a certification process by FLO (Fair Trade 
Labelling Organization) based on a unique set of independently monitored social and 
environmental standards.3  
The fair trade movement is argued to be in operation to take rivalry against neo-liberal 
schemes of the current international trade.4 The critiques of globalization have focused on an 
emerging crisis of social problems being induced by free trade policies under a current 
system of international trade and business corporate structures.5 Global corporations have 
consistently sought an incredible amount of products from countries where there are cheaper 
                                               
1 For a clarification on the terms ‘North’ and ‘South’, the fair trade movement seeks to create new egalitarian 
commodity networks that link customers from the global North to marginalized producers in the global South; 
see Laura T. Raynolds, "Consumer/Producer Links in Fair Trade Coffee Networks," Sociologia Ruralis 42, no. 
4 (2002)., p. 410.  
2 Alex Nicholls, "What Gives Fair Trade Its Right to Operate? Organizational Legitimacy and Strategic 
Management," in Fair Trade, Corporate Accountability and Beyond : Experiments in Globalizing Justice, ed. 
Kate Macdonald and Shelley Marshall (Ashgate, 2010)., p. 93. 
3 John Wilkinson, "Fair Trade: Dynamic and Dilemmas of a Market Oriented Global Social Movement," 
Journal of Consumer Policy 30, no. 3 (2007)., p. 221. 
4 This view is shared by many scholars, see in general for example, Gavin Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The 
Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice (University of Toronto Press, 2007).; Alex Nicholls and 
Charlotte Opal, Fair Trade : Market-Driven Ethical Consumption (SAGE, 2005).; and, Laura T. Raynolds and 
Douglas L. Murray and John Wilkinson, Fair Trade : The Challenges of Transforming Globalization 
(Routledge, 2007). 
5 See generally, Janet Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights, Cambridge Studies in 
Corporate Law (Cambridge University Press, 2004). 
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materials and labor to increase cost advantage for their business.6 This practice of 
corporations has become regularized by the way of ‘business as usual’ – when the nature of 
business always comes down to profit maximization so as to increase financial returns to 
shareholders.7 Despite an era of corporate domination and profit managements, social 
movements have been creating an impact on the changing direction of corporate practices 
over the past decades.8  
Pioneered by social initiatives such as CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) in the 1970s, 
corporations have since been subject to modular forces from social demands to take 
additional interests in social issues such as human development, poverty, environment 
protection, and local community.9 Influenced by globalized social movements, legal concepts 
are argued to see an emerging set of rights (i.e., fundamental social and economic rights, and 
other individual rights to a fair wage) which represents, for example, a new consideration in 
the law of contract and employment which shapes legislative and judicial responses to a fair 
treatment of workers.10 CSR movements have been gaining momentum in the world’s 
business from an array of initiatives by international organizations launched in 1970s on 
issues of fair labor practices; for example, United Nations Code of Conduct on Transitional 
Corporations11, ILO guidelines12 and OECD guidelines on Multilateral Enterprises13. These 
                                               
6 Nicholls and Opal, Fair Trade : Market-Driven Ethical Consumption., p. 4. 
7 Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 263. 
8 Alain Touraine, "An Introduction to the Study of Social Movements," Social Research 52, no. 4 (1985)., p. 
773. 
9 Rob  Van Tulder, "The Role of Business in Poverty Reduction. Towards a Sustainable Corporate Story?," 
(UNRISD, 2008)., p. 4. 
10 Paul Davies and Mark Freedland. “National Style in Labor Law Scholarship: The United Kingdom”. (2002) 
Comparative Labor Law and Policy Journal, 23, p. 781; cited in, Steven Anderman, "The Interpretation of 
Protective Employment Statutes and Contracts of Employment," Ind Law J 29, no. 3 (2000). 
11 UN, “The Impact of Multinational Corporations on Development and on International Relations”, UN DOC. 
E/5500/Rev.1., ST/ESA/6 (New York: UN, 1974) 13 International Legal Materials 800, p. 79. 
12 ILO, “The ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy”, 
(1978) 17 International Legal Materials 422. 
13 OECD, “The 1976 OECD Declaration on International Investment and Multilateral Enterprises”, Paris, 21 
June 1976; (1976) 15 International Legal Materials 967, 969. 
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CSR initiatives indicate an influential force of social movements to motivate business 
conduct to desired social and human goals.14 Despite many common goals and similarities 
with other social movements, fair trade is a unique movement in using a market mechanism 
of commodity network to create a force upon the global market and consumers to buy 
products that cost more than the same commodity in a conventional market.15 According to 
fair trade principles, the higher price of fair trade products will be used to sustain income and 
develop local community and development, and eventually, to drive the fair trade producers 
out of poverty.16  
Fair trade products have acquired a recent popularity among consumers which has driven the 
demands of products and also the growing number of corporations to push fair trade into a 
global level.17 The world today sees a global success of fair trade sales in global retail value 
of total $4.18 billion in 2009 achieving an increase of 15 per cent from 2008.18 Despite being 
successful in the rise of sale volume, tensions are rising in conjunction with its remarkable 
success.19 As fair trade has moved into the mainstream of global trade, it has come across a 
question whether its original principles can still be maintained without any distortions from 
corporate world.20 It is feared that business mainstreaming will incorporate fair trade to 
become as part of business-as-usual for corporations to use fair trade as a merely social 
agenda to attract public interests and consumers.21  
                                               
14 Jennifer A. Zerk, Multinationals and Corporate Social Responsibility : Limitations and Opportunities in 
International Law (Cambridge University Press, 2006)., p. 17. 
15 T. Raynolds Laura and Murray Douglas and Taylor Peter Leigh, "Fair Trade Coffee: Building Producer 
Capacity Via Global Networks," Journal of International Development 16, no. 8 (2004)., p. 1116. 
16 Id. 
17 Id. 
18 FLO (2010): Consumer Purchase Fair Trade Than Ever Before, Press Release, available at: 
http://www.fairtrade.net/single_view1.html?&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=134&cHash=ed656e7d5f (accessed 11 June 
2010). 
19 Raynolds and Murray and Wilkinson, Fair Trade : The Challenges of Transforming Globalization., p. 4. 
20 David Henderson, The Role of Business in the Modern World : Progress, Pressures and Prospects for the 
Market Economy (IEA, 2004)., p. 56. 
21 Peter Utting, "Regulating for Social Development: The Potential and Limits of Corporate Responsibility and 
Accountability," in Melbourne Law School Conference (2007)., p. 7. 
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Aim of the Thesis 
The thesis aims to propose an emergence of the fair trade movement as one of social 
constituencies to influence political and corporate decisions in considering fair trade’s 
imperatives of labor rights, freedom and basic human rights into various legal approaches, 
i.e., corporate accountability and regulation. To that end, the thesis will explore arguments to 
support the proposal in six chapters which can be excerpted as follows: 
(i) The thesis proposes that it agrees with a core argument affirmed by many 
scholars22 on the account that the fair trade movement is an emergence of a 
social solidarity seeking to propose a new aspect of trading regulation that 
yields the best interest to the poor. Unlike the current system of international 
trade regulation which favors the rich nations23, the fair trade movement seeks 
to gather a force from consumer demands24 in a marketplace to influence 
corporate decisions to purchase fair trade products which will eventually 
benefit impoverished producers around the world. 
                                               
22 This view is suggested by Dine proposing that fair trade’s influence on trading policies might be democratic 
in nature and thus could be recognizable as a legitimate process to involve in political decision-making 
processes; see Janet Dine, "Democratization: The Contribution of Fair Trade and Ethical Trading Movements," 
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 15, no. 1 (2008)., p. 180.; Other scholars have shared the view that fair 
trade proposes alternative trading practices; see in general for example, Nicholls and Opal, Fair Trade : Market-
Driven Ethical Consumption., supra note 6; Marie-Christine Renard, "Quality Certification, Regulation and 
Power in Fair Trade," Journal of Rural Studies 21, no. 4 (2005).; Anne Tallontire, "Challenges Facing Fair 
Trade: Which Way Now?," Small Enterprise Development 13(2002).; Laura T. Raynolds and Douglas L. 
Murray and John Wilkinson, Fair Trade: The Challenge of Transforming Globalization (Routledge, 2007).; 
Orly Lobel, "Crowding out or Ratcheting Up? Fair Trade Systems, Regulation and New Governance," in Fair 
Trade, Corporate Accountability and Beyond : Experiments in Globalizing Justice, ed. Kate Macdonald and 
Shelley Marshall (Ashgate, 2010). 
23 The current system of international trade, corporate system, and global economy give rise to a global crisis in 
terms of labor exploitation and human rights abuse; see in general, Dine, Companies, International Trade and 
Human Rights.; also, the argument is put forward by Stiglitz in the situation where the developed countries 
employ unfair trade measures from the agreements such as non-tariff barriers to trade, protectionism and 
safeguard measures, which hurt the poor countries and benefit the developed countries more see Joseph E. 
Stiglitz and Andrew Charlton, Fair Trade for All : How Trade Can Promote Development (Oxford University 
Press, 2007)., p. 75-76. 
24 In terms of consumer demands in the fair trade movement, Fridell proposes a term ‘consumer sovereignty’ to 
mark the importance of a consumer force that remain the core premise to the viability of the fair trade 
movement; see Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice., p. 266. 
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(ii) Realizing present threats from globalized corporate management and a 
relatively infant compliance structure of the fair trade movement25, the thesis 
proposes that a pinnacle of the fair trade movement inevitably depends on a 
role of legal approaches to maintain the integrity of the fair trade objectives in 
nourishing a global justice. To reflect such argument, the thesis will explore 
legal supports from modern corporate law analysis26 to propose  a potential 
‘soft law’27 approach that influences corporate structure to consider wider 
interests in fair trade, CSR, as well as other ethical and moral considerations. 
(iii) The thesis will also analyze the impact of influential legal philosophies28 
toward a legitimacy concept of social constituencies. As a social movement, 
fair trade represents a community-based solidarity influencing social force of 
human values and dignity to affect the change in the society.29 The thesis will 
                                               
25 Fair trade is argued to possess a legal characteristic as ‘soft law’, and thus argued to be questionable on its 
legal-binding power; see in general for soft law arguments in; Utting, "Regulating for Social Development: The 
Potential and Limits of Corporate Responsibility and Accountability."; and, Lobel, "Crowding out or Ratcheting 
Up? Fair Trade Systems, Regulation and New Governance." 
26 Many scholars have argued for a convergence of corporate interests from the traditional shareholder’s 
primacy of profit focus to wider public interests such as ethical purchasing, social responsibility, environmental 
protection; see for example, Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 234-235; David 
Milman, National Corporate Law in a Globalised Market : The UK Experience in Perspective (Edward Elgar, 
2009)., p. 150-153; and see generally, Paddy Ireland and Reginee G. Pillay, "Corporate Social Responsibility in 
a Neoliberal Age," in Corporate Social Responsibility and Regulatory Governance: Towards Inclusive 
Development?, ed. Peter Utting and Jose Carlos Marques (palgrave macmilan 2010). 
27 Dimensions of soft law, CSR and fair trade have been explored to some extent in the following  literature; 
Utting, "Regulating for Social Development: The Potential and Limits of Corporate Responsibility and 
Accountability."; Lobel, "Crowding out or Ratcheting Up? Fair Trade Systems, Regulation and New 
Governance."; and, John Howe, "The Regulatory Impact of Using Public Procurement to Promote Better Labor 
Standards in Corporate Supply Chains," in Fair Trade, Corporate Accountability and Beyond : Experiments in 
Globalizing Justice, ed. Kate Macdonald and Shelley Marshall (Ashgate, 2010)., Howe suggests that CSR 
initiatives can provide soft law mechanisms using incentives to seek the corporate governance to internalizes 
public policy goals, such as a goal to promote better labor standards through different tools; p. 329, 331. 
28 Legal theories have been indebted by philosophical arguments about the foundation of social constituencies in 
law proposed by influential scholars; see for example, Philippe Nonet and Philip Selznick, Law and Society in 
Transition : Toward Responsive Law (Harper & Row, 1978); Roger Cotterrell, Law's Community (Oxford 
University Press, 1997).; Ronald Dworkin, Law's Empire (Harvard University Press, 1986).; Lon L. Fuller, The 
Morality of Law (Yale University Press, 1964).; H. L. A. Hart, The Concept of Law, (Clarendon, 1994). 
29 The social movement theory is argued to include a civil struggle that collectively define goals to render 
change in a particular society;  see Touraine, "An Introduction to the Study of Social Movements.", p. 751. 
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propose a legal analysis reflecting the link between the fair trade movement 
and legal theories, principally from philosophical ideas of Cotterrell30 and 
Selznick31, who argue for a kind of regulation that embraces moral sets of 
social constituencies such as civil participation, human dignity, and basic 
human rights. 
Legal arguments on the social movement theory find supports from Cotterrell’s legal theory 
that justifies the community and social norms as parts of a legal system32; and therefore, 
could lead to a potential rise of a social actor such as fair trade to become an influential factor 
in regulating economic life and business. Law in early ages is defined as sovereign power to 
impose order and command on population it regulates.33 This view of sovereign law 
represents the image of law as a state command possessing a repressive character toward 
people it wishes to regulate.34 Later, this view has been constantly contested by scholars like 
Selznick who proposed that law acted in a responsive role toward people in the society, and 
the state’s authority was abided by duties not to act arbitrarily in order to achieve fairness and 
transparency.35 
In terms of a system theory of law, fair trade could be analyzed in a social normative theory 
reflected in the writings of Habermas who opposes the view of sovereign domination of state 
law and suggests that law has the autonomy within its institution and is capable of 
                                               
30 Cotterrell provides an argument that human will and interest define a state activity, and law can aim to create 
conditions for human existence that symbolize a moral commitment of the community in its care for its 
members; see Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 266-69. 
31 Human values are central theme of Selznick’s view of social foundation, which emphasizes law’s potential to 
contribute to human’s flourishing; see Philip Selznick, The Moral Commonwealth: Social Theory and the 
Promise of Community (University of California Press, 1994)., p. 19. 
32 Cotterrell suggests a theory about the community approach to law which proposes that norms from 
community can become an integral part as legal norms to achieve regulation that understands the dynamics of a 
changing society: see, Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 178-183. 
33 Id., 178. 
34 The image of sovereign law is proposed by legal theorists like Austin, Bentham, and Hobbs, explained in: 
Dworkin, Law's Empire., p. 34. 
35 Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law., p. 84. 
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communicating with social norms to create legal discourse which is reflexive to the 
understanding of modern social and economic activities. 36  His theory suggests that law has 
its functional and pragmatic character that can absorb other values from the environment 
surrounding legal system; for example, from community or society to be participating in a 
political decision making within a legal system.37 Drawing the analysis from his theory, it 
follows that law is capable of establishing a normative character between itself and external 
values38  such as fair trade to form a legal regulation that captures the understanding of 
dynamics and reality of an ever-changing society.  
Influenced by Habermas’ theory, modern regulation sees the use of legal pluralism and 
decentralization of state law emerging to accommodate demands of competing social groups 
in the society.39 It is the idea that legal system will not be captured by only one interest in the 
society.40 The legal regulation needs to move from generality to cover more specific social 
issues to reflect fairness and civil participation in the decision-making process.41 Social 
norms have been used in the legal spheres in an area of environmental protection pioneered in 
America, providing an example of the rise of social advocacy and the use of social-based 
legal regulation to address social problems.42 Also in a case of the United Kingdom, a legal 
regulation has been expanded to include outside participation of social interest groups into 
the decision-making process of regulatory acts such as the Communication Act 200343, which 
                                               
36 Jürgen Habermas, The Theory of Communicative Action (Polity, 1987)., p. 120-5. 
37 Id., 123. 
38 Habermas presents a picture of a legal system that gives rise to the external participation to enhance the social 
understanding in a legal system in order to avoid the crisis of over-reliance on the legal regulation, -  
‘ligitimation crisis’, in, Jürgen Habermas, "Legitimation Problems in the Modern State," in Communication and 
the Evolution of the Society ed. Jürgen Habermas (Polity, 1979)., p. 196-198. 
39 Julia Black, "Constitutionalising Self-Regulation," The Modern Law Review 59, no. 1 (1996)., p. 49. 
40 Id. 
41 Id. 
42 See generally; Neil Gunningham and Peter Grabosky and Darren Sinclair, Smart Regulation : Designing 
Environmental Policy (Clarendon, 1998)., in ch. 1. 
43 See generally, Ofcom, "Promoting Effective Self-Regulation, Criteria for Transferring Functions to Co-
Regulatory Bodies," (London: Office of Communication, 2003). 
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is one of the attempts from the United Kingdom task force for a ‘Better Regulation’44 agenda 
– a state program that seeks for comprehensive form of regulation to offset the cliché and 
piecemeal of state-based regulation.45  
The legal experiences from both the United Kingdom and the United States seem to suggest a 
tendency of an external participation in regulation which highlights the importance of 
external values in regulating the economic activities in a modern era where a traditional 
(state-based) regulatory model has proved to be obsolete.46 The fair trade movement 
encapsulates external values of social solidarity and fairness which can benefit legal 
regulation greatly in creating influence towards corporate conduct to behave responsibly not 
only to their financial sources but also to other stakeholders in the society.47 The realization 
of fairness and solidarity values is centered in a legal argument of Cotterrell that provides the 
ground for community-driven perspective of legal regulation.48 His legal argument is 
significant to the analysis of fair trade when it can provide the possible grounds for designing 
legal regulation for social causes that emerge from the need of social groups in the 
community.49 
                                               
44 See in general, BRTF, "Regulation – Less Is More: Reducing Burdens, Improving Outcomes," (London: 
Better Regulation Task Force, 2005). 
45 Ian Bartle and Peter Vass, "Self-Regulation within the Regulatory State: Towards a New Regulatory 
Paradigm?," Public Administration 85, no. 4 (2007)., p. 885-86. 
46 Gunningham and Grabosky and Sinclair, Smart Regulation : Designing Environmental Policy., p. 7. 
47 Dine provides an analysis of a link between the fair trade movement and companies in regards to the 
democratization of legal arguments that fair trade can influence companies to be responsible to other 
stakeholders rather than financial considerations; see Dine, "Democratization: The Contribution of Fair Trade 
and Ethical Trading Movements.", p, 189-90, and 193-196. 
48 Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 228. 
49 Id. 
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Chapter 1  
 
An Overview of the Fair Trade 
Movement’s Principles: Exploring Fair 
Trade within Free Trade  
 
1.1 International Trade System and the Fair Trade Movement 
The fair trade movement represents a unique structure of civil solidarity that links the 
Northern companies and consumers to the process of economic and social development of 
fair trade producers in the South.1 The movement is best understood as an emerging response 
to the negative effects of the current international trade rules, and particularly to criticism of 
an unfair system of current international trade.2 An argument regarding unfairness of 
international trade has been emerged due to the fact that terms of trade between rich countries 
and poor countries have depicted an unequal picture inherited from an inception of liberal 
trading ‘Bretton Woods’ institutions.3 These Bretton Woods institutions – WTO, IMF and the 
World Bank - have marked the advent of international trading system fostering an expansion 
of powerful enterprises and the industrialised policies of free trade.4 Under the international 
trade system, free trade policies aim to enhance economic growth of all nations by 
eliminating trade barriers and freeing global space for capital movement.5 Economic 
                                               
1 Raynolds and Murray and Wilkinson, Fair Trade: The Challenge of Transforming Globalization., p. 4. 
2 Id. 
3 Daniel Jaffee, Brewing Justice : Fair Trade Coffee, Sustainability, and Survival (University of California 
Press, 2007)., p. 11. 
4 Id. 
5 Id. 
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promotion has become a principal agenda of trading agreements under the umbrella of 
international trading rules which help expand investment and business into a global sphere.6 
Despite claiming to have raised an unprecedented level of economic growth in the past 
decades7, the current international trade rules possess both benefits and dangers.8 
One of the benefits carried under international trade rules is the propositions that aim to raise 
a level of global economic growth and create a mutual tie between the rich and the poor in 
terms of economic and social opportunities.9 Principally, international trade institutions have 
put together the agenda on market-oriented and free trade, which propose to render 
significant economic changes globally.10 The free trade policies help enhance an inward of 
Northern companies that operate their business in the South, bringing in capital flows and 
prospects to increase economic growth in the developing countries.11 These companies are 
regarded as economic agents that bring in investments and employment opportunity to local 
people in developing countries with the hope to enhance economic growth and 
development.12  
However, the international trade rules have also carried criticism on the account that these 
commercial rules may restrain human development and cause social problems such as labor 
exploitation and poverty.13 This criticism fleshes out that poverty and unfair labor practices 
occur as a result of corporations exercising their superior power inappropriately towards the 
                                               
6 Nicholls and Opal, Fair Trade : Market-Driven Ethical Consumption., p. 4. 
7 John Croome, Reshaping the World Trading System : A History of the Uruguay Round (World Trade 
Organization, 1995)., p. 38. 
8 Nicholls and Opal, Fair Trade : Market-Driven Ethical Consumption. 
9 Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair Trade for All : How Trade Can Promote Development.; see generally in ch. 1. 
10 Id. 
11 Id. 
12 Zerk, Multinationals and Corporate Social Responsibility : Limitations and Opportunities in International 
Law., p. 8. 
13 Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 5. 
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poor in developing countries.14 In terms of human effects, global corporate power is enriched 
by the underlying philosophy of ‘race to the bottom’ under the international trade system 
which affects the rights and freedoms of the poor as companies seeks to maximize profits by 
exploiting the lowest cost human and environmental inputs to take advantage of cheap labor 
costs in order to maintain their cost-effectiveness in competition.15 The profit-focused feature 
of companies is accelerated by the structure of corporate management under primary duties to 
maximize profits to shareholders.16 To maintain their cost-effectiveness in a competitive 
market, the corporate maximizing goals usually result in reducing the labor costs and a 
deduction in welfare spending and social infrastructure.17 Dine suggests that a terrain of 
corporate ‘evil regimes’ on slave labor and excessive profit-ripping is a direct consequence of 
the legal design of companies favored by international trade rules.18 Therefore, this causes 
poverty problems and severe living conditions to those who work for the corporations under 
the regime of globalized markets that deprive them of rights and freedom which are 
fundamental to their development.19 On the account of environmental effects, free trade 
policies have been argued to create distorting effects on the exploitation of resources in 
developing countries to produce pollution-intensive goods.20 The argument maintains that the 
                                               
14 Milman, National Corporate Law in a Globalised Market : The UK Experience in Perspective., p. 146. 
15 Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice., p. 15. 
16 Dine has made a remark on the company’s duties to shareholders that, directors are to act in the interest of the 
company and usually owe no direct duties to shareholders. Even though the primacy of company’s focus needs 
to be for the interests of shareholders, this does not mean that shareholders always require directors to equate 
their interests with profit maximization. This opens up a view that companies can reflect other interests rather 
than profit maximization as long as they are to the benefits of shareholders; see Janet Dine, "Democratization: 
The Contribution of Fair Trade and Ethical Trading Movements." (2008), p. 189; and also, Janet Dine and 
Fagan Andrew, Human Rights and Capitalism : A Multidisplinary Perspective on Globalisation (Edward Elgar, 
2006)., p. 49. 
17 Collin Crouch, "CSR and Changing Modes of Governance: Towards Corporate Noblesse Oblige?," in 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Regulatory Governance : Towards Inclusive Development?, ed. Peter 
Utting and Jose Carlos Marques (Palgrave Macmillan, 2009)., p. 34. 
18 Dine, "Democratization: The Contribution of Fair Trade and Ethical Trading Movements.", p. 189. 
19 Sen proposes that the current regime of globalized markets restrict access to the poor who lack capabilities 
both socially and economically, which further traumatize the poverty problems in those living in poor countries; 
see Amartya Sen, Development as Freedom (Oxford University Press, 2001)., p. 3. 
20 Joseph Cooper, Global Agricultural Policy Reform and Trade : Environmental Gains and Losses (Elgar, 
2005)., p. 2. 
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regime of comparative advantage under the international trade system displays a wrong 
projection in level-playing capacity between the North and the South when the institutional 
capacity to reflect such advantage does not exist in the developing countries.21 This lack of 
capacity in developing countries normally grant them inferior positions in negotiations where 
they normally end up being used as a ‘pollution haven’ – a situation where developing 
countries accept incentives from richer countries to lower the environmental regulation for 
the pollution-exploitative production.22  
The globalized investment regime under the international trade system also depicts a restraint 
on human development when the regime induces small countries to become over-reliant on 
exports and investments from developed countries; and therefore, small countries have been 
pushed to involve in negotiations where they have to accept business deal which are abusive 
in labor wages, working hours, and child’s rights.23 Under the regime of global investment, 
the poor have been forced to work under highly intensive and abusive labor management in 
trying to maximize productivity in a limited time.24 The case of labor exploitation has been a 
widespread phenomenon in developing countries hosting foreign direct investments (FDIs) 
where they create export processing zones (EPZs)25, principally in Asia, to offer those 
investing corporations tax exemptions and cheap labor rates, and also allow them to bypass 
some law and regulations.26  
                                               
21 Id., 3. 
22 Id. 
23 Ronaldo Munck, Globalization and Social Exclusion : A Transformationalist Perspective (Bloomfield, 
2005)., p. 15. 
24 Shireen Hassim and Shahrashoub Razavi, Gender and Social Policy in a Global Context : Uncovering the 
Gendered Structure of 'the Social' (Palgrave Macmillan : UNRISD, 2006)., p. 15. 
25 A case of EPZs in the province of Shenzhen provides a good example of the extraction of labor force from 
rural areas in response to the model of export-led economic promotion; it was found that 90 percent of labor 
force in Shenzhen EPZ plants was less than 25 years of age, worked longer hours, and paid less than standards 
under national labor law; see Pun Ngai, "Women Workers and Precarious Employment in Shenzhen Special 
Economic Zone, China," Gender & Development 12, no. 2 (2004)., p. 29. 
26 Jayati Ghosh, "Globalization, Export-Oriented Employment for Women and Social Policy: A Case Study of 
India," Social Scientist 30, no. 11/12 (2002)., p. 4. 
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Under EPZs, minimum or average wages officially paid in EPZs are subject to arbitrariness 
of employers; and also the labor contracts have generally been ignored to manipulate the 
wage’s conditions.27 With no trade unions to defend them or give them advice, the workers 
do not usually realize how to refuse or modify conditions of employment, or are not even 
aware that they should sign a contract.28 This labor violation is referred to as ‘labor arbitrage’ 
which has been practiced for years by global corporations.29 An insight statement on the issue 
of labor arbitrage was given by a former CEO of General Electric, Jack Welch, taking a view 
on corporate behavior that “an ideal company would be on a barge that would move from 
country to country, taking advantage of the cheapest labor available at any given time”.30 In 
terms of trade policies, the international trade system favors a formation of trade agreements 
in different regions in the world in the hope that the economic development will be reached 
thoroughly by the merits of free trade mechanism.31 Free trade is expressed as a main 
principle of WTO in order to form an idealistically free trade without barriers, resulting in an 
encouragement of trade agreements to pursue the goal of economic growth.32 The formation 
of a single market of the EU had followed a free trade philosophy of WTO promising to be 
beneficial to global trading partners in terms of economic development.33 However, the 
reality of what happens in some part of the world has depicted disadvantages to small farmers 
in participating in free trade policies.34 For example, Caribbean producers faced a dilemma 
when their commodities were proposed to be dropped by the EU following their annulment of 
preferential status of Caribbean market in order to comply with free trade policies in a single 
                                               
27 Munck, Globalization and Social Exclusion : A Transformationalist Perspective., p. 15. 
28 Id. 
29 Paulette L. Stenzel, "Why Fair Trade Is Essential for the Triple Bottom Line, Sustainability, and Free Trade: 
Seeking Equilibrium as the Eagle Meets the Condor " in 2009 Proceedings of the Midwest Academy of Legal 
Studies in Business (2009)., p. 3. 
30 Id. 
31 Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair Trade for All : How Trade Can Promote Development., p. 194. 
32 Id. 
33 Id., 44. 
34 Id. 
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European market.35 The annulment was reasoned as a demolition of discriminatory measures 
(such as preferential treatment to commodity products to former colonies such as Caribbean 
countries) to pursue non-discriminatory goals of free trade policies.36 This results in threats 
towards livelihoods of small-scale producers in the Caribbean as they lack capacity to 
compete with major exporters in global markets.37 Another example is in the case of St. 
Vincent and the Grenadines in terms of its banana exports to Europe.38 Their exports faced 
with provisions launched after the EU single market in 1992 threatening to cancel the St. 
Vincent’s preferential access to the UK, the main market to which their bananas exports had 
relied on.39 This will greatly affect their lives and families since banana productions 
contribute to the majority of trading goods.40 
The disfavored position created by international trade rules has urged concerns from small 
countries to address the issue in WTO’s ministerial conference in Cancun where they had 
held that the the free trade model aggrieved them in a numerous way.41 In addition to a 
disparage to basic labor rights, trade agreements under the WTO carry unfair provisions that 
further traumatize the social and economic development of small countries.42 To give an 
example, these provisions under the WTO trade rules protect a domestic market of the 
powerful rich by authorizing an export dumping of their heavily subsidized agricultural 
products to small countries.43 In particular, NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement) 
                                               
35 Douglas L. Murray and Laura T. Raynolds, "Globalization and Its Antinomies: Negotiating a Fair Trade 
Movement," in Fair Trade: The Challenge of Transforming Globalization ed. Douglas L. Murray Laura T. 
Raynolds, John Wilkinson (London, 2007)., p. 5. 
36 Id. 
37 Jay R. Mandle, Globalization and the Poor (Cambridge University Press, 2003)., p. 126. 
38 Karla Slocum, Free Trade & Freedom : Neoliberalism, Place, and Nation in the Caribbean (University of 
Michigan Press, 2006)., p. 1. 
39 Id. 
40 Id. 
41 Jaffee, Brewing Justice : Fair Trade Coffee, Sustainability, and Survival., p. xiii. 
42 Id. 
43 Id. 
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has endangered the lives of small farmers in the developing countries; when one of the cases 
was that NAFTA permitted the American subsidization of corn products into the Mexican 
domestic market which resulted income loss from an inability of Mexican producers to 
compete with cheap products from America.44 Free trade agreement between America and 
Colombia provides another example where commodities advantage has been initiated by the 
American exports to dump their price of commodities in Colombian markets which then 
drive a number of small farmers in Colombia of out of business.45 
Potential threats to the lives of small producers justify an emergence of the fair trade 
movement to maintain the viability of commodity trade under the current international trade 
system.46 Instead of subjecting to the larger system of international trade, the fair trade 
movement proposed a contradiction to the free trade ideology by positioning itself as a 
marginal and alternative system of fair trade and organic networks.47 The fair trade 
movement proposes to challenge the prevailing idea of free trade by asserting ethical 
significance to the traded commodities.48 These ethical values will attract concerned 
consumers to express solidarity with those small producers whose lives are endangered by the 
current international trade policies.49 The fair trade movements are functioned under 
principles aiming to provide better benefits to the producers in order to leap out of poverty.50 
Two of the most important principles are the fair trade minimum guaranteed price above the 
conventional market to provide price stability against the market fluctuations, and the 
                                               
44 Gary Clyde Hufbauer and Jeffrey J. Schott, NAFTA Revisited : Achievements and Challenges (London, 
2005)., p. 323-325. 
45 Paulette L. Stenzel, "The U.S.-Columbia Free Trade Agreement," (2008)., cited in, Stenzel, "Why Fair Trade 
Is Essential for the Triple Bottom Line, Sustainability, and Free Trade: Seeking Equilibrium as the Eagle Meets 
the Condor "., p.7. 
46 Maurie J. Cohen and Joseph Dr Murphy, Exploring Sustainable Consumption : Environmental Policy and the 
Social Sciences (Pergamon, 2001)., p. 99. 
47 Id. 
48 Dine, "Democratization: The Contribution of Fair Trade and Ethical Trading Movements.", p. 180. 
49 Id. 
50 Id. 
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principle to provide pre-finance to producers.51  
However, fair trade is faced with an important question as to whether it receives adequate 
support from concerning actors in the market.52 The issue invoked concerned participants in 
Cancun (the 2003 WTO ministerial meeting) to consider the future of the fair trade 
movement; and in a draft letter on the meeting it calls for the government to “implement 
proactive policy initiatives and negotiate trade agreements to enhance and not impede the 
growth of the fair trade system… trade policy should promote an enabling environment for 
fair trade that upholds the right of producers and consumers to take part in fair trade without 
restriction, for example, through restrictions on preferential purchasing and voluntary 
preference based on production processes and methods (PPM)”.53 
However, since the fair trade movement provides a selective trade measure, one important 
question becomes it can result in a violation of the non-discrimination and free trade principle 
under the international trade rules?54 In the world of globalizing trade and powerful 
industries, does this provoke the fear that fair trade could potentially be ruled out by the rules 
under WTO?55 The fear is noteworthy considering the nature of WTO, which was instructed 
to oppose to any attempts that impede the free trade principles.56 It appears that some of free 
trade agreements have already imposed a danger to the viability of fair trade.57 The recent 
Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) which specifically prohibits the 
governments from the use of tariff measures to imports that produced from ‘producer groups’ 
or non-governmental organization.58 These trade agreements have been questioned in terms 
                                               
51 Id. 
52 Jaffee, Brewing Justice : Fair Trade Coffee, Sustainability, and Survival., p. 32. 
53 See in general, Open Letter to Governments Regarding Fair trade, in: IFAT, "North America/Pacific Rim 
Conference Report," (Bichester2004). 
54 Jaffee, Brewing Justice : Fair Trade Coffee, Sustainability, and Survival., p. 33. 
55 Id. 
56 Id. 
57 Id. 
58 CFTA Chapter III on national treatment and market access for goods; cited in, Jaffee, Id., 292. 
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of its unfair provisions toward peasants in small countries.59  
It has been argued that the core principle of free trade has created an ‘unequal exchange’ – a 
concept that stems from a trade model developed in the an era of colonialism which had been 
used to transfer the surplus of wealth produced in the Southern countries to the North where 
such wealth was consumed or invested in production.60 It is the model that was employed by 
Northern countries to be used for producers in the colonies to export primary commodities to 
the Northern markets in exchange for materialistic ruling power from the Northern 
countries.61 As a result, Southern countries had to depend on the ruling power of the North 
who utilized the technologies, capital, and markets that distorted the dependency, freedom, 
and developments of the Southern producers.62 Unequal exchange is also explained in a 
political conception as to how the nations in the South are structurally unable to gain 
sufficient benefits from trade due to the century-long extraction of value from their 
countries.63 The model has ascended to the modern times when the unequal exchange’s 
imperatives have transpired under the current international trading system where trade 
distortions, trade protections, and preferential systems further traumatize small producers in 
developing countries.64  
Capitalism is argued to have emerged from free trade policies of international trade 
institutions that nourish the economic rationale of economic considerations rather than social 
opportunities to equalize the inequality between the North and the South.65 Modern scholars 
like Sen have criticized that the emergence of capitalism has contributed to the division of 
economic growth, restriction of development, and portraying the misleading of the true 
                                               
59 Stenzel, "Why Fair Trade Is Essential for the Triple Bottom Line, Sustainability, and Free Trade: Seeking 
Equilibrium as the Eagle Meets the Condor "., p. 4. 
60 Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice., p. 12. 
61 Id. 
62 Id. 
63 R. J. Johnston, The Dictionary of Human Geography (Blackwell, 2000)., p. 637. 
64 Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair Trade for All : How Trade Can Promote Development., see in general ch. 2. 
65 Id., 70-71. 
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purpose of trade.66 Sen provides that there is a misguided concept that views human 
development in narrow terms such as identifying development with the growth of 
industrialization.67 He wrote: 
“Growth of GNP or of individual incomes can, of course, be very important as means to 
expanding freedom enjoyed by the members of the society. But freedoms depend also on other 
determinants, such as social and economic arrangements (for example, facilities for 
education and health care) as well as political and civil rights (for example, the liberty to 
participate in public discussion and scrutiny). Similarly, industrialization or technological 
progress or social modernization can substantially contribute to expanding human freedom, 
but freedom depends on other influences as well.”68 
The rise of social advocacy movements has been emerged to question the righteousness of 
international trading system and the unequal trade and exchange pattern.69 These social 
movements are formed to reaffirm the social and economic rights of people in developing 
countries to be free from distortions under the system of international trade.70 Nevertheless, 
advocates of free trade still argue that the trade and exchange traditions had existed 
throughout human history before the advent of industrialization, and thus could not by 
themselves account for the pattern that only exists in the current system of international 
trade.71 The trade and exchange traditions can only be explained as historically social 
relations of productions, based on private property and regulation of labor, which create trade 
                                               
66 Sen, Development as Freedom., p. 8-9. 
67 Id., 3. 
68 Id. 
69 The fair trade movement is considered as one of today’s main social movements; Debt Relief Movement, 
Movement to change International Trade Rules and Barriers, Tax Tobin Movement, International 
Anticorruption Movement; see Kléber Ghimire, "The Contemporary Global Social Movements: Emergent 
Proposals, Connectivity and Development Implications," (2005)., p. 5-6. 
70 Id., 6. 
71 Henderson, The Role of Business in the Modern World : Progress, Pressures and Prospects for the Market 
Economy., p. 2. 
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patterns as being used today.72 Therefore, the incident where Southern producers are 
aggrieved by the unfair trade treatments is merely a consequence of imperfect competitive 
markets and domestic regulation.73 The argument is supported by job creations and economic 
growth that has risen unprecedented in the history.74 Some developing countries have 
performed greatly after implementing policies under free trade after 1970s resulting in an 
increase of fivefold the rate of GDP per capita and trade.75 
Despite the increase in economic income and GDP per capita, free trade is argued to have 
caused a wider gap of inequality between the rich and the poor.76 Although the level of global 
trade has increased significantly from free trade (total trade volume in 2005 peaking at 22 
times the level in 1950), the global inequality has also simultaneously grown pointing out the 
fact that the benefits in terms of trade have not been distributed throughout the world under 
free trade; in a specific statistic, the share of the world’s income distributed among the poor 
fell by 15 per cent between the late 1980 and 2000, while the share going to the richest 
increased by 8 per cent.77 
Although free trade can yield better economic development in terms of growth, it is worth 
considering the arguments in which the current free trade approaches ignore the exploitative 
patterns of trade, and do not reflect the real assessment of global distribution of wealth.78 
Pogge has acknowledged that there is an unequal distribution of welfare and justice that 
                                               
72 Tulder, "The Role of Business in Poverty Reduction. Towards a Sustainable Corporate Story?.", p. 3. 
73 Henderson, The Role of Business in the Modern World : Progress, Pressures and Prospects for the Market 
Economy., see in general ch. 2. 
74 Id. 
75 The countries in this group are four European countries – Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain. Seven of the 
remaining countries are in Asia –Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan, together with Malaysia, 
Thailand and China, cited in, Angus Maddison, The World Economy : Historical Statistics (OECD, 2003). 
76 Sanje Reddy and Thomas Pogge, "How Not to Count the Poor?," in Debates on the Measurement of Global 
Poverty, ed. Sudhir Anand, Paul Segal, and Joseph E. Stiglitz (Oxford University Press, 2010)., p. 22. 
77 David Ransom, The No-Nonsense Guide to Fair Trade (New Internationalist Publications, 2001)., p. 9. 
78 Thomas Pogge, "Priorities of Global Justice," in Global Justice, ed. Thomas Pogge (Blackwell, 2001)., p. 8. 
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increases the division of economic growth between the South and the North.79 The 
assessment of wealth followed the industrialized approach of ‘money-metric’ has main 
focuses on the income generating effects as it has considered economic terms as a central 
approach in all areas of development.80 The money-metric approach has been criticized by 
Sen as he argues that the income considerations only favor the rich as they have techniques, 
expertise, and resources to utilize them; the approach also provides a false idea on the 
realistic analysis of the true prospects and difficulties of the poor.81 Central to Sen’s 
argument, inequality is one of the main problems surrounding poverty that prevents small 
countries to achieve their social and economic development.82 It causes the proliferation of 
wealth in a certain group in the society, and with such effect, the rich maintain better rights 
and opportunities to manage and thrive in economic and social resources, while the poor are 
deprived of such benefits and entitlements causing the problem to deepen further to the very 
core of poverty.83  
His view is shared by scholars like Dworkin who proposes that an inequality of wealth cannot 
only be measured in terms of income, but it also requires the understanding of the poor’s 
social and cultural context.84 According to Dworkin, what people terms as equal is different 
subject to the social context, conditions, and environment that each individual faces.85 Sen 
stresses that one of the main solutions to curve poverty is to accord freedom and 
opportunities in social and human rights, justice, capabilities and development, so that the 
poor are able to thrive in what they would like to achieve – to give them a sense of self-worth 
                                               
79 Id. 
80 Deaton Angus, "Counting the World's Poor: Problems and Possible Solutions," (Princeton University, 
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs, Research Program in Development Studies., 
2000)., p. 136. 
81 Sen, Development as Freedom., p. 15. 
82 Id. 
83 Id. 
84 Ronald Dworkin, "What Is Equality? Part 1: Equality of Welfare," Philosophy and Public Affairs 10, no. 3 
(1981)., p. 189-91. 
85 Id. 
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and self-belief in order to utilize their capabilities in social and economic opportunities.86 
Sen’s argument seeks to justify economic opportunity from a perspective of the cultural and 
traditional notion of freedom, which is different from the income approach of international 
trade system.87 Freedom and justice contradict to the hierarchical distribution of economic 
power under the regime of international trade as it signifies labor repressiveness and working 
under supervision of commanding industries.88 The hierarchy of power in international trade 
is being criticized as a failure to grasp an understanding of cultural propositions of 
impoverished workers in developing countries while the realistic idea to the poor’s freedom 
contains the autonomy and self-empowerment to be from oppression and exploitative terms.89  
 
1.2 What Law Defines the Fair Trade Movement? 
Fridell proposes that the theory about a social advocacy can be best described the aim and 
principles of the fair trade movement.90 The social advocacy theory emerged as the 
philosophy of modern conception that abandons the traditional pattern of free trade, but 
instead purses new ideas of socio-economic conception that relates to issues of equality, 
human rights, environmentalism, indigenous and minority rights, and local autonomy.91 The 
main objective of a social movement stresses on the importance plurality and identity based 
rights, rather than on materialistic achievements; and it has premise on collective 
participation, cultural and social rights, and the protection of diversity.92 Legal scholars like 
Cotterrell recognize the importance of collective participation of individuals in the 
community on the account that it can give rise to an evolving conception of law emerging not 
                                               
86 See in general, Sen, Development as Freedom. 
87 Id., 7. 
88 Slocum, Free Trade & Freedom : Neoliberalism, Place, and Nation in the Caribbean., p. 96. 
89 Id. 
90 Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice., p. 8. 
91 Id. 
92 Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 320. 
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only from a state or a sovereignty, but from the social and cultural demands of civil society 
and grassroots of what he referred to as ‘living law’.93 The importance of the fair trade 
movement to the socio-legal exploration is intriguing, in which it signifies a legal potential to 
recognize the pluralism of interests in rights and values from a social movement in order to 
render a change in forming a social regulation that can attack the hierarchy and traditionalism 
of state law; and seek for a regulation that is truly reflexive to the needs of the minorities and 
indigenous values.94 The importance of a socio-legal theory is that it is located within realm 
of civil society and entails a plurality of local acts of resistance that seek to open more 
cultural space for autonomous political action to reflect human values and dignity.95 
The fair trade movement can be explored in the light of a civil movement experience in the 
history of peasant radicalism in America; social rights groups such as NAACP (the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People) in America has involved court 
judgement as their primary demand for legal reform and call for justice since before 1950s.96 
The struggle for justice could argue for the basis of what the principles of fair trade have been 
established for.97 The fair trade movement seeks for justice and equality of property within 
the community and liberty from outside sources of oppression, such as local and international 
intermediaries, and also fraternity within the community, as well as with Northern 
corporations and consumers.98 The activity of the fair trade movement is overseen by a 
voluntary-based fair trade labelling organization (FLO), ensuring that the standards and 
                                               
93 Roger Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society : Legal Ideas in the Mirror of Social Theory (Ashgate, 2006)., see 
generally in ch. 6. 
94 This is an important view of community approaches to law (as proposed by Cotterrell in Law’s Community); 
the relationship between the fair trade movement and legal views on human and community concepts will be 
explored in details in chapter five. 
95 Marc Edelman and Angelique Haugerud, The Anthropology of Development and Globalization : From 
Classical Political Economy to Contemporary Neoliberalism (Blackwell Publishing Ltd, 2005)., p. 15-20. 
96 Joel F. Handler, Social Movements and the Legal System : A Theory of Law Reform and Social Change 
(Academic Press, 1978)., see in general ch. 1. 
97 Sarah M. Lyon and Mark Moberg, What's Fair? The Paradox of Seeking Justice through Markets, ed. Sarah 
M. Lyon and Mark Moberg, Fair Trade and Social Justice : Global Ethnographies (New York University Press, 
2010)., p. 4. 
98 Geoff Moore, "The Fair Trade Movement: Parameters, Issues and Future Research," Journal of Business 
Ethics 53, no. 1 (2004)., p. 75. 
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values of fair trade be met by concerning participants in the market.99 
Fair trade seeks to emerge as a form of regulation through supply chain using the significant 
message of ethical sourcing as a binding force to control corporate practices.100 Unlike the 
hierarchical approaches of state law, fair trade follows a market-based approach grounded in 
solidarity of local communities and people to attack the problems inherited from the free 
trade regulation under international trade system.101 It gains forces from non-state and 
international voluntary bodies, mainly the FLO and other CSR initiatives102 to endorse ethical 
rules in trading practice.103 The benefits that are offered by fair trade also provide the 
significant analysis in a justice theory proposed by Rawls in his justice formulations, which 
include liberty (from rights and liberty that small farmers have in being part of the 
movement), equality (from creating the opportunity to thrive in their own economic terms), 
and fraternity (through benefits that keep families and local solidarity together).104 The 
importance of Rawls’ justice theory on the fair trade movement will be explored in chapter 
four. 
The fair trade movement offers justice imperatives which possess significant implications to 
historic and cultural context on economic and political considerations.105 It also leads to a 
valuable analysis of a modern concept of equality proposing the idea that economic growth 
from a free trade theory does not always yield the desired outcome to reflect the reality of the 
                                               
99 Id. 
100 Andrew Crane and Dirk Matten, Business Ethics : Managing Corporate Citizenship and Sustainability in the 
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poor’s conditions.106 The concept of fair trade reflects Sen’s argument that equality also 
possesses an element of ‘opportunity’ that is created to realize freedom of an individual to be 
able to live and value their lives.107 Fair trade reflects both social and economic opportunities 
in its principles providing producers an opportunity to create social and economic platforms 
(such as setting up cooperatives) to realize their own freedoms and worth by having an 
employment that they can realize and develop their capabilities.108 The capability analysis is 
vital to the ideas of justice and freedom of Sen, affecting the mainstream thinking towards a 
development concept that abandons the money-metric rationale of economic growth and 
income expansion.109 Sen argues that indicators of effectiveness in economics can be 
determined by their impact on the actual ‘end’ of development, the enhancement of human 
life, an approach that values activities and capacity to achieve these activities.110 Capabilities 
are used to incorporate the materialist’s concerns such as economic growth with implications 
of social and cultural outcomes, creating effective policies to measure impacts on economic 
and local development projects for the poor.111  
Fair trade is a movement that reflects Sen’s theory of freedom and development in the sense 
that fair trade purports to encourage social nourishments and self-empowerment to increase 
capabilities of small producers in developing countries – a concept in which the current 
system of international trade seems to ignore.112 However, one of the difficulties in realizing 
Sen’s development theory is the fact that most of the world’s current development visions 
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have still been constrained by the effect of globalization.113 In other words, the world today 
becomes dominated by the globalized mode of production, and the distribution of wealth and 
power in the world system is largely determined by the structural imperatives of globalization 
from the force of free trade.114 Proponents of free trade still insist that globalization indicates 
an achievement in accelerating global economic growth, and they also question the ability of 
fair trade in doing so.115 They suggest that global economic development has increased from 
market-oriented policies of trade liberalism since the advent of Bretton Woods institutions, 
which yields great results in rates of growth in material standards of living in a number of 
very poor countries, which were either rare or wholly unprecedented anywhere in earlier 
history.116 
To represent an alternative model for globalizing trade, the fair trade movement has emerged 
from a development concept against the free trade model.117 Free trade policies have been 
argued to ignore the accounts of human rights and freedom and development, thus leading to 
the economic growth under the rich’s commands that marks the cause of unequal global 
distribution of wealth and resources, and, ultimately the induction of underdevelopment of 
the South.118 An emerging development concept encourages a democratic and political force 
from small workers and a formation of social unity that question the process of capitalism 
which restricts the account of their social rights, equality, freedom and justice.119 Fair trade is 
based on such social advocacy movements that forms ‘producer politics’ where workers join 
to request their justice based on basic rights and freedom that they deserve.120 The fair trade 
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movement is believed to contribute to the forming of a ‘new globalization’ – it is described 
not as a anti-globalization movement, but a movement being developed to curve the currently 
questionable effects of globalization if fair trade has been widely practiced.121 Some 
arguments see the emergence of fair trade as a uniquely promising notion to reach the 
development approach in economic and social prosperity of the poor to reduce the gap of 
inequality.122 What is interesting about fair trade is that it does not seek to deliberately 
demolish the current system of international trade; rather, it recognizes the importance of 
liberal markets in connecting consumers in the North to the ethical values of Southern 
productions presented in the fair trade products.123  
The fair trade movement can influence trading policies of companies by asserting the 
demands from ethically concerned consumers to direct changes in business strategies.124 
These consumers are not involved directly in a democratic structure of fair trade, but 
remained to be individuals that are driven by the capital markets to make their own choices of 
income expenses and market options, while at the same time contribute to the development of 
fair trade producers by purchasing fair trade products that carry premiums to contribute to 
economic development of small producers.125 Fair trade is a significant movement in 
determining the distribution of political-economic power and socially produced wealth that 
understand the realities of the poor producers.126 Fair trade rejects the traditional way of 
receiving commands by corporate industries, but encourages the freedom of producers to 
form democratically organized cooperative to realize their potential to have independency in 
managerial skills and empower them to have opportunities in economic development, self-
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empowerment, and self-learning.127 Sen’s theory on freedom and development relates to the 
core principles of fair trade that stress on the empowerment of the poor’s capabilities in 
utilizing their social and cultural context to realize their potential in social and economic 
development.128 An incident of banana producers in the Morne Verte (St. Lucia) reflects 
Sen’s development theory when local workers see their employment choice as providing self-
autonomy, flexible working schedule, independence from employer’s command, and 
individual security.129 This perspective of workers provides a surprising aspect in terms of 
their happiness of employment in a commodity production where it has been subject in a 
series of competition and market repression in other areas of the world.130 This study 
provides an interesting take in finding that workers could maintain their notion of freedom 
without aspiring to greater economic incentives from the global economy.131 The fact that 
these incentives have been ignored by workers suggests that the basis of freedom and sense 
of achievement tie to their political and cultural experiences and histories.132 
Fair trade is argued to be an important movement that challenges the globalized markets, and 
asks for a real understanding of the social and cultural context embodying the lives of small 
producers.133 It has been argued to provide a rescue to trade distortions134 given to the poor 
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under the current system of international trade.135 Fair trade seeks to assist small producers 
through a system of ethical trade standards and international solidarity network, composed of 
certified Southern Producers organizations and Northern importers, processers, and 
distributors.136 It is regarded as an attempt to propose a new definition of commodity market 
where the relationship between producers and purchasers have been narrowed in a form of 
direct contact to create information awareness to consumers who purchase not only 
commodities but also the realization of fair trade values carried within such products.137 
The relationship between producers and consumers had barely existed under the current 
trading affairs under international trade.138 Social relations between producers and consumers 
under the international trade regime are not based on direct contact, but are mediated by the 
market.139 In other words, the relationship between producers of commodities and consumers 
have been alienated due to the distance of communication of market agents model 
(commodities sold through market agents – small producers, importers, large companies, 
consumers).140 Rather than directly engaging in the knowledge of production of goods, the 
model of market agency limits consumers only to the information provided by markets 
without any awareness on how goods are really produced.141 This means that consumers 
purchase commodities without knowing any details of the backgrounds embedded behind the 
products, i.e., social origins, labor struggling and repressive conditions.142 The distance 
created under the current market model has made it easy for the rich to impose any form of 
distortions resulting in an increased social injustice, especially between wealthy corporations 
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and the poor workers in the South.143 For example, prior to the public exposure of labor 
abuse, Nike had employed child labor to produce goods under the unfair conditions towards 
people in small countries; and consumers purchase those goods without knowing any 
backgrounds of labor distortions.144 Fair trade comes to realize such distortions by creating a 
solidarity concept of ethical trading values to reduce distance of market.145 It seeks to 
transform the poor’s disadvantages by asserting product information to consumers, and 
setting product prices at a level where the producers can reach a basic standard of living, and 
also can develop basic needs in their local communities.146 Unlike the international trade 
regime, fair trade reduces alienation in markets by asserting a symbolic remark of commodity 
that reveals the conditions under which commodities are produced and traded as important 
bonds of solidarity between fair trade partners in the South and consumers in the North.147  
 
1.3 Historical Backgrounds of the Fair Trade Movement 
Fair trade is a unique movement, and perhaps the most dynamic of range of movements, 
campaigns and initiatives that emerged in the recent decades in response to the negative 
effects of globalization.148 It seeks to create a more sustainable and justifiable future for the 
impoverished producers by proposing efforts such as buying coffee directly from coffee 
farmers in developing countries, and certifying commodity products from poor producers.149 
Fair trade has emerged as the most important market-based mechanism to improve the lives 
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of producers in developing countries.150  Fair trade products are now part of agenda for most 
major retailers, including Starbucks, Nestlé, Tesco, Marks and Spencer, and Carrefour.151 
Within the fair trade system, small producers are provided with stable, guaranteed ‘floor’ 
prices for their commodities, offering them protections from the fluctuated prices of 
commodities markets.152 Fair trade also eliminates the middlemen who typically take benefits 
from a long line of communication between producers and consumers.153 Fair trade also sets 
up producer’s democratically organized associations to increase their power.154 In addition, it 
encourages long-term relationships between buyers and sellers, which protect producers’ 
sustainability in production from an urgent cancellation of purchasing agreements.155  
Fair trade is distinctive from other charity projects as it places central objectives to recognize 
the power of local producers to develop rights and responsibility that extends across all of its 
stakeholders beyond a corporation’s profitability.156 The notion has shaped a corporation’s 
role toward a ‘human face’ when global corporate agenda has been moving towards social 
responsibility and sharing the profit from business to the world’s poor.157 The major power-
players in coffee trading markets such as Procter & Gamble and Starbucks in the US, and 
Nestlé in the UK have begun to purchase fair trade certified coffees which help accelerate fair 
trade’s popularity across the world.158 The movement reshapes the patterns of international 
trade and the very process of corporate expansion in the global economy that have 
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historically undermined globally ecological and social conditions.159 The aim of fair trade is 
to offer the most disadvantaged producers in developing countries the opportunity to move 
out of extreme poverty through creating market access (typically to Northern consumers) 
under ethical rather than exploitative terms.160 
It is important to look at the historical development to shed the light on the terms the ‘fair 
trade network’ and the ‘fair trade movement’, which they have been used interchangeably to 
refer to the concept of fair trade.161 The ‘fair trade network’ is used to refer to a formal 
network of FLO that connects peasants, workers, and craftspeople in the South with 
consumers and importers from the North through a system of fair trade rules and 
principles.162 On the other hand, the ‘fair trade movement’ refers to a broader meaning 
remarking fair trade’s origin in international development concept since the end of World 
War II.163 Since the beginning of 1940s, the fair trade movement formed no real existence, 
but rather gathered its premise as a variety of initiatives headed by Southern governments, 
NGOs, international organizations with the purpose of radically altering the international 
trade and development regime in the interests of poor nations in the South.164 
The movement became particularly active at the birth of Bretton Woods’ institutions and has 
extended through the period of 1940s – present.165 Poverty faced by small countries was 
given attention from several NGOs including several charitable organizations.166 The original 
purpose of fair trade, which remains to be the philosophical principles up to present, was to 
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alter the relationship in terms of North-South trade, and used the international market 
regulation to support development efforts in the South.167 Fair trade seeks to alter the free 
trade principles emerged from the Bretton Woods has regulated the markets generally in the 
interest of the rich and powerful.168 The powerful Northern nations employ preferences in 
tariff walls, import controls, tariffs, levies, quotas designed to protect their domestic markets, 
and enhance their export markets.169 Market regulation has always been a playground for 
powerful nations to protect their dominant position in the global trade management.170 Fair 
trade emerges as a call from developing nations to construct a uniquely solidarity regime that 
uses market regulation to protect the weak, not the strong, and, ideally, to create a more equal 
international trading system.171 
Fair trade was first constructed by initiatives of several organizations and NGOs, which 
formed the markets of international commodity for the peasants in the South to export 
products to consumers in the North.172 As an agenda for development, rich nations began 
campaigns about charities in order to create markets for the products of impoverished and 
displaced people.173 It began as a loose system of alternative trade organizations (ATOs) in 
the 1940s-1950s, and the products for trading were mainly handicrafts and primary 
commodities.174 The original purpose of ATOs is mainly to create trading markets for the 
charity of the impoverished producers in small countries, but it is also the mechanism that 
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gives direct benefits to small producers without any middleman.175 Within the stimulation of 
international awareness, the second UNCTAD Conference in 1968 gave rise to the idea that 
‘trade not aid’ should provide the basis for Southern countries development.176 The ‘trade not 
aid’ campaign referred to the need to reduce the inequality gap between the rich countries and 
the small countries by supporting trade and exchange system on both imports and exports.177 
Fair trade groups became organized on a national basis first around importers and shops, 
which created alternative trade networks as part of a larger contested global economic 
system.178 The important moment for the fair trade movement occurred when small Mexican 
coffee producers from the UCRI cooperative in Oxaca (led by the Dutch liberation priest, 
Franz Vanderhoff Boersma) had approached the Dutch development aid organization, 
‘Solidaridad’, for the proposed idea of systemizing the fair trade movement in order to gain 
access worldwide for more substantial income to make a difference for small producers.179 
Solidaridad initiated the idea to create a label for fair trade, which could be placed on coffee 
sold under any brand to certify that the coffee producers had received fair benefits.180  
As a result, the certification label of Max Havelaar was created in 1988, which later became 
the basis for the fair trade labelling organization (FLO).181 The certification process becomes 
largely successful across Western Europe, and now with prospective growth in North 
America, which the year 2009 marked an increased rate of 7 per cent growth in fair trade 
sales from the year 2008.182 The sales of fair trade in the UK market have increased 14 per 
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cent from 2008.183 Max Havelaar has worked alongside with the German group, Transfair, 
and the fair trade foundation in UK, to increase the sales of fair trade products.184 In early 
1990s, virtually every continent has a ‘labelling initiative’185 under the FLO structure to 
promote fair trade products, which resulted in the appearance of fair trade products in 
mainstream shops, and the dramatic rise of fair trade sales.186  
According to statement by FLO, the goals of fair trade are:  
1. To improve the livelihoods and well-being of producers by improving market access, 
strengthening producer organizations, paying a better price and providing continuity 
in the trading relationship;187 
2. To promote development opportunities for disadvantaged producers, especially 
women and indigenous people and to protect children from exploitation in the 
production process;188 
3. To raise awareness among consumers of the negative effects on producers of 
international trade so that they exercise their purchasing power positively;189 
4. To set example of partnership in trade through dialogue, transparency, and respect;190 
5. To campaign for changes in the rules and practice of conventional international 
trade;191 
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6. To protect human rights by promoting social justice, sound environmental practices, 
and economic security.192 
These goals commonly realize imperatives on social justice and empowerment of the world’s 
small producers to develop their products within the community to compete in global trade.193 
The goals also stress on the market access of fair trade reflecting the system of solidarity in 
reducing market distance between consumers and small producers.194 In the free trade model 
of market transaction, it aims to maximize the profits for corporations importing commodities 
which create a power imbalance between the North and the South.195 Under the free trade 
model, retailers and corporations focus on economic considerations by cutting the cost 
externalities so as to maximize profits, and small producers will suffer from having to sell the 
products in a price that is unfair to them.196  FLO requires participants to comply with fair 
labor regulation; however, as being widely employed in North America since the late 80s, the 
profit-driven corporations have sought to reduce costs of labor by exploiting worker’s 
conditions in paying very low wages, providing no health insurance or retirement benefit.197 
One of the major coffee retailers like Starbucks is argued to employ exploitative labor 
schemes during major holidays to maintain its cost advantage at the price of labor force.198  
Coffee becomes the first fair trade certification product and continues to be the commodity 
that retains the highest volume and highest value for most national fair trade markets.199 The 
global coffee market is relatively monopolistic, with five major companies dominating the 
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market - Kraft, Nestlé, Sara Lee, Procter & Gamble, and Tchibo, buying almost half of the 
global supply.200 Nearly all coffee has been grown in developing countries, with Brazil, 
Vietnam, Colombia and Indonesia accounting for over 60 per cent of the world’s 
production201 Coffee is therefore a commodity that is greatly important to developing 
countries; yet coffee relies on the supply chains largely controlled by transnational coffee 
exporters and roasters rather than by the millions of farmers who grow the beans.202  
Considering a monopolistic situation, from 1962-1989, producing and consuming nations 
jointly controlled supply through the International Coffee Agreement, which aimed to keep 
coffee price relatively high and stable ($0.44 – $0.50 per pound).203 To stabilize the price, 
governments in both producing and consuming countries sought to agree to pre-determined 
supply levels by setting export quotas for producing countries.204 However, the agreement fell 
apart when the United States of America pulled out in 1989, leading to an increase in the 
world’s supply and decline in price (in 2003 coffee price was traded at $0.38 to $0.26 per 
pound which was below the cost of production for most small farmer in developing 
countries).205 
Due to a long distance in supply chain, small farmers must sell their coffee to middlemen 
who come to visit their farms (these middlemen are normally referred as ‘coyotes’ among 
coffee farmers in Latin America).206 The coyotes then gather small farmers’ production and 
sell either directly to transnational-owned mills, or to independent mills, which process and 
then sell to transnational brokers and roasters.207 In a modern coffee production, Brazil and 
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Viet Nam have reshaped the world’s coffee supply.208 Ten years ago Viet Nam was barely a 
player in the coffee world.209 Its agricultural economy was later opened to the world market 
during the 1990s and with support from the government; it had become the second largest 
producer in the world.210 As a result of increasing production, its supply outplayed other 
coffee exports elsewhere which had led to job loss and poverty.211 Recently, the dominant 
coffee producing country like Brazil has increased productivity by shifting away from 
traditional methods of production into a new mechanization and intense production 
methods.212 With the new production strategy, the massive production from Brazil will upset 
the world’s market by substituting exports elsewhere and creating an imbalance in supply.213  
As a result to dramatically increased supply, the impact for traditional coffee-producing 
countries is serious as they now face competition from unprecedented level of productivity.214 
Patrick Installe, Managing Director of Efico, a green coffee trader asks this very important 
question “To give you an idea of the difference, in some areas of Guatemala, it could take 
over 1000 people working one day each to fill the equivalent of one container of 275 bags, 
each bag weighing 69 kg. In Brazil, you need five people and a mechanical harvester for two 
or three days to fill a container. One drives, and the other picks. How can Central American 
family farmers compete against that?”215 
The supply chain of coffee represents a complex network comprising producers, local traders, 
roasters, and retailers but most of the value is captured multinational roaster companies like 
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Philip Morris, Nestlé, Kraft, Procter & Gamble, and Sara Lee.216 Far from getting a fair share 
of its profitability, producers have collectively been receiving a smaller and smaller share of 
the market’s value.217 In 1990s, producers earned $10 from a coffee market worth of $30; but 
a decade later, they receive less than $6 of export earnings from the market that has more 
than doubled in size.218 This has been an indication of an imbalance of power in the global 
coffee supply chain.219 Producers face a whole series of obstacles, starting with the very low 
international price for coffee to the competition from the new technology in productivity.220 
Also, some farmers whom Oxfam has spoken with also complained of having to accept the 
price offered by the trader and of having very little power to negotiate.221  
In Peru, Carmela Rodriguez talked about the lack of negotiation power: “We see that the 
coffee is dry, but the buyers say give us a discount. I don’t know what grade it is, but I think 
they are taking advantage of us because they know we have no choice but to sell to them.”222 
Even though traders take advantages of the farmers in maximizing profit margins of the 
coffee production, the real margins in the market are made even higher by the roaster 
companies.223 In sharp contrast with the current losses by producers and exporters in 
developing countries, the roaster companies in America and Europe are making extraordinary 
profits on their retail coffee business.224  In Uganda, the coffee producers receive 14 cents per 
kilogram for their green beans; and these beans pass through various traders before arriving at 
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the roaster factory at a price of $1.64 per kilogram.225 If these beans were to end up in a 
soluble coffee sold on supermarket shelves in the UK, an average price per kilogram would 
be $26.40, which means that the price is inflated by more than 7000 per cent.226 Although 
there are many great roasters around the world who buy green coffee beans and turn them 
into roast and ground or instant coffee for drinkers, the four main roasters – Kraft, Nestlé, 
Procter & Gamble, and Sara Lee – are major retailers in the coffee world.227 With an 
estimation of Nestlé’s market share, its size of sales and operating profit margins on average 
make 26 pence of profit for every one pound of instant coffee sold.228  
 
1.4 Fair Trade to the Rescue? 
Max Haveelar is among the pioneers in directly encouraging small-scale producers in 
forming cooperatives for fair trade.229 To resolve the issues about profit distortions, coffee is 
imported directly from farmer-owned cooperatives in order to give the actual price to farmers 
and to prevent the coyotes from taking the benefits of coffee price and to let farmers have the 
actual price.230 The fair trade system also requires the cooperatives to own or have a 
minimum control the milling process in order to be able to export directly for the benefits for 
fair trade farmers.231 
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   Own   Pay minimum fair trade price + social premium 
      Payment 
 
                              Sell coffee cherries   Export milled coffee        
 
Figure 1: Fair trade in the coffee supply chain 
Source: Nicholls, A. and Opal, C., Fair trade: market-driven ethical consumption (2005); 
page 83. 
In the fair trade model above, fair trade coffee importers also developed a minimum price 
(floor price) intended to cover small farmers’ costs of production.232 The minimum fair trade 
price was later modified to vary across the regions, and to designate a ‘social premium’ to be 
spent on community development projects. According to fair trade principles, Arabica coffee, 
for instance is $1.25 per pound plus a $0.10 per pound social premium.233 Pablo Dubois, 
Head of operations, International Coffee Organization, marks an importance of the fair trade 
movement that: “In coffee the fair trade movement has clearly shown that producers can be 
paid double today’s disastrously low prices without affecting the consumer’s willingness to 
buy a good quality product”.234 In the current time, fair trade has proved to become a 
significant platform for many producer cooperatives in developing countries.235 Fair trade has 
given rise to many commercial businesses which operate at profit but also retain the explicit 
development objectives of improving lives of farmers.236 The most important impact of fair 
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trade has been on the lives of producers who have been able to sell their coffee at prices that 
meet their basic needs.237 At the Oromiya Coffee Farmers Cooperative Union in Ethiopia, 
producers can get 70 per cent of the export price for coffee that sells as fair trade, while those 
in the Jimma zone of Ethiopia’s Kafa province, selling in the open market, get only 30 per 
cent.238  
 
1.5 Fair Trade Principles 
Fair trade has been argued to be a development tool in transforming existing global supply 
chains to return more income to producers.239 Fair trade principles include social and 
economic measures that ensure both market mechanisms like channeling products to 
importers and the markets, and non-market mechanisms such as stabilizing a price for poor 
producers.240 Poverty, environment degradation, and rural-urban migration have argued to be 
central problems caused by the effect of the global trade system.241 As to the effect of free 
trade, commodity products in developing countries have to face with several trade barriers 
which worsen their situations in sustaining lives.242 Many of the problems regarding 
agricultural exports in developing countries are due to distorted markets from America and 
Europe, for instance, the subsidization of American corn products into Mexico market under 
NAFTA.243 Governments in developed countries also impose discriminatory tariffs which 
encourage developing countries to export primary commodities, for example by taxing such 
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value-added processes as tea drying, cocoa bean processing and spice processing.244  
FLO established detailed standards certification requirements for both producers entering the 
fair trade market and traders permitted to utilize the fair trade label.245 FLO monitors 
producer and trader groups and has a power to revoke the certification for those who fail to 
respect standards.246 Its certification tasks are to be responsible for monitoring importer 
groups and maintaining the information for farmers on the registration of the products.247 The 
labelling initiatives within the FLO (such as TransFair in America and Fair Trade Foundation 
in UK) are responsible for licensing, monitoring and collecting fees from coffee traders.248 To 
be included on FLO’s approved registry of producers permitted to supply fair trade coffee, 
producers must: (i) be small, family based coffee growers; (ii) be organized into politically 
independent democratic associations; and (iii) pursue ecological goal by conserving natural 
resources and limiting chemical input use.249  
1.5.1 Direct Trade with Importers 
Under the principles of FLO, one of the most important benefits of fair trade model is the 
requirement to that commodity importers have to work directly with producers.250 Fair trade 
importers must, wherever possible, buy directly from farming cooperative, a farming estate, 
or local producers group.251 Thorough the history, the large scale plantations and 
manufactures have enjoyed access to export markets, leaving the small-scale producers lose 
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out from competition.252 The direct trading is the principle that transforms the historically 
disadvantage to a fairer level of trade practice.253 In addition, FLO requires fair trade 
importers to sign long-term contract to ensure the real benefits to small producers.254 
However, long term relationships are difficult to enforce because most fair trade standards 
require only six months to one year purchase contract.255 
1.5.2 The Guarantee Price 
The guarantee minimum price is $1.25 per pound for Arabica coffee; also FLO pays an 
additional US$ 0.20 per pound for coffee certified as organic; and the social premium is 
$0.10 per pound which is to be collected by cooperatives for the purpose of local and 
community development.256  Other price benefit is the pre-financing option, which offers up 
to 60 percent of the contract values.257 If the market price rises above the fair trade floor 
price, producers will be paid for the price on whichever is better.258  
1.5.3 The Social Premium 
In addition to the fair trade minimum price, fair trade standards require the payment of a 
social premium to the cooperative or farm worker organization, the social premium is added 
regardless of organic or quality product features and must be spent by the cooperative or farm 
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worker organization on social development projects in the grower community.259 This social 
premium is a fundamental aspect of fair trade pricing and is the essence of using fair trade as 
a business-oriented development strategy.260 Requiring fair trade importers to pay social 
premium even when the market is high represents an attempt to offer producers incentives to 
sell to the fair trade market, even when non-fair trade market prices are high, to ensure the 
sustainability of the market.261 Social premium represents a direct transfer to the producers in 
developing countries to be used for development projects in their local communities.262 
Buyers are required pay additional social premiums that will be used in local development 
projects such as schools, roads, or health centers.263  
The social premium represents an opportunity for social development as it reflects Sen’s idea 
that a promotion to the poor’s rights and freedom can lead to the solution to the source of 
deprivation.264 Sen wrote: “There is strong evidence that economic and political freedom 
help to reinforce one another…social opportunities of education and health care, which may 
require public action, complement individual opportunities of economic and political 
participation and also help to foster our own initiatives in overcoming our respective 
deprivations”.265 Several projects of fair trade have shown the success in information flows 
and access to finance resulting in the economic and social development in the area where it is 
deemed to be outreached by the current system of international trade.266 Fair trade is also seen 
as a development project for transferring wealth from consumers to the developing world 
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through market-based mechanisms.267 Besides economic benefits, there are external social 
benefits which are more difficult to measure in monetary terms but greatly significant in the 
meaning of social development.268  
 
1.6 The Benefits of Fair Trade Production 
The most visible benefit that producers gain from entering fair trade networks is the higher 
prices paid for the fair trade products than those of the conventional market prices. In a case 
for fair trade coffee, FLO guarantees a minimum floor price at US$ 1.25 per pound for 
Arabica coffee with an addition of US$ 0.10 per pound for social premium; this guaranteed 
price sometimes doubles the price under the conventional market.269 Moreover, the coffee 
that is produced under organic certification receives an additional US $ 0.20 per pound 
premium.270 With a substantial higher price than the conventional coffee market, individual 
coffee producers are the ones gaining most direct benefits.271 Yet in the societies where 
coffee is produced, the survival of extended families, communities and producer organization 
is often considered to be recipients of these benefits as well.272 Assessing the social impacts 
of fair trade to producers reveals about the developmental prospects of fair trade that have 
significant implications on rights and freedom which provide basis for human rights.273 The 
following part will explore the most visible benefits of fair trade to the more subtle but 
important to the development of individual, family, community and organization. 
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1.6.1 Benefits to Individual Producers 
Small-scale coffee individual producers gain a direct earning of the guarantee price, primarily 
because payments vary according to the cooperatives’ handling of debt servicing, 
cooperatives expenses, distribution of fair trade social premium, and etc.274 Also, most 
cooperatives are unable to sell all of their coffees through fair trade channels; therefore, the 
remaining coffee is to be sold at regular prices to the conventional market.275 However, 
producers always receive a single payment from the sales of both fair trade and non-fair trade 
coffee since the cooperatives manage the pool of money from both channels.276 The revenues 
for fair trade coffee are found to be twice the street price for conventional coffee, even after 
the deductions for management and other expenses has been made by cooperatives .277 For 
example, Majomut cooperatives members in Mexico harvest an average of 1,500 pounds of 
coffee, for which farmers earned US$ 1,700 for organic fair trade certified coffee, compared 
to the local market price for coffee of US $ 550.278 With coffee production representing 
roughly 80 per cent of Majomut family incomes, fair trade represents a dramatic increase in 
their livelihoods.279 
When being a part of fair trade, one of the benefits that producers are entitled to have is pre-
financing from the traders.280 In other words, fair trade enables producers to have an access to 
credit that cover harvest expenses and other costs incurred from their farming.281 For 
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example, in El Salvador, the Las Colina cooperative received up to 60 per cent of pre-
financing for its fair trade coffee at half the interest of national banks.282 Fair trade certified 
producers also report greater access to traditional credit sources through their cooperatives 
improved image.283 Fair trade gives producers’ cooperatives a better credibility among credit 
lenders when they realize that these cooperatives are subject to external monitoring and 
initiating capacity to enter the market. 284 
Being able to be ensured a guaranteed price for their fair trade coffee and gaining greater 
access to credit renders greater economic and social stability to coffee producers.285 This is 
because the farmers can count on the money from the guaranteed fair trade coffee price that 
they are expected to receive, and from that they will be able to plan the farming from the 
money that they know they will gain for their coffee production in the matters such as 
community and family need.286 On the other hand, producers that are not participants in fair 
trade have to wait until selling their coffee to know how much money they are expecting to 
receive.287 Another non-monetary benefit includes producers’ access to training and enhanced 
ability to improve the quality of their coffee.288  Most small-scale coffee producers have 
limited access to training, and an even more limited understanding about the fair trade coffee 
market.289 Producers in Mojamut cooperatives are provided training for their farming and 
other quality-related techniques.290 Fair trade earnings provides financial support to 
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Mojamut’s cooperatives to set up six training courses yearly in coffee management, soil 
fertility and conservation, pest management, harvesting techniques and other quality-related 
procedures.291  
Moreover, the long-term relationships between cooperatives and buyers help improve the 
quality of the products due to better techniques and information on the production.292 In 
Guatemala, the La Voz cooperatives reported that their primary buyer has provided various 
incentives to help farmers improve coffee quality, which has in turn strengthened their ability 
to compete in coffee market that increasingly favors higher quality coffees.293 Another 
benefit is the development of networks of contacts among fair trade participants.294 In El 
Salvador, fair trade enables producers to build their own social networks that are considered 
as a local movement for their social development.295 The studies in Guatemala found that fair 
trade encouraged exchanged information between producers and traders that create new 
opportunities for producers.296 Members of La Voz cooperatives in Guatemala spread the 
words from the visits with other producer groups that bring new information and provide 
incentives to undertake similar efforts.297 
Finally, fair trade provides a valuable benefit in enhancing self-esteem which is vital in terms 
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of social development.298 Coffee producers are groups of people being centre on the rural 
poverty and have always been degraded by other communities for being only coffee 
growers.299  Fair trade has helped coffee producers with increased attention from the visits of 
FLO and organic inspectors, traders and even visiting Northern customers, which helps small 
producers to realize their sense of achievement.300 It has also increased the pride for 
producers for their farming professions.301 An evidenced in Mojamut cooperatives in 
Chiapas, Mexico, the success is observed that while other villagers have left the community 
looking for work in the city, fair trade producers have sufficient opportunities and income to 
remain in their community.302  
1.6.2 Benefits to Families 
A recent study of Mojamut cooperative found an increase of a 100-200 per cent in overall 
income.303 In addition to higher income, Members of Majamut cooperatives UCRI (Union of 
Indigenous Communities of the Isthmus Region), and CEPCO (Oaxacan State Collective of 
Coffee Producers), report benefits of having a chance to upgrade household sanitation 
systems, water supplies, and cooking stoves.304 Producers report to have increasing 
investments in education such as purchasing additional school supplies, allowing their 
children to remain in school during the coffee harvest and even supporting additional years of 
schooling.305  
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Training and marketing assistance to families are also fair trade benefits from an experience 
in Oaxaca, Chiapas and El Salvador.306 Expanded economic activities include the production 
and marketing of craftsmanship, the establishment of community stores, the development of 
bakeries, improved production of basic gains, and other enterprises.307 Higher incomes from 
fair trade also benefit the stability in producers’ families.308 Fair trade production guarantees 
sufficient income and labor opportunities that allow more family members to remain in 
coffee production.309 Families in conventional coffee growing regions are broken apart as 
some of the family members have to evade from the impoverished communities to seek for a 
better opportunity in employment.310 The community where fair trade takes place finds that 
almost all families are still rooted where they are.311 
1.6.3 Benefits to Communities 
In Latin America, producers find it difficult to access to rural services.312 This is largely 
because community social networks take place in forms of governmental projects which 
sometimes face with bureaucratic difficulties such as deficiency of funding and the delay in 
the implementation.313 Fair trade attacks the problems by providing community benefits in 
terms of the social premium of US$ 0.10 paid to fair trade coffee per pound. Its impact of this 
social premium has proved beneficial to the finance of the cooperatives’ activities.314 In the 
past, premium was often distributed among members after administrative costs were deducted 
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as part of individual income.315 More recently, FLO has encouraged organization 
participating in fair trade to direct the premium towards social project.316 
UCIRI cooperative invested the earnings from fair trade in the educational projects for young 
people in the community to have an opportunity to learn about cropping technologies.317 Also 
in Oaxaca, a variety of CEPCO’s communities have benefited through community 
pharmacies, bakeries, storage facilities and transportation financed from the social 
premium.318 In Chiapas, the fair trade earnings were used to set up a community centre where 
the women’s literacy programmes are taught and it was also used for improving cooperative 
infrastructure.319 Further, a credit fund was financed with the premium, 148 families built 
new houses (benefiting roughly 10 per cent of the cooperative’s member families), and an 
additional 660 families refurbishing existing houses.320 
Fair trade has also contributed to cultural revival among indigenous communities.321 The 
recuperation of ancestral farming practices from the La Voz cooperative’s community project 
has been widely used among its members in Guatemala.322 Also in Oaxaca, UCIRI reported 
that fair trade promotes a recuperation of pride in being indigenous which have an impact on 
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the pride of being in the community and the prevention of migration of local people.323 
Finally, fair trade also benefits the community’s conservation of natural environment.324 Fair 
trade environmental specification set by FLO standards and the encouragement of organic 
farming has rendered natural and ecological improvement in the community.325 Soil 
conservation initiative from the Mojamut’s coffee production program has reduced soil loss 
from erosion by 3,800 tons per year.326  
1.6.4 Cooperative Benefits 
Since fair trade producers are mostly formed in a cooperative scheme, many benefits can be 
retrieved from being a member of cooperatives.327 The fair trade guaranteed price ensures 
financial and organizational stability of the coffee market.328 Incomes received from fair trade 
market participation enhance the credibility of the cooperatives among the producers’ 
members who can be confident that they can sell their coffee in the world’s market through 
their cooperatives.329 CEPCO and La Voz cooperatives report that the increased credibility 
and the security of fair trade markets give them access to a range of credit institutions.330 
Other cooperatives, such as Las Colinas and UCIRI, are able to secure needed credit from fair 
trade buyers in accordance with FLO requirements.331 Cooperatives also spend a portion of 
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fair trade income to improve the coffee quality.332 Mojamut and UCIRI have purchased 
electronic coffee graders from the cooperatives’ funds to improve their coffee’s 
productivity.333 As well as in other community projects, cooperative funds are used to support 
producer training and environmental projects.334  
Cooperatives also gain access to technical and market information, as well as income, from 
their participation in fair trade.335 Being FLO members allows cooperatives to receive recent 
market trends and other international issues regarding coffee market.336 Therefore, 
cooperatives use this information to help facilitating members in the knowledge about coffee 
market and sales.337 CEPCO has utilised the knowledge and contacts that they have to 
enhance coffee sales and negotiate a better price for non-fair trade coffee.338 
Another interesting benefit is the support of entry of other groups into the fair trade network 
and other specialty markets provided by existing fair trade registered cooperatives.339 In 
Mexico, fair trade coffee production has expanded largely through the collaborative efforts of 
producer cooperatives.340 Many producers learn about the fair trade from other cooperatives 
and also receive assistance on the knowledge about setting up fair trade cooperatives in their 
region.341 For example, the fair trade pioneer UCIRI helped draw La Selva into the fair trade 
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coffee market in 1990.342 La Selva in turn facilitated Majomut’s entry into fair trade in 1993-
1994.343 Majamut then assisted Tzotzilotic cooperatives in selling fair trade coffee for the 
first time in 2001.344 
Cooperatives are tested on its capacity whether they will be able to move beyond fair trade 
market.345 The study also suggests that remaining in the FLO route of selling fair trade coffee 
gives producer only one channel of selling fair trade coffee in the world’s market, which may 
become a serious problem – a risk of over-reliance on one commodity.346 Some studies also 
suggest that being under an umbrella of FLO system is the best way to market fair trade.347  
However, UCIRI has already sought its way to break the fair trade channel by establishing 
national cafes that sell its fair trade coffee and negotiating direct sales with European 
supermarkets.348 
 
1.7 Fair Trade and its Reality 
Despite various benefits that small producers are entitled under the regime of fair trade, the 
debate still occurs whether those benefits actually go to the hands of producers.349 While 
many of the above examples in Latin America give a clear picture regarding how efficient 
and better the wealth transfer in the fair trade network, a number of evidence have indicated 
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that fair trade does not give large amount of money back to poor farmers.350 Oxfam argued 
that Border’s bookstores were charging £2.24 extra on an organic fair trade coffee over other 
coffee; and of that £2.24, farmers only get 0.34 p (account for only 15 per cent of the actual 
entitlement).351 Do these examples represent the failure of the fair trade system in giving real 
benefits for the poor? While there appears to be several other fair trade cooperatives that 
function efficiently, these backdrops represent the algorithm of business-as-usual when there 
are corporations involved.352 A debate on the impact of the fair trade movement toward 
ethical competence of corporations in terms of balancing social and business interests will be 
explored in chapter three.  
There has been an argument that the most efficient way to maintain true benefits for fair trade 
producers is actually to hand them money directly, rather than to systemize money from a 
retailer, who hands some of it to a distributor who hands some of that to a coffee roaster, who 
hands some of it to an importer, who pays a coffee farmer in some developing countries.353 
This is because of the fact that every link along the chain takes an amount of money away, 
leaving less in the hands of producers.354 The argument suggests that charity might come to 
provide a better management of the poor’s income, rather than a complicated system of fair 
trade.355 For example, giving one pound to Oxfam might be better than spending one pound 
on a fair trade coffee by major retailers because Oxfam is an accredited charity organization 
and its development projects can ensure that the money goes to hands of the poor; while the 
reliance on corporations to give the money to producers is filled with obscurity.356  
The advocates of fair trade also raise the point that while sustaining high income to the poor 
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is one of the main goals of fair trade, it is not the only aim.357 The significance of fair trade is 
to be a development project as it operates within normal free trade structures and thus should 
not be compared to a charity.358 Fair trade is anything but an income-oriented movement; it 
reflects significant concepts of social and economic development that purports the idea of 
justice and freedom to raise the capabilities and realization of the poor’s economic and social 
rights.359 Advantages of fair trade scheme are composed of not only monetary benefits for 
their economic rights, but also several non-monetary benefits aiming to have impact beyond 
economic outcome such as social empowerment and a psychological benefit in the sense of 
achievement in choices of employment and local unity.360  
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Chapter 2  
 
Fair Trade and Its Challenges: Coping 
with Mainstream Markets 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides facts and challenges that fair trade faces when the commodity networks 
unveil the complexity of commercialized ‘mainstream’ markets.1 Fair trade’s involvement in 
mainstream processes invokes controversy over the future direction of the movement.2  On 
one hand, an increase in mainstream sales of the fair trade products argues for better benefits 
and opportunities that producers will gain to develop themselves and their local 
communities.3 On the other, it is feared that the underlying values of fair trade (social 
missions, local solidarity, and workers’ respects) will lose sight to the superiority of more 
powerful companies.4 The debate continues whether these companies are actually willing to 
respect fair trade standards stated under FLO principles (i.e., pre-financing, maintaining labor 
wages, health care procedures) since business companies are likely to aim at profit 
considerations rather than ethical concerns.5  
The fair trade principles have been created around values of fairness and solidarity, a strive to 
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create a tie between the North and the South, which runs contrary to the conventional notion 
of market that nurtures competition and market force.6 In fair trade coffee networks for 
example, coffee producers and their cooperatives have important ties with fair trade labelling 
organizations as well as other participants along the chain (importers, supermarkets, business 
retailers).7 Therefore, the fair trade network is challenged by the convergence of various 
interests among participants involved.8 The network is made up with contractual relationship 
between fair trade participants (producers, producer cooperatives, traders, and supermarkets) 
and the FLO.9 Originally when Max Haveelar began the fair trade initiative, FLO was set up 
to develop the fair-labelling standards and certifies the producer’s commodities, and most of 
the time was less involved with business relationship.10 It was built up to respond to the needs 
of small-scale producers to have an empowerment to their way of living.11  
FLO requires that producers be collectively organized to facilitate export capacity of small-
scale producers to enter the commodity network as a means to develop social and economic 
opportunities for them.12 Producer cooperatives are set up to accord the need for association 
to collectively learn about fair trade coffee and other education in farming techniques and 
market information.13 By working with these cooperatives, fair trade producers may reinforce 
traditional domestic and civic norms, value and conventions revolving around trust and 
collective responsibility.14 In Mexico most fair trade coffee production is in indigenous 
regions.15 The fair trade network plays an important part as a development instrument to its 
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social and community structure.16 One coffee cooperative leader in Oaxaca region said: 
“Fair trade is not just a market, it is all about consciousness. About working for the 
betterment of all, here we have strong ideas about ‘servicio’. People are expected to 
contribute to community efforts. It is a responsibility. But it is also a resource, because 
people working together are what bring improvements. These are our ideas; they are also the 
ideas motivating fair trade”.17 
Relations between coffee producers and traders within the fair trade network are mediated not 
only by labelling organizations’ policies, but also by the requirements that trade be as direct 
as possible, involve long term agreements, and that importers offer pre-financing.18 These 
requirement cut out the notorious loan of high interest to coffee producers.19 Direct and long-
term relationships between coffee producers and importers provide the basis for developing 
relations of personal trust alongside more commercial relations.20 Coffee producers report 
that one of the positive benefits of belonging to the fair trade labelling organizations has been 
that it strengthens the quality of the cultivation and processing of their coffee.21 However, 
coffee market is also subject to supply capability of producers and demands from the fair 
trade market.22 When the market niche is unable to absorb the supply from fair trade coffee 
producers, or when producers are attracted by a mainstream market, it might lead to 
producers diverting part of their fair trade products to other market, which might offer them 
lower prices than guaranteed by FLO.23 This has been a concern over the direction of fair 
trade about its readiness to initiate measures in a response to the ever-changing global market 
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while being able to maintain its prestige of fair trade principles.24 
2.2 The Rising of Fair Trade Sales 
Fair trade has experienced very impressive growth rates over the last years, not only 
regarding the volume of sales worldwide but also in terms of the number of producer 
organizations which have joined FLO.25 At the moment, there are 827 fair trade certified 
producer organizations in 60 producing countries, representing 1.5 million farmers and 
workers; and the overall fair trade sales have increased 15 per cent from last year.26 Coffee is 
by far the most traded commodity within the fair trade network.27 In 2007, fair trade coffee 
was sold in a total of 62,219 metric tons with a retail value of close to 1,500 million dollars.28 
Fair trade coffee is sold in over 35,000 supermarkets across Europe and is served in many 
companies and universities as well as municipal, national, and EU government offices.29 This 
significant sale volume leads to a promising trend for future market for fair trade coffee.30 
There are about 25 million coffee farmers around the world and all were aggrieved by the last 
coffee crisis in 2001.31 Almost overnight, international prices crashed and hundreds of 
thousands of farmers from the rainforest of Peru to the steep slopes of Kilimanjaro were 
forced out of the business.32 It was yet another example of just how vulnerable coffee 
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producers are to the volatile international market and its wildly fluctuating prices.33 In 
October 2001, during the worst of the world coffee price, a coffee producer was receiving on 
average US$ 0.45 per pound of coffee.34 By selling to fair trade buyers this same producer 
was receiving a minimum US$ 1.25 (80 cents more per pound).35 Recently, North American 
fair trade coffee initiatives are also causing the largest impact in the world market.36 The 
evidence of fair trade coffee sales in Canada is dramatic at 65 per cent per year.37 The fair 
trade coffee sales in the United States – the world’s largest coffee market – are growing at 47 
per cent annually.38  
Fair trade coffee is currently produced in almost 40 countries in Latin America, Africa and 
Asia.39 There are 241 coffee grower associations on the FLO register, representing well over 
670,000 small-scale growers.40 An estimate number of 30 per cent of the world’s small-scale 
coffee producing households are linked to fair trade networks.41 The fair trade coffee 
production is highly centred in Latin America and the Caribbean where165 FLO registered 
producer associations are located; and together they export over 84 per cent of the world’s 
fair trade coffee.42 Mexico is by far the largest supplier of coffee, and Peru, Colombia, 
Nicaragua, and Guatemala are also major exporters.43 
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The global sales of overall fair trade products have been impressive despite the world’s 
economic downturn, increasing 15 per cent from 2008 to the record of $2.9 billion by the end 
of 2009.44 The most important national markets are America and United Kingdom accounting 
for 30 per cent and 31 per cent of the global fair trade sales respectively.45 The fact that 
worldwide sales are now more than £2 billion suggests that the demand of fair trade in the 
market may increase.46 Therefore, if fair trade products were channelled properly in the 
commodity market, the share of fair trade products would rise prominently leading to more 
benefits gained by small producers. 
For the past fifteen years the fair trade movement has been growing towards the mainstream 
market as fair trade products were included into conventional shopping circuits supported by 
certification from key fair trade labelling initiatives within FLO such as Max Havelaar and 
TransFair.47 Fair trade’s growth today can also be contributed to the ever-growing 
participation from commercial partners, such as Nestlé, Dole, Starbucks, McDonald’s, and 
Marks and Spencer.48 These major food retailers are joining as a result of the growth in fair 
trade sales which have been greatly welcome by consumers.49  Prior to an emergence of the 
FLO certification system, fair trade products could only receive certification through 
independent schemes, and were sold in only specialized shops dedicated to charity projects.50 
These independent schemes could only accelerate a few sale volumes due to a limited number 
of shops, and there was no established network to link the fair trade products to major food 
retailers in order to increase the sales.51 At the moment, fair trade products carry the 
certification labels and can be seen in major supermarkets due to the grant of fair trade 
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licenses to almost 2,000 major corporations.52 This created a shift within the fair trade 
movement from the loosely conglomeration of fair trade products when it first started into a 
more mainstream system.53 
In the UK, the market generated about £704 million of fair trade retail values in 2007; this 
figure represented a 150 per cent growth since 2003.54 Much of this growth not only echoes 
the response as to how customers welcome the fair trade products but also the need to be able 
to further access mainstream market so that higher volume of sales can be achieved.55 The 
success of fair trade sales globally has proved that the potential for the mainstream of fair 
trade is possible.56 However, there has been a debate that increasing participation of 
corporations poses a concern on the viability of fair trade.57 While there is no doubt that the 
corporate involvement is likely to contribute to the growth of the fair trade market, the 
concern is expressed whether the involvement of corporation threatens the original values of 
fair trade.58 There is a debate whether the business premise of companies can be open to 
embrace ethical values from the fair trade network.59 Nicholls and Opal argues that the main 
ethical capacities of companies are dependable on the accounts of business projections under 
cost-benefit considerations60; which can be summarized as: 
- Producers will be paid below subsistence prices if the market allows it61 
- Producer working conditions are not the responsibility of the ultimate buyer62 
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- Labor rights enforcement is the responsibility of the local legal system63 
- Short-term contracts are more efficient than long-term ones64 
From the producer’s point of view, the business mainstream of fair trade seems to be greatly 
attractive to them mainly because they will have an opportunity to raise their income by 
selling their products in a bigger market with major retailers.65 An example to show how 
producers seek for corporate involvement is when Mexican cooperatives approached 
Carrefour and negotiated a 10-year contract to sell their organic coffee directly and without 
the fair trade label involved.66  The expansion of fair trade products from its market niche to 
conventional market is believed to be problematic.67 This is because of the competitive nature 
of the mainstream market which will blur the fair trade standards between FLO and the ones 
that business corporations offer. 68 For example, even though corporations promise the 
standards on the floor price and premium payment for community projects, the role of 
democratic participation and empowerment for producers is reduced.69  
Corporations are likely to take considerations about profit maximizing and competition rather 
than closely monitoring the true standards and entitlements of small producers.70 The nature 
of corporations is to survive a competition and to make profits; therefore, there is some 
doubts regarding their ethical domain that will contribute to ambitions for social and 
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development costs on fair trade producers.71 One of the main concerns is about corporate 
profit-orientation where the competitive market will force somebody to pay for the costs of 
maintaining fair trade standards (social premiums, higher labor wages, and health benefits).72 
It is likely to be the case when corporations might seek to keep the costs of business at 
minimum by reducing fair trade workers’ wages, cutting the benefits from premium payment, 
and ignoring the long-term contracts.73 The renowned case of Nike on its abusive terms of 
labor use has reflected the downplay that major corporations usually have on keeping ethical 
standards; Nike was reported to have practiced a ‘sweatshops’ labor regime in its factory in 
Vietnam where workers were paid below minimum wage, faced physical abuse, and worked 
excessive hours.74 
 
2.3 Fair Trade meets Challenges 
The following arguments have been raised against the promising picture of fair and ethical 
promotion under the fair trade movement. One of the main critiques is that the newest fair 
trade’s vision has been moving dramatically towards mainstream markets by shifting from its 
cultural values of alternative trade organizations to incorporate more commercialized aspects 
of corporate culture.75 FLO is criticized as enrolling to be a sophisticated institution in recent 
years and their stricter standards become more and more unattainable to poor producers.76 
The stringent fair trade rules are argued to create rather a burden for producers with long and 
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complex documents and criteria requiring producers to comply.77 For example, producer 
cooperatives need to obtain a letter of intent from a wholesale or retailer agreeing to buy their 
products at higher price before applying for a certification mark.78 While the registration fee 
for certification used to belong to importer’s obligation, this fee is now a requirement for 
producers.79 The fee is, however, not reflective to the disadvantaged position of the poor.80 
The fee for smallest group (booth100 producers or less) is 1,530 – 2,400 pounds.81 In 
addition, there is also annual fee of 867 pounds which is subject to renewal.82 Since statistics 
show that the average income for Kenyan is 185 pounds per year, there is no doubt that it 
becomes a challenge already for the poor to be able to pay that much amount for a 
certification.83 
Another debate centers on the question whether the benefits that the fair trade movement 
bring to poor producers actually go to their hands.84 It is argued that the higher price from fair 
trade products contribute to FLO’s use for marketing purpose rather than empowering poor 
producers.85 FLO is reported to receive the majority of income by charging an 8 per cent in 
each company’s turnover, and FLO is argued to spend this amount of money developing its 
marketing strategies and increasing the organization size.86 While fair trade prohibits 
employment of child labor, it is argued that child labor is an important factor in welfare 
generating in poor countries.87 Therefore, prohibiting child labor could result disastrously to 
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livelihoods of poor families.88 It has also been argued that producers do not always receive 
the fair prices according to the principles; this is because the price granted to producers is 
normally decided by cooperative leaders, also there is a possibility for corruption issues 
within cooperatives.89 
Another concern is that the future growth in alternative and ethical trade movements might 
induce competition among the same movements leading to confusion about product 
information, original sources, and intercrossed ethical labels.90 Bananas provide a great 
example of how multiple alternative trade regimes result in consumer’s confusion.91 In 
addition to bananas carrying FLO mark, another organization, Rainforest Alliance, is also 
certified by FLO to carry labels ‘ECO-OK’ and ‘Better Banana’ to notify consumers that 
these bananas are produced in the way that protects the rainforests.92 It has raised an 
important argument to what criteria that other alternative organizations have to be met in 
order to be classified for fair trade labels.93 There are doubts whether the criteria set by FLO 
is prescriptive enough as it seems so that those who have met criteria do not contribute to 
actual commitments to fair trade ethical standards.94 
Hudson proposes that slow growth of fair trade sales could be another issue leading to 
uncertainty in a future viability of fair trade.95 Although the fair trade sales have risen 
gradually representing 5 per cent growth each year, the impact of fair trade sales still 
represent only 0.1 per cent of the overall goods exported worldwide.96 A survey in UK 
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indicates that only one in three consumers consider buying fair trade or ethical products.97 
From an economist’s point of view, Leclair suggests that it is highly unlikely that fair trade 
benefits will reach out to all small producers within a given country due to the fact that FLO 
tends to be selective in providing coverage to particular groups who are capable of setting up 
cooperatives.98 Since handicraft and commodity products can be competitive in the market, 
the promotion of fair trade can create a shift in demands further away from producers outside 
fair trade.99 The other argument is that FLO tends to encourage and prolong the production of 
traditional and cultural products which could halt individual economic independency and 
development.100 The impediment in development arises because price stabilization in 
products such as commodities, textiles, and handicrafts, provides incentives to producers to 
continue developing these products regardless of the relatively poor economic prospects of 
the future of these products in the long run.101 
Economists like Maseland and Vaal examines the comparative aspects of fair trade and free 
trade to argue that it is not always the case that fair trade will always result in better income 
development than free trade.102 They suggest that the question as to whether or not fair trade 
can result in better income to small producers than free trade depends on several 
considerations depending on product characteristic as well as the location of market.103 Since 
fair trade always drives consumer’s demands in targeted products such as traditional 
handicrafts and primary commodities,  fair trade can only be regarded as yielding a better 
income distribution than free trade as long as the focus is on the product range in which fair 
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trade particularly targets and aims at selling.104 Also, while fair trade maintains the edge of 
income development to producers in poor countries, the evidence shows that it has caused 
deteriorations elsewhere, especially in labor wages in manufacturing sectors in rich 
countries.105 
 
2.4 Producer Knowledge 
Fair trade in the mainstream market will be tested on its ability to maintain the social and 
economic benefits of the poor in terms of their rights, development, and freedom.106 Current 
problems that fair trade is facing are not only from concerns of corporate mainstreaming, but 
also the problems associated with the understanding that small producers have about the 
methods and system of fair trade.107 There are still many producers out there with a potential 
to meet FLO standards but are not on the FLO registry, and therefore do not reap the benefits 
of fair trade because they do not know what fair trade is.108 In Latin America, UCIRI, 
Majomut in Mexico and La Voz in Guatemala are two only cooperatives that sell all of their 
coffee under fair trade labels.109 Most of the other cooperatives are selling only part of their 
coffee on fair trade channels.110 Also, even though some of them are in the FLO registry, they 
still lack substantial knowledge about fair trade which makes them unaware of all the benefits 
they are entitled to.111  
FLO has established that knowledge is a key to develop fair trade awareness among 
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producers in developing countries.112 However, fair trade is an abstract concept, distant from 
the daily lives of fair trade producers; therefore, producers are reluctant to directly deal with 
fair trade matters such as meeting with FLO standards, problems with certification, and 
contractual terms with traders.113 Most of fair trade business is dealt by leaders of 
cooperatives, leaving producers further from acquiring knowledge about fair trade.114 The 
managing structure of the cooperatives also causes the lack of understanding about fair trade 
to producers.115 Producers normally have not been given a chance to receive detailed 
information re the cooperation’s actions with officials or traders.116 Also, part of this lack of 
understanding comes from the fact that most cooperatives only sell a portion of the coffee 
through fair trade channels, and others through conventional coffee market.117 Therefore, 
income gained by fair trade is always pooled together with other coffee sold and return to the 
producer in one payment.118 This causes the producers to be unaware of the fact that the price 
from fair trade coffee sold is in fact higher than conventional coffee.119 
Lack of knowledge about fair trade can lead to the cancellation from producers to sell fair 
trade coffee to the cooperatives.120 Since much of fair trade activities are carried out at the 
cooperative level, many members are unaware what happens to their coffee.121 The US$1.25 
minimum price of coffee is sometimes not reached to producers since cooperatives are unable 
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to sell all of their coffee in fair trade markets; therefore, they always pool the earnings from 
both conventional market and fair trade coffee market to pay producers.122 In addition, 
cooperatives carry a burden of transportation, processing and administration costs that are 
discounted before the average payment is received by producers.123 This leads to 
misunderstanding among producers on what they actually get paid and what fair trade has 
promised them.124 Consequently, some of the producers might divert some part of their 
production to other intermediaries and transnational companies, or even cancelled the 
membership of such cooperative.125 There was a case when producers moved to sell their 
products in the conventional market rather than through fair trade channels when there was a 
signal that the conventional coffee price became higher.126 Consequently, if producers seek 
other markets for their fair trade sales, the danger will occur to the cooperatives for not being 
able to meet the contractual obligations, and thus can result in de-certification from fair trade 
label.127 
If producers move away from the fair trade market in a large scale, the short of supply of fair 
trade coffee might occur and will undermine fair trade globally.128 When fair trade 
cooperatives could not provide enough supplies to be in the markets, the declining of supply 
is feared to have influenced the fair trade importers to cease the demands of the products.129 
After that, producers might not be able or might find it extremely difficult to find the new fair 
trade market for their coffee.130 The future of fair trade therefore depends on the degree of 
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loyalty that producers give to cooperatives in order to assure a stable system that fosters all 
the fair trade benefits.131 Producers’ knowledge on the importance of fair trade thus plays an 
essential part to the long-term survival of the fair trade movement as a whole.132 
 
2.5 Debates over FLO Bureaucracy  
FLO has been criticized on the issue of governance relating to its policies toward producers, 
their families, and local communities.133 Besides threats from the lack of producer 
knowledge, a changing direction in the bureaucracy of FLO represents a range of problems 
concerning governance issues of the fair trade movement.134 In the past, cooperatives had a 
close relationship with fair trade labelling initiatives such as Max Havelaar of the 
Netherlands, or TransFair in the America, and other fair trade initiatives in dealing with fair 
trade sales.135 Members of cooperatives had a chance to directly participate in the dealing and 
the negotiation on the price of coffee with these fair trade initiatives.136 In the case of UCIRI, 
the cooperatives’ chief advisor was himself a key participant in negotiating fair trade coffee 
price and conceptualising the fair trade movement in the cooperatives.137 However, these fair 
trade initiatives along with many of the producers themselves report a changing relationship 
with the fair trade movement after the formation of the labeling model under the auspices of 
FLO.138 
The main problem about the FLO bureaucracy is in the argument that the direction of the 
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current fair trade movement has now shifted further away from the FLO’s original principles 
to an increasingly bureaucratic administration of registry, organizational decision-making 
process, standard-setting, and market achievement.139 While fair trade founders came from 
backgrounds in being a social activism seeking for social solidarity, some current members of 
the labeling initiatives come from very different business-related backgrounds.140 The 
complications occur when producers and cooperatives have the impression that fair trade’s 
regulatory organizations are guided more by commercial considerations than by solidarity, 
and acts more against them than in support of them.141 FLO decisions are now directed more 
toward commercial considerations, or what the market demands, than social 
considerations.142 This is mainly due to the desire of FLO to make fair trade grow as much as 
possible, and also due to the fact that some of the dominant corporations in the commodity 
sector are showing increasing interest in fair trade products – corporations such as Starbucks 
and Nestlé.143 The new rationale of FLO leads to the erosion of personal contacts between 
producers within cooperatives and the FLO, and it has formed an institutionalised 
relationship with a lack of communication, leading fair trade away from its movement 
origins.144 Recalling the free trade mode, the current direction of FLO is likely to take the fair 
trade movement back to the free market model of distant relationship between producers and 
end consumers  – a concept that fair trade was set up to attack in the first place.145 When fair 
trade is moving towards a regularized commercial pattern within a regular free trade 
rationale, it becomes likely that fair trade will dispatch from its underlying social and 
economic benefits that seek to provide justice in a global trade.  
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The recent FLO bureaucracy displays increasing roles of professionals (such as systemized 
system of certification, granting fair trade license to corporations) which are far removed 
from fair trade’s former radicalism mentality.146 The increasing standards set by FLO have 
also become more complex for producers; for example, there is a standard in inspection 
process which has been reported by cooperatives to be inattentive and impersonal, which has 
led to confusion about the suitable market guidelines for their fair trade products.147 In 
Guatemala, La Voz cooperative leaders reported no contact with inspectors in all the years 
that cooperative has sold fair trade coffee.148  La Voz’s members complained that FLO has 
subsequently refused to provide copies of their evaluations to the cooperatives and 
producers.149 Also, Tzotzonic members reported that their FLO inspector was widely known 
to be insensitive and misinformed.150  
It has also become a burden for cooperatives since they now must pay for the certification fee 
that was previously covered by fair trade importers.151  For some cooperatives, the 
certification process has become a barrier to entry to the fair trade market rather than a 
guarantee of market access, when some cooperatives have faced financial difficulties with fee 
payment.152 These increasing standards and centralized-policy toward producers represent the 
trend of concentrated power in the regulatory body of FLO.153 With stricter application of 
standards, this leads to increasing control toward fair trade producers.154 A study in Latin 
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America represents that the producers demand for the original direct contacts between 
producers, the market, and consumers.155 Before the increasing bureaucracy in FLO, 
cooperatives used to receive regular visits from labelling initiatives such as Max Havelaar in 
which producers could directly speak to the visitors about their demands.156 Also, 
cooperatives such as CEPCO, Majamut and La Selva in Mexico, Lavoz in Guatemala, and La 
Colinas in El Salvador, regularly received visits from consumer groups from the North.157 
Also, producers complained about the lack of transparency in FLO’s structure and its 
decision-making processes, the lack of producer’s representation, and the absence of 
communication channels between producers and FLO.158 With the new bureaucracy, FLO 
represents the institutionalized form of organization that lacks personal communication, 
which is widely viewed by producer cooperatives as an uncertainty toward the future shape of 
fair trade.159 The bureaucratic model presents a less degree of producer involvement in FLO 
and the widening distance between producers and FLO.160 Acknowledging this threat to the 
future of fair trade, FLO has recently restructured the changes in its governance to improve 
relationship between FLO, producers and national labelling to accord the demand for more 
voice of producers in the governance body.161  
The FLO’s internal restructure was successfully accomplished in June 2007.162 The new 
structural adjustment within FLO has been launched to guarantee the producer voice within 
FLO.163 Before that, only labelling initiatives were members of the FLO (no producers were 
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allowed to be members), and the board of directors was made up of representatives of six 
labelling initiatives with only one producer representative who had only observer status.164  
The labelling initiatives which were previously the only members of FLO unanimously voted 
to adopt a new constitution allowing networks of fair trade certified producers to become 
members of the FLO.165 The new membership structure of FLO means that the producer 
networks from regions around the world – such as, CLAC (Cordinatora Latinoamerica y del 
Caribre de Comerico Justo), AFN (African Fairtrade Network) and NAP (Network of Asian 
Producers) – officially became full members of FLO.166 This new governance structure also 
means that both the producer networks as well as the labelling initiatives now have their own 
assemblies - the Producer Network Assembly and the Labeling Initiatives Assembly, where 
both stakeholder groups discuss issues which are mainly relevant to their fair trade issues, 
such as certification difficulties and securing fair trade sales.167 The new composition of the 
governance in FLO now has five representatives from the labelling initiatives; four 
representatives from fair trade producer networks (at least one from Latin America, Africa 
and Asia).168 
The new structure of FLO governance gives room for direct experiences from producers to be 
addressed with current hardships they are facing, such as the lack of producer knowledge 
about fair trade, ambiguity in FLO’s decision making, improvement of certification practice 
and possibility of harnessing contacts among producers, FLO, consumers and traders.169 
Although FLO has recently undergone the major restructure in their governing body, the 
criticism still remains on the changing focus of FLO towards the mainstream of fair trade, 
which overlooks the realities of the movement and the basic value that comes with fair 
trade.170 The main debate emphasizes on the applicability of the new certification standards 
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that takes part as a move towards mainstream, burdening producers with the more stringent 
criteria for fair trade certification.171 One of the controversial issues is the FLO’s decision to 
include plantation production as one of its criteria for certification.172 The benefit of 
plantation is that the quantity is in large scale and higher quantity, which can respond to the 
demand from supermarkets immediately unlike productions from small-scale producers that 
have to wait until the harvest round finishes.173 In addition, plantations are easy to control 
quality of the products while those from cooperatives which made up of different hundreds of 
small producers are difficult to look after.174 The plantation discussion began when the Italian 
company ‘Illy coffee’ - whose blend contains Brazilian plantation coffee - made plantation 
certification a condition on the participation in fair trade, arguing that the plantation would 
not compete with the small coffee producers.175 Small producers argued that the inclusion of 
plantations exerts greater pressure on prices, thereby eliminating small producers from the 
fair trade market and endangering their very existence.176 
Mainstreaming by plantation has been encouraged by FLO in the hope of expanding the 
products in a mass production to major markets like the US and Europe.177 FLO believes that 
market opportunities and wider access will come from incorporating plantation productions, 
which then will lead to the success of mainstreaming.178 As mainstreaming requires the larger 
productions of commodity, plantation production comes to serve the demand to push more 
products to the market.179 The logic that FLO employs to support the plantation process is 
that there are many more poor farm workers in the world who work in plantations than there 
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are poor small-scale fair trade producers.180 FLO believes that the benefits to fair trade 
producers should include better living conditions of marginalized workers and landless 
agricultural workers who work in plantation.181  
FLO also argues that workers who work in plantations are those whose severity of 
impoverishment is more serious than the producers that are protected by fair trade.182 
Normally, these people do not own any lands, thus are extremely marginalized.183 
Mainstreaming by including the plantation production can improve their social and economic 
situations, and will also help in increasing the growth of fair trade especially in the important 
sector such as teas, since most of tea productions are already in plantation.184 When fair trade 
certification was first offered to include plantations, it was agreed that it would be for only 
products not grown by small producers such as tea.185 However, later, the certification has 
expanded to include the products grown by small producers such as bananas and coffee.186  
There are also risks from incorporating plantation productions to be certified as fair trade as it 
faces opposition from several actors, principally, small fair trade producers.187 One of the 
risks is that plantation may compromise the fair trade’s original standpoint since fair trade is 
originally designed to protect small producers.188 When plantation occurs, it means small 
producers are not the only beneficiaries of fair trade; and this will send a mixed signal to 
consumers which may cause the loss of confidence to purchase fair trade products.189 Those 
who oppose the certification of plantations place concerns that the small producers might 
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soon be displaced from fair trade market through the processes of economies of scales and 
marketing that favor large and highly capitalized corporations.190 When fair trade products by 
plantations exist along with the fair trade products by small producers, the latter may 
eventually be forced out of the fair trade market (or forced to exist only in the alternative 
retail stores) since the plantation delivers more productivity at the same given period of 
time.191  
Major corporations are prepared to bypass fair trade’s traditional certification system by 
giving way to plantations and moving to other independently-formed initiatives such as Utz 
Certified192 or even launch their own initiatives.193  Utz Certified is a certification label that 
demands fewer criterions for products to be certified as fair trade.194 The coffee certified by 
Utz Certified costs much less than other fair trade coffee because it does not apply the basic 
fair trade principles, including paying a minimum guaranteed price, pre-financing, a social 
minimum, and long-term contracts.195 Utz Certified has been under the process of a proposal 
adoption by FLO that sees benefits from increasing market demands by using certification 
schemes like Utz Certified due to its ability to sell products in a lower price.196  
The cooperatives, supported by small and medium-sized roasters in the United States and 
Europe, oppose to this proposal, arguing that a lower price would damage the reputation of 
fair trade to the consumer as it would be difficult to explain why fair trade coffee prices are 
lower.197 The majority of cooperatives such as Majamut and Tzobolotic criticize that 
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lowering the guaranteed price indicates an excessive orientation toward marketing in 
detriment to the central role of producers in the fair trade movement.198  
The desire for mainstreaming fair trade has put pressure on the FLO to increase the quantity 
of products to respond to competition from other certification means; thus it overlooks the 
products from small-scale producer cooperatives.199 Such pressure from the competitiveness 
resulted in the inclusion of coffee certification into plantations, even when the majority of the 
cooperatives were not willing to sell their coffee in this market.200 The FLO’s direction 
clearly demonstrates the desire to reach the demand of supermarkets and other major 
corporations.201 The reason of FLO in proceeding plantations is explained as a scaling step to 
support producers which include greater attention to worker’s rights and empowerment.202 As 
FLO attempts not to negate away from the fair trade principles, plantations are required by 
FLO to ensure that the workers receive decent salaries and the right to participate in unions 
and prohibition of child labor.203 In addition, it also includes environmental measures such as 
the control of pesticide and herbicides that are harmful to workers.204 However, concerns 
have been raised that the benefit of fair trade plantation will go to the owner of the plantation, 
and not to its workers.205 
 
2.6 Local Initiatives in Fair Trade 
If a competitive market were to be applied to the fair trade network, producer cooperatives 
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would compete among themselves for an access to the market, and that the competition 
would encourage independency among cooperatives to race for market benefits.206 On the 
contrary, the fair trade network replaces competition principles with concepts of social 
solidarity.207 The solidarity is presented in the involvement of fair trade cooperatives from 
different locations that work their way to respond to slow growth in the international fair 
trade market.208 UCIRI, the first Mexican cooperative that sold fair trade coffee in the market, 
has created a united relationship with other cooperatives in Oaxaca and Chipas, in order to 
work together to help newly formed cooperative such as Le Selva, to export its coffee until 
the new entrant can market the coffee on its own. 209 
These joint dynamics among cooperatives are presented generally in Mexico and throughout 
Latin America.210 These cooperatives exchange information and techniques about fair trade 
and market information.211 CNOC (Coordinadora Nacional de Organizaciones Cafetaleras) is 
the largest cooperative organization in Mexico, made up of 70,000 coffee producers, which 
accounts for 15 per cent of the country’s coffee producers.212 It is formed to represent the 
interests of its member cooperatives to the market and other government agencies.213 CNOC 
has managed to influence several public policies in recent years and some projects have been 
taken into consideration by public agencies.214 
Another attempt by a local community is an establishment of Commercio Justo Mexico215, 
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which was formed in 2001 to create a domestic fair trade market in Mexico.216 It was 
established to be a labelling initiative of fair trade certification just like Max Havelaar of the 
Netherlands or TransFair from the U.S.217 Commercio Justo Mexico presents an initiative to 
create a platform for marketing fair trade with its own national contribution with the attempt 
to certify all products that truly come from small-scale producers, not from plantations.218 It 
has realized that creating a domestic market is essential to their long-term survival, which can 
lead to an expanding and diversifying export market for growth.219 It also markets its own 
label to be used for fair trade coffee, but it has faced with financial difficulties due to the 
insufficient demand on local fair trade market.220 Since its fair trade coffee is only sold in 
small or independent shops small or organic shops, it cannot generate enough sales to 
enhance the sufficient financial returns.221  
In addition, it is categorized as only associate member of the labelling initiatives which is not 
granted a full certification to fair trade coffee.222 With this reason, cooperatives chose to 
export their coffee to other major label initiatives rather than to Commercio Justo Mexico 
since its certification is not fully accredited.223 As a result, it had been forced to sell coffee of 
lower quality in an inferior market than other certification initiatives.224 Although CNOC and 
Commercio Justo Mexico have been emerged as local attempts to pursue the goal of 
producer’s empowerment, FLO still restricts the initiatives of local actors as it is barred from 
having a full status of certification initiative.225  
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2.7 Fair Trade and Market Expansion 
The recent study shows that the consumption of fair trade products is not increasing at the 
same rhythm as the supply of the products by fair trade cooperatives.226 While there has been 
an impressive growth on the sales volume, it has been found that consumption is not adequate 
to absorb the coffee supply.227 In average, cooperatives have failed to sell more than 20 per 
cent of their production to fair trade buyers; therefore, the unsold fair trade coffee has to be 
sold in the conventional market where the price of coffee is lower than the floor fair trade 
price.228 
While FLO assures that producers are paid the minimum price above the conventional market 
prices for coffee, such guarantee by FLO could not ensure that producers would not shy away 
from limited fair trade channels and move to mainstream market.229 For example, when the 
price of the conventional market is low, the FLO guaranteed price is attractive enough to 
keep fair trade producers satisfied with the premium benefits.230 However, the coffee market 
is cyclical, and the situation will change when the conventional market price becomes higher 
or when the difference in price between the conventional market and the floor fair trade price 
is reduced - when there is little difference in price, producers may receive an offer from the 
mainstream players such as large transnational corporations to get producers to deal with 
them directly, which could result in their dispatch from the fair trade system.231 
Even though fair trade principles attempt to escape the competition environment of the 
market, it is apparent that producers tend to find themselves obliged to negotiate their way 
into the mainstream market.232 An increasing tendency among some of the cooperatives, 
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primarily the older and more established ones in Mexico, is to pursue new developments in 
direct marketing relationships with supermarkets, especially major corporations in the 
North.233 For example, a long-established cooperative such as UCIRI has found its way to 
create a relation with mainstream channels and managed to sell more than half of their 
harvested fair trade coffee to the market, while other small cooperatives have to suffer from 
having minimal returns due to the inability to secure larger markets.234 These developments 
provide an opportunity for their fair trade coffee to be expanded in the world’s market.235 For 
producers, placing products on the shelves of supermarkets becomes an attractive 
consideration because of the increased opportunity for their sales in the mainstream 
market.236 Producers in Mexico have been reported to establish direct market agreements 
with North American and European firms such as Starbucks and Carrefour.237 
While these developments could in fact improve the well-being of poor coffee producers, 
they also have the potential to undermine it as well.238 The damage of putting the fair trade 
movement into the mainstream could destroy the viability of the fair trade movement.239 
Under the mainstream market, producers have to be subject to the demand of supermarkets or 
corporations; at the same time, they have potential to lose the control over the methods and 
integrity of their productions.240 This can also weaken producers’ concepts of empowerment 
and affect coordination of local cooperatives in the process of social solidarity.241 The fact 
that these corporations aim at profit maximization might lead to the adjustment or 
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cancellation of the minimum price paid to coffee producers.242 In addition, while FLO gives 
producers pre-financing benefits, it is doubtful whether these large companies will respect the 
pre-financing standards of fair trade according to FLO.243 
One of the reasons that producers favor dealing directly with large corporations, rather than 
with cooperatives, because corporations normally offer tempting conditions by paying the 
money up front even without any coffee being sold.244 These companies have adopted a 
strategy to supply large quantity of coffee without actually having physical coffee in stock.245 
The money that producers receive from corporations is more instant compared to 
cooperatives because the cooperatives have to wait until the coffee is sold in order to give net 
benefits to producers.246 Impoverished coffee producers are attracted by the immediate 
payment that they dedicate a part of their harvest for those companies who offer to pay them 
up front.247 The danger of this will be that the cooperatives might be unable to meet their 
contractual obligations with traders when fair trade coffee producers move to market their 
coffee to those who offer them better conditions.248 The experience from Majamut in 2005 
depicted that the cooperatives had to reserve the funds to supplement the prices paid to 
producers in that harvest round, so that they could compete with the instant benefit package 
offered by large corporations.249  
On the corporations’ side, commercial considerations are seen as in important issue for fair 
trade products to enter the mainstream market.250 If fair trade products need to be successful 
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in the mainstream market, they will need to justify their space in the major retailers, 
supermarket shelves, or corporate campaigns, and this could be achieved so by the virtue of 
marketing.251 On the contrary with conventional products, fair trade is termed as a ‘producer-
driven’ product; it is a product where consumer’s decisions of purchase are tied to their 
knowledge of the embedded significance about the story and the movement of producers, not 
the wide availability of products in the market.252 Therefore, the right way to market fair 
trade products is to analyze the impact on society’s perception by giving the visibility to the 
world’s producers among the Northern consumers.253 Recent trends have shown that 
consumers have become more engaged with ethical purchase when the growth of ethical 
consumption has been rising over the past 30 years.254 As far as marketing is concerned, 
corporations will look for campaigns that will appeal to consumers to make decisions to buy 
the fair trade products.255 The features that can draw the attention for customers demand 
includes quality, appearances, taste, aroma, packaging and nutritious characteristics.256 
Commercial expertise in marketing products is justified as main purpose of corporate 
involvement in the hope to bring fair trade to the mainstream.257 
Besides potential threats to the fair trade movement, mainstreaming can carry a number of 
benefits.258 One of the mainstreaming strategies can be achieved by granting the fair trade 
license to corporations, which in the past, only actors that can carry the certification license 
are limited to labelling initiatives within FLO such as TransFair and the Max Havelaar.259 
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While there are concerns that the corporate involvement will result in the changes of the 
underlying principles of fair trade, not allowing the corporate involvement to fair trade also 
create certain risks as well.260 Restricting corporate involvement is likely to result in failure to 
promote growth in fair trade network.261  Corporate involvement represents an important 
growth in the fair trade sales as corporations in North America have been reported to 
accelerate an increased demand for fair trade coffee and the productivity of small producers 
and cooperatives.262 Corporate involvement also contributes to an increasing size of the fair 
trade market and can raise more income through the licensing fee that corporations pay 
producers as well.263 Corporations have more contacts and corporate networks that can take 
fair trade products to become widely known in public eyes.264 FLO is willing to grant fair 
trade licenses to corporations as it has the aim of market expansion and growth of fair trade in 
mind.265 It also realizes that fair trade products are often in a direct competition with branded 
products, and so need to be of sufficient quality to compete.266 FLO and other fair trade 
organizations might be able to have resources to do so in the short run, but after all they are 
not specialized in competitive strategies in the mainstream market.267 As competition is a 
central nature of corporations and this can contribute to the success of fair trade 
mainstreaming.268  
Realizing the possibility of market expansion, FLO has granted license of fair trade 
certification mark to major corporations like Kraft and Nestlé. As certification license 
holders, corporations will be able to assert a control over the quality process and marketing of 
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the fair trade products.269 While producers will benefit from the know-how methods to 
develop their products to suit the requirements of the market, the long-term relationship 
between producers and suppliers is likely to be reversed by the fact that corporations usually 
switch between producers in search of the best quality of products.270 Also, corporate 
licensees are known for their effective management of cost.271 The nature of corporations is 
to aim for the profit maximization, and as corporate licensees, they are likely to feel reluctant 
to maintain higher cost to follow fair trade standards (i.e., the floor price, social premiums, 
and long-term contracts).272 Since they are unable to drive down the cost of production that 
they normally can, one might ask what incentives for these corporations would be to still 
maintain in the fair trade productions.273 One possible answer is that, as fair trade licensees, 
corporations have cost advantages in exploring a new segment of ethical consumers.274  
As far as fair trade mainstreaming is concerned, the question also becomes whether we there 
is a need for fair trade mainstreaming at all?275 The principles of fair trade clearly do not state 
any aspiration to become mainstream products in the market.276 Is commercial success the 
ultimate answer of the fair trade movement in terms of producers’ justice?277  With respect to 
the philosophy of fair trade, it was established to be the social movement that presents a 
strategic tool to promote development and social inclusion.278 It involves a number of actors 
in the network (producers, FLO, labelling initiatives, NGOs, organizations, retailers and 
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consumers); contrary to the traditional trading system which takes only producer and 
consumers.279 Its social solidarity has become the emerging idea that attacks the free trade 
regime.280 It is argued to be the movement that resolves the current problem of profit 
concentration in the developing countries while it maintains the logic and mentality of trade 
concepts under liberal trading system.281 The fair trade movement is also an attempt to bring 
North consumers closer to South producers by removing the middlemen in the North that 
always rips the benefits from producers.282 The closer link between the producers and 
consumers is believed to blur the outburst of profit proliferation in the North carried within 
the free trade market.283 It has been suggested that fair trade’s move towards mainstream 
strategies might result in the abandonment of its character as ‘producer driven’ to become 
more business oriented.284  In this regard, fair trade might be forced by business mechanisms 
to abandon their original values of an alternative trading system to adopt commercial 
approaches of profit considerations rather than its original principles of producers’’ focus.285 
The greatest possible danger of mainstreaming fair trade is the overhaul of movement from 
the original concept of solidarity network to more targeted market approaches to serve 
business satisfaction.286 
 
2.8 Risks from Corporate Involvement 
A current vision of FLO now has neglected away from its underlying principles to integrate 
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with more profit-driven corporations.287 In moving away from its underlying principles and 
values, the fair trade movement has also made a significant departure being a socio-economic 
concept to improve the lives of poor producers.288The recent trend towards fair trade 
mainstreaming raises the question of whether the underlying principles of fair trade are being 
undermined.289 The concern is that corporations may not accord the same standards as FLO 
does to the producers and, more importantly, corporations generally look exclusively on 
commercial perspectives, not the protection of the producers’ rights.290 Under FLO, fair trade 
standards are sustained sometimes accorded some additional benefits required under 
principles, e.g., paying higher social premiums and other benefits. 291 It is doubtful whether 
corporations will be committed wholly to fair trade standards.292 Mainstreaming the fair trade 
products is argued to carry a danger of undermining the values and standards of fair trade that 
are important to the socio-economic development of producers (capacity building, 
community development, and social solidarity).293 While allowing corporations to be fair 
trade license holders can inevitably increase sales volume which is good for expanding the 
commercial success, the fear is that they can dictate the direction of fair trade the way they 
desire as license holders.294  
The co-operative supermarket in UK indicated that 9 out of its best 10 fair trade lines in 2002 
were own-brand products not from FLO.295 Corporate involvement can distribute the income 
to the producers on a larger scale but that also comes with the exchange for giving ways to 
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corporations to develop their image as ethical companies.296 For example, Starbucks utilizes 
the ethical images by the fact that it only holds one fair trade coffee line out of all its product 
range.297 The question of commitment to principles of fair trade has been asked in response to 
the rise of corporate involvement.298 At the IFAT conference in 2003 (now World Fair Trade 
Organization), the question was whether Starbucks was gaining credibility with ethical-
conscious consumers by selling fair trade coffee without having to adjust commitment, given 
that the amount of their fair trade coffee contributes only little fraction of their overall coffee 
sales.299  
In order to attach the image of ethical purchase to their products, corporations can engage in 
deceptive practices as they convince customers that the products sold are fair trade certified 
while in fact they are not.300 This practice is called ‘greenwashing’ which is now widely 
employed by world-wide transnational corporations.301 One of the greenwashing strategies is 
that the corporation will apply itself to become a fair trade licensee, but then only purchase a 
small amount of fair trade products.302 The company then campaigns itself as a social 
responsible or as a fair trade company and then gains reputation among ethical consumers as 
a green and social-caring company even thought it only sell a very small amount of fair trade 
products.303 Also, when the corporation operates as licensees, they have less stringent 
standards than those required by FLO.304 This enables corporations to gain the benefits of 
improved credibility from selling fair trade products without contributing to full fair trade 
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costs.305 The effect of social credibility and a legal analysis on the corporate involvement in 
the fair trade movement concerning CSR and regulation will be explored in the next chapter. 
Starbucks has received a world-wide recognition as an ethically-aimed company as much as 
the criticism it receives when it only purchased a small percentage of fair trade coffee.306 It 
has declared its intention to both source all its coffee from producers who meet new social 
and environmental guidelines and to buy 74 percent of its green coffee at fixed, long-term 
price, thus guaranteeing stability and predictability for coffee farmers in 2002.307 It also made 
an agreement with small cooperatives in Chiapas, Mexico and a commitment that it would 
purchase the fair trade coffee up to 10 per cent of the total coffee products.308 Starbucks uses 
Conservation International, which is financed by the United States Agency for International 
Development and large corporations, including Starbucks itself, as the certifying 
organization.309 Unlike FLO labelling initiatives, Conservation International evaluates 
producers to determine if they meet the required standards demanded by Starbucks in the 
process controlling the quality and the operation of the cooperatives.310  All Starbucks 
producers in the region are required to sell their coffee through the trading company, AMSA, 
part of the transnational group Omnicafe Atlantic Coffee.311 This action by Starbucks has 
been argued to have violated one of the basic criteria of fair trade principles - direct trading 
from producers and cooperatives.312 Furthermore, the use of this trading company to deal 
directly with producers makes it difficult for FLO to oversee the activity and prevent any 
distortions to fair trade standards.313 Starbucks’ introduction of its fair trade ‘coffee of the 
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day’314 would enhance the role of its corporate conduct that will impress consumers, while in 
fact it only accounts for a fraction of its overall coffee sales.315 In addition, to develop a 
further strategy for assuming its role of corporate campaign, Starbucks has already developed 
a project for shade-grown coffee in 2009, which represents an obscurity to the extent that 
these green policies of Starbucks will continue to be beneficial to its ethical image while 
contribute too little to the authentic fair trade purchase.316 
Starbucks provides an example where ethical campaigns about fair trade can enhance their 
social credibility and profits.317 FLO is aware that if the giant coffee corporations use 
marketing strategies to promote their own fair trade label, they would win over the 
customers.318 FLO has placed concerns that corporate involvement in the fair trade movement 
is merely an attempt to engage in the greenwashing process, and the fair trade movement is at 
the risk of losing its philosophical values.319 In a case of Nestlé, it made an agreement with 
the Fairtrade Foundation (FtF) in the United Kingdom, where it launched a fair trade 
Nestcafé Partner’s Blend in 2005.320 Its entry into fair trade market has been widely criticized 
as according weak fair trade standards to producers.321 It only offered to buy 3,000 bags of 
fair trade coffee a year – barely 0.02 per cent of its total coffee purchase.322The concern of its 
fair trade commitment increased when it proposed to create new cooperatives in El Salvador 
and Ethiopia rather than buying the coffee from existing cooperatives that are already in 
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FLO.323 
However, the example of a corporation that respects full principles of fair trade can be found 
in a UK-based coffee company like Cafédirect.324 It is ranked 6th in the overall coffee market 
in 2004 representing 7.27 per cent of the national market for roasted and ground coffee.325 
Cafédirect retains a special relationship with Mexican fair trade producers.326 It has treated 
producers as equal partners in a relationship that goes beyond commercial interactions and 
supports the social organization and develops a direct link between producers and 
consumers.327 Cafédirect pay the cooperatives ten per cent social premium above the 
contracted price.328 In addition, it pays a premium of US$ 2 per pound and a US$ 0.05 
premium above the fair trade price for organic coffee.329 In short, while the guaranteed 
minimum price for fair trade organic coffee is US $ 1.41 per pond, Cafédirect pays US$ 1.61 
per pound in total.330 Cafédirect also invest in local workshops and social and business 
development programs.331 
Business corporations are oriented towards maximizing profits for shareholders, where as 
social movements like fair trade aim at the social goals of maximizing the social and 
economic values for beneficiaries of the movement.332 FLO has been supporting small-scale 
producers in developing countries not only in their economic needs but also social benefits 
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such as local development and social unity.333 Those benefits reflect the concepts of social 
and economic development by, principally in understanding the core problems of poverty.334 
Fair trade principles employ a development rationale in providing basic freedom and 
empowerment for the poor producers, contributing to a solidarity philosophy that does not 
exist in the international trade system or the corporate mentality.335 Empowerment has 
become a fundamental element of fair trade not only in terms of development of individuals, 
but also as a means of enabling producers to develop their ability to utilize their ability and 
knowledge to improve the quality of their products.336 Empowerment drives producers to 
have a strong sense of ownership over their production as well as the sense of achievement 
when they realize that they can thrive in economic terms using their capabilities and 
knowledge.337 Corporate involvement is likely to ignore the development process of 
producers (such as empowerment and learning capacity) because corporations aim 
exclusively at improving product quality which leads to the discouragement of producers 
from availing their options in other development areas.338 Another concern is that the 
corporation’s commitment to fair trade may be only temporary.339 Normally, the corporations 
will buy the fair trade products in a very small amount compared to their sale products.340 
This may imply that they do not want to commit to the development of fair trade market.341 
Once corporations have captured a significant benefit and sufficiently established the image 
to be well known as ethical companies, they may gradually reduce the level of fair trade 
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standards accorded to producers since these standards incur costs that run against with their 
nature of profit maximization.342 It is feared that corporations will end up being the ones who 
gain both credibility from their social image, and also cost advantage from paying less fair 
trade standards to small producers.343  
After assessing both risks and benefits of corporate involvement, the question becomes 
whether the corporate threats to fair trade can be minimized so as to pursue the original goals 
of fair trade? One of solutions is to incorporate fairness into the fair trade process of 
mainstreaming.344 FLO has raised important points about imposing rules for corporations to 
increase the fairness for the benefits of the fair trade movement.345 This can be achieved by 
increasing the minimum purchase to a justifiable and reasonable percentage of fair trade 
products sold, creating different licensing fees for those who sell only fair trade products 
(thus losing more profit margins) and corporations which are licensees and also have other 
products in the market.346Another approach is to restrict the corporate entry to the fair trade 
market.347 This may seem unfair to the corporations; however, considering the comparative 
advantages that corporations have over FLO, socialist groups may suggest that the only way 
to maintain fairness in the fair trade market is by eliminating corporate actors.348 However, 
this proposal might be limited in terms of practicability since the fair trade networks involves 
a wide range of participants other than corporations and FLO.349 
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Another way to popularize the fairness within the fair trade concept is to assert a form of 
public governance and accountability.350 Besides the consideration of profit maximization, 
corporations can be reflective to the true value of the fair trade movement by involving CSR 
within the mindset and corporate strategies of the corporations.351 CSR movements have so 
far created a few initiatives concerning the purchase of fair trade products - ETI (Ethical 
Trading Initiatives) and FLA (Fair Labor Association) are CSR initiatives that have been 
widely adopted by many corporations in order to adjust their corporate decisions toward the 
policies and conducts on purchasing that abide them to seek for fair trade products.352 
However, these CSR initiatives have struggled in legal controversy on their characters as 
‘soft law’ movements that are questionable in creating compliance mechanisms and 
sanctions.353 An analysis on the relationship between CSR and fair trade will be explored in 
chapter three. 
Despite the controversies over the legal impact, CSR maintains to be a hybrid model of 
business and long-term development for corporate practice and conduct that go beyond the 
pursuit of profit – it is to become a business with social objectives.354 If the business model of 
corporate practice undermines the fair trade standards, CSR assists fair trade in the search for 
social aim in corporate practice in order to preserve the original mission of fair trade while 
also gaining the commercial success.355 The successful example can be taken by the 
Cafédirect and Day Chocolate approach. These companies adopt the CSR model that 
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balances the power between commercial considerations and true fair trade values.356 The Day 
Chocolate company gives the producers their equity share.357 Also, Cafédirect successfully 
launched a public share issue, a first for the fair trade movement, with the original of NGO 
partners and the producer cooperatives retaining majority shareholdings.358 Cafédirect buys 
from 39 producers cooperatives in 13 countries, ensuring that over a quarter of a million 
producers and their families receive a decent income from their trade.359 In 2004, the 
company successfully carried out a share issue and now has 4,500 shareholders including 
producers, who are represented on the Board of Directors.360 Cafédirect is very active in 
further developing the fair trade movement by setting higher standards which are referred as 
‘Gold Standard’.361 Its idea is to offer many more benefits to producers than they may usually 
expect, even with the benefits from FLO.362  
Cafédirect is a successful example of the concept ‘social marketing’ that utilizes the tools, 
techniques and concepts derived from the commercial marketing in pursuit of social goals.363 
These social goals will be realized by focusing on the social clause or behavior that such 
products can do in the society.364 What distinguishes social marketing from conventional 
marketing is that social marketing has a particular emphasis on understanding and 
overcoming barriers to behavioral change.365 Where a commercial marketing approach might 
pose a question to people why they would like to purchase this coffee, and how they can be 
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encouraged to do so, a social marketing point of view will try to understand why people 
would not buy it, and how their behavior can be overcome.366 In addition, the movement of 
fair trade can also get some assistance from the global political and social campaigns; for 
example, in Europe, the campaigns are accelerated by a prominent social organization such as 
Oxfam which regularly raises campaigns for the adoption of alternative trade policies both 
national and international span – ‘Make Trade Fair’367 and ‘Mugged: Poverty in Your Coffee 
Cup’368. Moreover, the Department for International Development (DFID) by the British 
Government has adopted an agenda on the support of fair trade to promote fair trade 
companies such as Day Chocolate and Cafédirect where the producers in cooperatives are 
given an opportunity to assume economic roles in the companies as shareholders.369 The 
European Commission mirrors the same support of fair trade by providing support towards 
fair trade since the late 1990s.370 The Commission provided guidelines in raising customer 
awareness and implementing public procurement policies.371 The recent commission 
initiatives on fair trade have been included in the Communication of the Commission of 
European Communities on 5 May 2009, highlighting the sustainable development and the 
role of fair trade in the purchasing scheme.372 
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Chapter 3  
 
Fair Trade, Corporate Social 
Accountability, and Law 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Fair trade is argued to be a social movement aiming to realize the very core problem of 
poverty1 – lack of freedom and capabilities to create opportunities in social and economic 
development.2 Scholars like Sen provide that the fundamental basis of social and economic 
rights and freedom is what the poor really need.3 A solution to poverty does not necessarily 
mean having more money, but having enough money as a means that leads to the 
empowerment of their lives and community, to meet the basic needs to their lives, and to 
ensure the freedom that they do actually have.4 FLO acts as a fair trade governance and 
standard-setter, helping fair trade to become widely known to the public.5 However, FLO has 
faced with series of criticism of not properly representing the voice of the impoverished 
producers.6 One of the main critics has been on a recent change of FLO’s direction in aiming 
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to mainstream fair trade which is argued to undermine the underlying values of fair trade 
principles, particularly its commitment towards the poor’s benefits.7 The nature of profit-
seeking corporations has put FLO in the least advantageous position when business 
corporations are likely to consider the money-making criteria than the living conditions of 
impoverished producers.8 FLO has recently been tempted towards corporate way of market 
profits by amending parts of fair trade principles to include coffee from plantations, not just 
only small-scale producers.9 Likewise, Mexican small producers in UCRI have been 
negotiating their ways into mainstream market by concluding agreements with Carrefour 
which proposes to adopt its own fair trade label without FLO’s approval.10 Northern labelling 
initiatives like Transfair place a concern that profit-driven corporations in the North do not 
forward the same fair trade standards to producers.11 Therefore, the question that this chapter 
will explore is whether it is plausible for social movements like fair trade to be able to create 
legal impact toward corporations, and motivate them to conduct their business in accordance 
with the underlying values of fair trade.  
To analyze the governance impact of a movement like fair trade, it is necessary to explore a 
connection between fair trade and CSR initiatives to the extent that they are capable of 
influencing business behavior to be morally responsible towards non-monetary concerns, i.e., 
human rights, fair labor wages, and environmental degradation.12 The chapter also seeks to 
address the legal effects of CSR and fair trade movements as significant soft influences in 
legal concepts that draw an alternative mode of regulation in connection with a development 
of new regulatory concepts that suggest the removal of inflexible rules in state law, into a 
modern regulation that signifies different valuable social stakeholders into the direction of 
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corporations that take into consideration of fair trade values.13 While it is established in my 
second chapter that corporations yield both positive and negative impact on the viability of 
the fair trade movement14, this chapter seeks to find the interlocking linkage between the fair 
trade movement, the role of CSR movements, and their dual force of governance over the 
corporate practice for the benefits of other stakeholders, particularly, the impoverished 
producers in developing countries.  
The nature of business corporations operates under the rules of shareholder primacy – the 
rules abided on the corporate practice to exercise duties that seek the best options to 
maximize share values and yield highest returns of investment for the greatest benefits of 
shareholders.15 Under the primacy of shareholders, business corporations maintain their 
duties to maximise the profits to shareholder by rating their most priority on business short-
termism (preoccupation with short-term results and instant financial returns) rather than 
corporate social morality and responsibility (long-term results on social development and 
environmental protection).16 These financial gratifications in the nature of corporations shed 
light to cost-advantage concerns when they conduct purchasing activities.17 If corporations 
purchase fair trade products, will this mean that they will lose their profit margin by having to 
pay for fair trade standards and premiums? Corporate purchasing conduct has always been 
weighed in cost-benefit terms to secure economic wisdom of ‘value for money’ by seeking 
lower cost service and cutting out considerations for social concerns.18 The concern on costs 
has been evident in several major corporations who attempt to reduce costs of production by 
                                               
13 See generally in ch. 5 about the analysis of stakeholders to the role of regulation; Christine Parker, The Open 
Corporation : Effective Self-Regulation and Democracy (Cambridge University Press, 2002).; and also ch. 1 in, 
Gunningham and Grabosky and Sinclair, Smart Regulation : Designing Environmental Policy. 
14 Renard, "Quality Certification, Regulation and Power in Fair Trade.", p. 423., and see generally, arguments in 
chapter two of the thesis. 
15 Paddy Ireland and Reginee G. Pillay, "Corporate Social Responsibility in a Neoliberal Age," in Corporate 
Social Responsibility and Regulatory Governance: Towards Inclusive Development?, ed. Peter Utting and Jose 
Carlos Marques (palgrave macmilan 2010)., p. 88. 
16 Gunningham and Grabosky and Sinclair, Smart Regulation : Designing Environmental Policy., p. 16-18. 
17 Howe, "The Regulatory Impact of Using Public Procurement to Promote Better Labor Standards in Corporate 
Supply Chains.", p. 330. 
18 Id., 338. 
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disrespecting basic labor regulations and fair wages.19  
Business corporations adhere to the economic ideology of liberal philosophy of trade 
invented under Bretton Wood institutions which define an era of capitalism shaping the way 
of business and social life in the modern era.20 These liberal institutions have accelerated 
capitalistic views on business policies to pursuit the global economic development.21 
Focusing on progressive economic outcome, the liberal philosophy has been resonated in a 
wide range of economic policies with an objective to help corporations expand their 
commercial activities.22 As a result, the current system authorizes trade provisions to expand 
corporate activities to many countries on a global span - the growing of transnational 
corporations.23 These corporations are able to internationalize their business into domestic 
countries which yields positive as well as negative results on the impoverished people in 
developing countries.24 These corporations have established major export-led factories which 
create a large-scale labor employment.25 The export-led schemes are featured in liberal trade 
rationale that is believed to contribute to the economic development of developing 
countries.26 However, the scenario is that developing countries have become so dependent on 
the export of primary products that they need to provide incentive package to attract 
investment, causing the race among these countries to lower costs of land and labor standards 
to attract foreign investment.27 For example, the case of EPZs in Asia where the labor rights 
                                               
19 For example, a famous case of Nike in their production in Vietnam where an abusive labor regime (i.e., child 
labor practice, extending long working hours, disrespecting health and safety benefits) has been employed to 
maintain operation cost; see Laufer, Corporate Bodies and Guilty Minds : The Failure of Corporate Criminal 
Liability. (2006), p. 259. 
20 Welford, "Disturbing Development: Conflicts between Corporate Environmentalism, the International 
Economic Order and Sustainability.", p. 136. 
21 Id. 
22 Id. 
23 Id. 
24 Zerk, Multinationals and Corporate Social Responsibility : Limitations and Opportunities in International 
Law., p. 8. 
25 Munck, Globalization and Social Exclusion : A Transformationalist Perspective., p. 15. 
26 Id. 
27 Id. 
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are affected by the provisions of the domestic governments under trade negotiations to give 
corporations concessions on reducing labor costs and waving labor laws and regulations in 
favor of investment.28 
Dine suggests that although, in economic rationality of free trade, these investment activities 
by major corporations are supposed to provide economic growth to developing countries, the 
economic outcomes in developing countries cause controversies as it appears that the basic 
labor rights in developing countries have been deteriorated.29 Corporate management teams 
usually instruct outsourcing processes for the operation of their workers’ affairs, which 
include abusive labor regimes such as lower pay, severe working conditions, and 
disrespecting health measures.30 Wall-Mart is a good example of how the current trade 
rationale inserts the corporate way of human management in a form of outsourcing dictations, 
repressive labor cost, unionized neglect, and lowering pay.31 Despite the above effects of 
corporate human management, FLO has majorly adjusted the policies towards the influence 
of capitalism in the process of business mainstreaming causing fair trade to steer its way into 
the capitalistic demands of corporations for the purpose of increasing its sale volumes.32 The 
fear is that mainstreaming will cause a deviance to the true and original principles of fair 
trade, and the worst case, a destruction of worker’s integrity.33 It becomes challenging for fair 
trade to maintain its values in being the protectors of basic rights and freedom when it 
depends on mainstreaming supports from corporations whose nature is to maximize profits 
and downsize the social and human costs.34  
                                               
28 Ghosh, "Globalization, Export-Oriented Employment for Women and Social Policy: A Case Study of India.", 
p. 4. 
29 Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 8-9. 
30 Id., 17. 
31 Tulder, "The Role of Business in Poverty Reduction. Towards a Sustainable Corporate Story?.", p. 8. 
32 Reed, "What Do Corporations Have to Do with Fair Trade? Positive and Normative Analysis from a Value 
Chain Perspective.", p. 11. 
33 Low and Davenport, "Organizational Leadership, Ethics and the Challenges of Marketing Fair and Ethical 
Trade.", p. 144. 
34 Welford, "Disturbing Development: Conflicts between Corporate Environmentalism, the International 
Economic Order and Sustainability.", p. 139. 
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Although several corporations put their commitment to fair trade, their compliance with fair 
trade has undergone a series of criticism (for examples, Starbucks with the debate about the 
process of greenwashing by using certification initiatives outside FLO).35 Without FLO 
certification marks, the question arises whether there is any form of control over corporate 
manager’s decisions to respect its code practices on fair wages and labor or practically to 
implement them. Realizing the danger of corporate involvement in fair trade, it is important 
to study a relationship between a fair trade movement and global initiatives like CSR in order 
to shed some light on the process of social governance capable of holding corporations 
accountable for their responsibilities to support economic and social rights of fair trade 
producers according to the original principles.36  
 
3.2 The Relationship between CSR and the Fair Trade Movement 
CSR is a set of movements emerging from an array of international initiatives to address 
ethical and social responsibility toward the way that corporations conduct the business.37 The 
main purpose of CSR movements is to challenge is to seek the corporate moral domain 
toward non-monetary concerns such as environmental degradations and the rights and 
freedom of workers, in which the movements seek to adjust the business policy of 
corporations to have more responsibility toward social and human values.38 It is argued to 
have emerged to curve bad impacts to social and human development of those disfavored 
under the regime of current international trade system (small producers in developing 
countries, labors from small communities).39 CSR is a movement that holds corporations to 
                                               
35 Renard, "The Interstices of Globalization: The Example of Fair Coffee.", p. 494. 
36 The link between CSR and fair trade has also been proposed in the edition book of Macdonald and Marshall; 
see,  Kate Macdonald and Shelley Marshall, Fair Trade, Corporate Accountability and Beyond : Experiments in 
Globalizing Justice (Ashgate, 2010). However, the rest of my thesis in other chapters proposes aspects of basic 
fair trade backgrounds, socio-legal arguments, and theories of justice. Although most of arguments in this 
chapter are likely to express the same aspirations about CSR and fair trade as provided in MacDonald’s and 
Marshall’s book, it is only because CSR is such an importance linkage to fair trade’s interactions with law and 
so, it provides an invaluable analysis that this thesis cannot be completed without. 
37 Utting, "CSR and Policy Incoherence.", p. 170. 
38 Andrew W. Savitz and Karl Weber, The Triple Bottom Line : How Today's Best-Run Companies Are 
Achieving Economic, Social, and Environmental Success-and How You Can Too (John Wiley, 2006)., p. xvi. 
39 Crouch, "CSR and Changing Modes of Governance: Towards Corporate Noblesse Oblige?.", p. 38. 
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be responsible to values not only from their business spheres, but also from different interests 
in society, environment and human development including human rights and worker’s 
rights.40 It encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and social expectations placed on 
purported corporations by society.41  
Dine suggests that a series of international attempts has also provided norms supporting CSR 
objectives in ensuring responsibilities towards global corporations on the nourishment of 
social and human development.42 International norms can provide important compliance 
mechanisms to direct changes in corporate behavior.43 The drafting process of the United 
Nations Code of Conduct on Transitional Corporations took place in 1976 to address the 
primary concern about social and ethical behavior of corporations towards the environmental 
exploitation and the treatment of labors.44 In addition, the OECD also launched their 
guidelines on the practice of multinational enterprises in 1976 (OECD Guidelines).45 A year 
later, ILO released the Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational 
Enterprises and Social Policy (ILO Tripartite Declaration) 46, setting standards on the scope 
of business operation with respect to fair labor practice and social development. These 
international guidelines have marked the advent of the CSR about ethical corporations that 
concern about their social responsibilities toward other stakeholders in the society, not just 
economic ones.47 Under OECD Guidelines, companies are encouraged to attach 
responsibilities about business ethics, environmental protection, and other public policy 
                                               
40 Id. 
41 Archie B. Carroll, "A Three-Dimensional Conceptual Model of Corporate Performance," The Academy of 
Management Review 4, no. 4 (1979)., p. 500. 
42 Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 235. 
43 Id., 233. 
44 UN, “The Impact of Multinational Corporations on Development and on International Relations”, UN DOC. 
E/5500/Rev.1., ST/ESA/6 (New York: UN, 1974) 13 International Legal Materials 800, p. 79. 
45 OECD, “The 1976 OECD Declaration on International Investment and Multilateral Enterprises”, Paris, 21 
June 1976; (1976) 15 International Legal Materials 967, 969. 
46 ILO, “The ILO Tripartite Declaration of Principles concerning Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy”, 
(1978) 17 International Legal Materials 422. 
47 Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 235. 
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commitments.48 Another international initiative is a CSR reporting mechanism tool such as 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)49, which is a network-based organization pioneered to set 
up a reporting mechanism of corporate commitment in terms of civil society, labor practices, 
and sustainable business.50  In December 2005, GRI commitment had involved in business 
practice indicating a 24 per cent rise in numbers of participating corporations from 2004.51 In 
KPMG study 200852, which reveals trends in CSR reporting mechanism in top 250 listed 
companies around the world, it found that from 2005-2008, a promising rate of compliance is 
high in countries like Japan (80 per cent in 2005 to 88 per cent in 2008) and UK (71 per cent 
in 2005 to 84 per cent in 2008); and interestingly, US has shown a major development in a 
rising number from only 32 per cent in 2005 to 74 per cent in 2008.53 
CSR involves a range of voluntary initiatives that seeks to pursue objectives in improving 
corporate performances in response to the social, environment and human rights; and also to 
minimize the adverse corporate practices that endanger human and social sustainability.54 
CSR affects mindsets of corporations by directing new market values of social credibility to 
public resulting in corporations feeling the need to take up initiatives from CSR for the sake 
of their business, which in turns, improve the social responsibility to people and units under 
their operations.55 These CSR initiatives have been incorporated in the business agenda as a 
way to improve reputation and credibility to the public in company’s documents such as 
                                               
48 OECD Code, Principle IV A2, cited in; Dine, Id., p. 235. 
49 GRI (Global Reporting Initiative), available online at: http://www.globalreporting.org/Home. 
50 Id. 
51 Emer Deviney and Serena Lillywhite, "Corporate Responsibility and Stakeholder Governance: Relevance to 
the Australian Garment Sector," in Fair Trade, Corporate Accountability and Beyond : Experiments in 
Globalizing Justice, ed. Kate Macdonald and Shelley Marshall (Ashgate, 2010)., p. 152. 
52 KPMG’s international survey of corporate responsibility 2008; available online at: 
http://www.kpmg.com/Global/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/Documents/International-corporate-
responsibility-survey-2008.pdf (accessed 10 July 2010). 
53 Id., 16. 
54 Utting, "Regulating for Social Development: The Potential and Limits of Corporate Responsibility and 
Accountability.", p. 2. 
55 Jem Bendell and David Murphy, "Towards Civil Regulation: NGOs and the Politics of Corporate 
Environmentalism," in The Greening of Business in Developing Countries : Rhetoric, Reality, and Prospects, 
ed. Peter Utting (Zed Books, 2002)., p. 252. 
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codes of conduct, business policies, partnership agreements and certification schemes.56 In a 
case of fair trade, it normally appears in purchasing agreements and policies under initiatives 
of CSR such as Fair Labor Association (FTA)57 and Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI)58, which 
involve partnerships to offer fair conditions to impoverished producers among global 
corporations, thousands of suppliers, international trade union bodies, and international 
bodies.59 The corporations respect the ETI standards under ETI Based Code founded under 
the conventions of the International Labor Organization (ILO) which is an international 
recognized code for labor practice.60  
As for fair trade, its viability depends remarkably on corporate decision whether it wishes act 
responsibly towards small producers and respect fair trade’s original values.61 It is crucial to 
assess influences that both CSR and fair trade have on the decision-making power of 
corporations to respect true values of fair trade towards small producers and actors involved 
in a supply chain.62 For corporations to adopt CSR and fair trade they have to act against their 
nature because, in general, for corporations to returns the high profits to shareholders, they 
have to behave like ‘bad citizens’ – self concerned about financial returns and ignorance on 
human and social values.63 Regarding the attempt to convert general perceptions on corporate 
citizenship, CSR and fair trade ask corporate actors to become ‘good citizens’.64 What CSR 
and fair trade attempt to achieve is to assert social forces that balance the interests of 
                                               
56 Bendell, "Barricades and Boardrooms: A Contemporary History of the Corporate Accountability Movement.", 
252. 
57 See FTA website available at: http://www.fairlabor.org. 
58 See ETI website available at: http://www.ethicaltrade.org. 
59 Id.  
60 Id.  
61 Iain A. Davies and Andrew Crane, "Ethical Decision Making in Fair Trade Companies," Journal of Business 
Ethics 45, no. 1 (2003)., p. 83. 
62 Id. 
63 Parker, The Open Corporation : Effective Self-Regulation and Democracy., p. 76; Parker explains in regards 
to arguments on corporate ‘bad citizen’. 
64 Lobel, "Crowding out or Ratcheting Up? Fair Trade Systems, Regulation and New Governance.", p. 313. 
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corporations between profit maximizing and social benefits to small producers.65 This can be 
mastered by putting a governance force on the business operation in order that it behaves 
responsibly toward social and human rights.66 While corporate managers are guided by 
traditional corporate law principles about the primacy of shareholders’ interests regardless of 
other stakeholders, an emergence of recent accountability notions have encouraged 
corporations to consider a broader view of interests in other stakeholders.67 A successful 
model of corporate governance drawing interests to other stakeholders is evident in 
environmental practices in America, where corporations are subject to governance in the face 
of the building concerns from other stakeholders such as environmental activists.68 The 
governance rationale under the environmental regulation in America can be applied to the 
mode of governance under CSR and Fair trade to shape the behavior of corporations and to 
create a moral responsibility within their actions. In terms of building a corporate moral 
responsibility, Stone presents that there is a challenge to the bureaucratically-formed pattern 
of corporations as and it is doubtful whether a business operation is capable of realizing the 
moral weight of its action.69 In Stone’s analysis, he draws an analogy between human morals 
and corporate morals70, as he suggests that: 
“Responsible persons are ones who, at the least, think before they act, not only about the 
benefits to themselves, but also about the effects their actions are likely to have on others, for 
example, decisions that have an impact on neighbors. They weigh alternatives with reference 
to certain socially sensitive categories, that is ‘right’, ‘wrong’, “harm, and if a responsible 
individual is one who needs to act responsible to avoid consequences, the responsible 
corporation is one whose bureaucratic structure, information-gathering protocols, etc., are 
                                               
65 Id. 
66 Id. 
67 Id. 
68 Gunningham and Grabosky and Sinclair, Smart Regulation : Designing Environmental Policy., p. 42. 
69 Christopher Stone, "Place of Social Responsibility," in Corrigible Corporations & Unruly Law, ed. Brent 
Fisse and Peter A. French (Trinity University Press, 1985)., p. 17. 
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similarly oriented”.71  
Gunningham suggests that the important task is to make corporations think like responsible 
individuals by making those principles of corporate morality a necessary part of corporate 
decision making: questioning one’s behavior, knowing one’ options, thinking through the 
consequence of various choices, and recognizing one’s responsibility.72 In Australia, there is 
an example of a morally-structured corporation motivated under voluntary governance to act 
responsibly.73 Greenhouse Challenge in Australia is a model of voluntary governance 
between corporations and the government (The Australian Greenhouse Office) to cut down 
carbon emission to meet Australia’s emission target under Kyoto protocol on climate 
change.74 The strategy is to aim at top managers of the targeted environment-polluted 
corporations who are motivated by a number of influences in order to be a good corporate 
citizen - the potential benefits of competitive advantage, a sense of responsibility under a 
social contract, and the need to gain good social credibility in public eyes.75 
Utting argues that CSR and fair trade also employ a market approach as a mechanism for 
imposing governance in the regime of a current international trading system.76 They both use 
the credibility in social performance within the market to induce corporations to adopt 
concrete development policy for business agenda (for example, publicizing the corporate 
policy about fair trade products will attract concerned consumers that feel responsible to 
conditions of workers in developing countries).77 From the growing participating 
corporations in a wide range of CSR platform including those international codes such as UN 
code of practice and ILO and OECD guidelines, CSR has gained popularity in becoming a 
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standard feature of mainstream influential for the business model in modern times.78 Fair 
trade uses the market to create a commodity-supply link between its unique civil movement 
from small producers in a developing South and consumer demands in the North, proposing 
to transform the way of globalized trading by using producer drive in the market to create a 
force of governance upon the corporations.79 However, fair trade is more than just a market-
based regime for the poor’s economic justifications; it has become an important movement 
toward an improvement of corporate human policies that stands for a global justice toward 
the worker’s and human rights.80 With the growing importance of fair trade in the current 
global market, it has been argued to be capable of asserting a certain form of social control on 
corporations in order to influence them to take accounts of a wide range of social rights such 
as rights to fair wages, basic human rights, and worker’s rights.81 
Another significant role of the fair trade movement is its linkage with the principle of 
‘sustainable development’ - a concept that ensures the needs of the present be used without 
compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their own needs.82 Both fair trade 
and sustainable development have been active in the matter of fair and equal distribution of 
rights, and acting against the proliferation of rights and benefits to particular actors in 
society.83 Sustainable development seeks to address basic rights of individuals, such as 
human rights, worker’s rights, and also social rights issue as environment degradation.84 The 
current development has been the platform of the World Business Council for Sustainable 
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79 Dine, "Democratization: The Contribution of Fair Trade and Ethical Trading Movements.", p. 180. 
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Development (WBCSD) 85  which links the business managers from over 200 corporations to 
deal exclusively with the role of sustainable development and business. The platform asks for 
a fair operation of all actors involved in order to maintain the viability and development for 
the disadvantaged individuals who have limited resources to economic and social 
opportunities.86 
CSR and fair trade both reflect the objective and values of sustainability development as they 
all address the concerns ranging from environment, worker’s rights, consumer protection, and 
corporate governance, to the broader social issues, such as poverty, education, health care, 
and human rights.87 The focus on sustainable development has gained popularity to the 
academic and business world as a solution to cure the global problems like poverty, social 
exclusion, improvement in labor conditions, and environmental degradation.88 Realizing the 
importance of sustainable development, WTO has recognized it in explicit text on the preface 
of the Marrakesh Agreement establishing WTO, in which the writing states: “Recognizing 
that their relations…optimal use of the world’s resources in accordance with the objective of 
sustainable development seeking both to protect and preserve the environment and to 
enhance the means for doing so in a manner consistent with their respective needs and 
concerns at different levels of economic development”.89 
Ironically enough, many trade agreements under the auspices of WTO have not been able to 
nourish sustainable development promise, especially in the case of NAFTA trade agreement 
between America and Mexico, where the imports of subsidized corns from America has 
driven Mexican farmers deep into further economic problems.90 The effect of such agreement 
                                               
85 WBCSD (2010), available online at: 
http://www.wbcsd.org/templates/TemplateWBCSD5/layout.asp?MenuID=1 (accessed 3 June 2010). 
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has threatened the sustainability of development and the livelihoods of the people in NAFTA 
member countries from trade provisions.91 Fair trade is a movement that realizes the 
disadvantaged position of poor producers under the current system of international trade.92 
Fair trade offers market mechanism in a commodity chain to abide corporations to respect the 
fair trade standards in terms of, i.e., fair and reasonable working wages, and beyond that, 
freedom and the empowerment of the poor.93 CSR has helped fair trade to reaffirm the 
importance of sustainable development by raising the awareness of the social and 
environmental impacts from the operations of the corporations across concerned 
governments, public institutions, international organizations, civil society and individuals.94 
The growth of sustainable development and CSR’s impact on corporations represent a good 
trend of managers’ engagement on the development in the South when WBCSD took further 
progress in forming the 1992 Rio Summit where commitment was reached on ‘three pillars’ 
of sustainability - economic, social, and environmental concerns.95 Dine suggests that 
sustainable development becomes a concept that asks whether an income index really 
provides a measurement for a given nation to be labeled as achieving economic 
development.96 While corporations provide a vehicle for developing countries to scale up 
their income per capita by corporate FDIs (foreign direct investments) which create more job 
opportunities, a record of abusive labor regime and health care deprivation is parallel to such 
income development.97 It would be a grievance if a nation’s economic success came at the 
price of a sacrifice from its own people’s wellbeing. As to core principles of fair trade, 
sustainable development in terms of human wellbeing is a process that enhances freedom and 
empowerment of individual, where not only small producers are able to avail themselves an 
opportunity of current employment, but they will have a chance to realize their capabilities by 
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learning and gaining knowledge from a democratically organized cooperatives offering them 
necessary skills to deal with market matters.98   
Savitz suggests that there is a room for sustainable development concept within corporate 
function.99 Since a composition of a corporation includes not only financial resources (capital 
and investments), a link between sustainable development and fair trade is created when 
social resources are also another components that make up a corporation; for example, a local 
community where the products are supplied, requirements for worker rights and freedom to 
have fair wages and working hours.100 Therefore, small fair trade producers that export fair 
trade products into the corporations are entitled to the protection of their rights not only from 
the fair trade certification organizations, but also from corporate commitment to sustainable 
development in various initiatives (such as ETI and FLA) and guidelines from international 
organizations (such as OECD Guidelines, and ILO Declarations).101 Within a scope of ILO 
impacts on purchasing contracts, the Labor Clauses (Public Contracts) Convention 1949102 
provides that “all public procurement contracts must include clauses ensuring wages hours 
of work, and other considerations of labor which are no less favorable than those established 
for work of the same character in the trade or industry concerned”.103 Experience in 
Australia has displayed an adoption of ILO’s labor standards into their purchasing policies; in 
Victoria, for example, the Victorian Government Purchasing Board 2003 requires that all 
businesses need to comply with ethical employment standards according to state’s codes of 
practice.104 
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In complying with sustainability in human development, corporations can take the 
opportunity from participating in CSR and fair trade to promote their social reputation.105 
Corporations who incorporate CSR have been reported to gain better credibility in the eyes of 
consumers who concerned about human and environmental issues, resulting in the 
achievement in both financial and social terms.106 A UK-based coffee retailer Cafédirect sees 
support from ethically concerned consumers which maintain the position of the company as 
the largest 100 per cent fair trade distributor in the UK.107  Cafédirect provides a platform for 
a social integrated company that purchases 100 per cent fair trade products, and even 
involves in the workers’ development such as providing shares and gives additional profits.108 
The company takes on board now the three year brand building program, which has the 
objective to create a strong brand meanings that emphasizes on brand equity and exceptional 
products quality derived from a unique group of small producers.109 It is successful in 
creating a set of strategies to blend the quality and ethical feeling to the brand when 
consumers can get both quality and a feeling of ethical purchasing.110 
 
3.3 Fair Trade and CSR: Hard Law vs. Soft Law 
Thorough the past decades, CSR initiatives have been successful in inducing corporations to 
create partnerships with NGOs, international agreements, civil society organization, which 
see the prevailing consensus of corporate involvement in moving toward social-oriented 
business strategies.111 These corporate movements represent the adoption of CSR initiatives 
from sources of international and voluntary attempts in many venues including the United 
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Nations.112 The UN Global Compact113 was established with the goal of encouraging business 
corporations to engage in CSR for the sustainable future of economic and social development 
for all people globally.114 According to its policy statement, the Compact is established to 
“provide a policy platform and a practical framework for companies that are committed to 
sustainability and responsible business practices. As a leadership initiative endorsed by chief 
executives, it seeks to align business operations and strategies everywhere with ten 
universally accepted principles in the areas of human rights, labor, environmental and anti-
corruption”.115  
The UN Global Compact links participation of managers from corporations to involve in 
strategic decisions to advance their commitments to sustainable and corporate citizenship.116 
It remains the largest body of CSR initiatives with 7,700 participating corporations in over 
130 countries.117 Similar to fair trade which operates under a voluntary-based organization –
FLO, the UN Global Compact as well as other CSR initiatives (i.e., OECD Guidelines and 
ILO Declaration) work to assert a voluntary model of governance on corporations.118 A 
voluntary model of governance always faces an opposition from a state-based regime, such as 
government regulation, challenging the ability of voluntary schemes to guarantee ethical 
behavior by all market players.119  
Advocates of CSR argues that CSR gives ways to an era of ethical consumerism which is a 
mechanism where ethically concerned consumers assert a governing force over corporate 
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interest to respond to their demands.120 The regulatory forces that both CSR and fair trade 
have on corporations depend on the voluntary governance and willingness of participants to 
adopt rules as strategies to implement their business practice.121 Unlike traditional regulation 
backed by state law, both CSR and fair trade argue for a ‘soft law’ regulation which pursues 
the linkage among states, business, and international governmental and non-governmental 
organizations.122 Although it is difficult to imagine that corporations will comply with 
voluntary rules without a state regulation, some evidence has shown that maintaining CSR 
policies represent some advantages to corporations.123 Some corporations suggest that CSR 
policies help their corporations in attracting and retaining work force.124 
The significance of soft law is provided by UNCTAD statement affirming CSR rules to 
participating corporations; the statement indicates that CSR may “assume economic, social, 
political and ethical dimensions in that corporations are expected to conduct their economic 
affairs in good faith and in accordance with proper standards of economic activity while also 
observing fundamental principles of good socio-political and ethical conduct”.125 The soft 
law provisions created by fair trade involve social and human values which steer an impact 
on fair trade sought corporations, socially-concerned consumers and ethically-sought 
investors.126 These values are reflective of fairness and rights of small producers to be 
entitled to the opportunity of an unrestricted freedom to employment and fair conditions of 
living.127  
There are difficulties in defining CSR movements in relationship to law due to the 
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questionability on the voluntary basis and its legal mandates.128 However, an argument has 
been made that CSR initiatives, fair trade, and international attempts from non-state actors 
have provided a legal world with the evolving trend of regulation, in which the process of 
‘soft law’ regulation assumes regulatory roles that embraces broader modes of regulation 
from the participation of diverse actors across private and public sectors reacting in relation 
to one another to consolidate regulatory outcomes.129 Soft law purports to be an instrument of 
a voluntary participation seeking to form modes of regulation at the equivalent level to those 
formally official government laws and regulation.130 It also act as an instrument to cause rules 
among informal institutions at the international, transnational, and national elements which 
depend on the consensus and willingness of participating members, rather than on the 
formally mandated obligatory legal rules.131 To that end, CSR initiatives and FLO should be 
capable of forming ‘soft’ regulatory modes to participating corporations willing to abide 
themselves under voluntary commitment from a set of informal rules by non-state actors such 
as rules from subsidiaries of international organization (UN Global Compact, ILO, and 
OECD), or self-regulated and voluntary organizations such as FLO.  
Voluntary rules have been employed to replace concrete state law in the Greenhouse 
Challenge, where a group of leading corporations feel the need to address environmental 
protection measures without having to be forced by the government carbon tax legislation.132 
The Greenhouse Challenge allows government to abandon the ‘hard’ carbon tax law but still 
accomplishes the goal through the negotiations and business actions as a viable alternative to 
carbon tax measures.133 The fact that many business corporations welcome CSR and fair 
trade to become main strategies for their operations indicates a modest impact that soft law 
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has on corporate practice without a hard law intervention.134  However, the viability of soft 
law movements still depends greatly on voluntary modes of governance, which are 
questionable on enforcement mechanism and sanctions in a case of corporate non-
compliance.135  
While soft law movements have received an increasing participation by corporations, the 
picture shows an unsettling issue of corporate compliance to fair trade interests and the 
financial interests to maintain cost-effective profits to shareholders.136 The principle of 
‘shareholder primacy’ links profit maximization as the primary interests that companies are 
set up to provide for the greatest interest of their shareholders.137 The principle indicates that 
a company’s director has ‘fiduciary duty’ under law to act in the ‘best interests’ in the name 
of the company for the greatest benefits of shareholders.138 Shareholders are ensured that 
their business interests are protected due to advances in expertise and knowledge that 
directors, appointed by each individual company, possess in a day-to-day decision making.139  
In aiming for profits, all considerations other than profit are seen as ‘negative externalities’ 
which are bound to be reduced at minimal or discarded.140 As to manufacturing productions 
in developing countries, companies use this justification to maintain their competitive edge 
by producing cheap goods obtained from their exploitation of cheap labors.141 
In recent developments, Milman proposes that an evolution of corporate law has shown a 
response towards convergence of social and business context in the rise of CSR 
movements.142 Recent trends in corporate law have indicated that shareholder’s interest have 
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been widely construed as not only aiming for profit-maximization but also the moral 
deflection of the shareholder’s interests in wider social and business goals.143 Dine considers 
a recent trend that shareholders hold explicit rights to utilize their moral controls over the 
operations of the companies concerning an array of interests not only limited to maximizing 
profits or meeting contractual terms.144 Ireland and Pillay propose that since CSR has pushed 
the concept of ‘social responsible’ to extend rapidly and become instruments that 
shareholders have specific concerns for their operation on profit-management, it has 
influenced a corporate concept called ‘manageralism’, in which managers seek the moral 
decisions from shareholders in order to utilize various options to balance the interests of 
different groups (employees, consumers, local communities, non-governmental 
organizations) to benefit their business.145 From an increasing corporate involvement with 
CSR initiatives, managers of corporations tend to agree that there are benefits from 
implementing ‘social responsibilities’, which ‘best interests’ of their shareholders depend 
greatly on, for example, the credibility and publicity that corporations gain from 
incorporating CSR and fair trade.146  The expanded view of corporate persona presents a 
plausible argument for the movement of ‘soft law’ to become widely accepted when the 
principle of shareholder primacy has been extended to include the CSR and fair trade 
initiatives.  
With respect to an enforceability of CSR initiatives, ILO documents stress on the 
commitment of the corporations’ agenda in social responsibility to take the initiatives such as 
ETI and FLA beyond voluntary basis; also it insists on the importance to have framework for 
collaborations of regulatory initiatives that can hold corporations to account for their 
practices to act responsibly towards suppliers and workers.147 UN provides soft law sources 
in labor standards in 2003 the United Nations Sub-Commission on the Promotion and 
Protection of Human Rights that adopted the ‘Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational 
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Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human Rights’, which issue 
provisions prohibiting the use of forced labor, exploitative working conditions, and child 
labor.148 The commission provides lead guidance that enterprises need to offer workers with 
fair wages and adequate standard of living as well as freedom of association and collective 
bargaining.149  
However, due to an inadequacy of enforceability and sanctions in soft law, wider legal 
communities still interprets soft law as only supporting, not transformative legal rules of hard 
law such as ‘shareholder primacy’ of company law.150 There has been a criticism that the lack 
of soft law enforcement might free ride corporate operations to use fair trade and CSR merely 
for the purpose of greenwashing.151 Greenwashing is a process where corporations comply 
with CSR or fair trade just to improve their image as social responsible entities, and to use 
them as an agenda-seeking when there is only a fraction of fair trade purchases in order to 
attract more consumer base; while in fact they do not accord full respect to the rights of those 
small farmers protected by CSR and fair trade principles.152 Another main criticism of soft 
law is on its lack of legal-binding force.153 Despite increasing trend of initiatives adopted by 
corporations each year, recent statistics indicate that the results towards the change remain 
abysmal.154 This criticism directly concerns the viability of fair trade when CSR initiatives 
like ETA and FTA are not deemed to be able to render substantial legal forces to motivate 
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corporate practice.155 An study by UN Secretary-General’s Special Representatives (SGSR) 
for business and human rights in 2006 depicted that only 25 per cent of the surveyed 314 
corporations had committed to the community consultation process that care about human 
rights standards set in their CSR agenda.156 It is believed that the reason which corporations 
have chosen to shy away from CSR commitment is due to the problematic ‘soft law’ 
effectiveness of international initiatives which render only a minimal legal-binding force.157  
Soft law remains to be the model of peer pressure that relies on social actors to shape the 
operation of business.158 Tribelcock proposes although international law such as United 
Nations’ conventions is capable to form hard law as long as it undergoes processes of a 
domestic adoption to legislative acts, UN’s subsidiaries such as Global Compact and OECD 
Guidelines on Multinational Enterprises have always caused controversies over its legal 
imperatives as a soft law.159 Since international law requires domestic adoption to legislative 
acts, it is questionable whether to what extent these international labor regulations remain in 
force for corporate practice had they not been incorporated within domestic labor laws.160 
The enforcement mechanism of soft law is still inherited from the nature of voluntary 
standards and informal compliance system of international rules, which lack substantial 
forces of sanction to be imposed on noncompliance.161 It also remains unclear whether the 
sanctions that it lacks can be supported by an intervention of hard regulation from 
government.162 Dine proposes that even though recent debates on corporate law have 
accepted governance force from other stakeholders (such as labor codes from OECD 
Guidelines) into corporate recognition, to which extent those stakeholders and international 
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codes secure corporate implementation depends on law and regulation in each countries.163 A 
specific concern is placed on the international codes which always gather controversies when 
it comes to domestic recognition.164 Milman supports the arguments that international bodies 
such as OECD Guidelines and UN agencies such as UNCITRAL have influenced common 
corporate practices in adopting international guidelines and principles.165 With respect to 
insolvency law, UNCRITAL provides significant legal instruments such as a Model Law on 
Cross-border Insolvency (1997) in case of conflicts arising out of transnational corporation 
collapses.166 The Model Law has been widely adopted by UK, USA, Ethiopia, Mexico, 
Serbia, Montenegro, South Africa, and New Zealand.167 In the UK’s application of the Model 
Rule, the jurisdiction conflict arising out of this Model Law will be determined by using the 
concept of center of main interests (COMI) as being applied under EC insolvency 
regulations.168 COMI (Article 3(1)) states a presumption that the place of main interests is 
where the company is registered and effectively managed from.169 However, this Model Law 
is not recognized as treaty; therefore, it requires domestic implementation in order to grant it 
a full operation.170  
In regards to OECD Guidelines, it faces a challenging task to create concrete legal texts 
because most of OECD legal texts have been argued to create only non-binding legal 
documents such as guidelines and recommendations.171 Generally, OECD legal texts 
comprise both legal binding acts and non-binding acts, but the present criticism emerges from 
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the retreat number of OECD legally-binding acts adopted by state members.172 The statistics 
showed that in 1974-1975, half of the OECD acts were legally binding; but in 2003 there was 
only one legal-binding act for every fifth act.173 While the international guidelines, such as 
OECD texts, can produce model codes of conduct to seek changes corporate practice, the real 
legal impact of these voluntary codes are still subject to controversy.174 Even though some 
soft law provisions often features stringent rules such as the formal reporting procedures from 
the UN Global Compact which impose a requirement for corporations to comply, this 
reporting mechanism always present a failure when it appears that corporations do not 
thoroughly comply.175 In the effectiveness of the CSR reporting procedure, it has been 
assessed that one-third of the participating corporations failed to fulfill the reporting 
requirements – it was reported as of total 3,639 corporations, 855 corporations were inactive 
and another 413 corporations were non-communicable.176 
In assessing the corporate inception of voluntary codes and guidelines, a CSR study in 
Australian garment sectors (Ethical Threads) 177 has found that the companies have shown a 
slow progress to embrace soft and voluntary obligations to protect workers in international 
and local manufacturing supply chains.178 Although most of the companies adhere to the 
OECD guidelines and ILO labor practices, it was reported that six of the 23 companies had 
developed their codes of practice unilaterally without embracing those international labor 
practices.179 Ethical Threads also reported that all except one company had developed and 
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implemented their codes of practice in the absence of external involvement from NGOs, labor 
organizations, workers, and government.180 The companies argue that reporting measures 
under ETI initiatives and other CSR instruments do not contribute for a success in improving 
labor conditions.181 Even though the ETI reporting mechanisms have provided some positive 
feedbacks, there are debates over common loopholes of the procedures which include182: 
- Unreliability of reporting companies183 
- Multiple reporting requirements at the same supplier184 
- Inconsistent corrective action plans185 
- Failure to identify or report serious labor problems186 
- Prevalence of fraudulent practices187 
 
3.4 Fair Trade and Corporate Compliance 
In order to impose substantial force on corporations to behave responsibly, the question is 
whether soft law contributes to sufficient compliance modes to be able to direct a desired 
corporate outcome. Despite close relationship between CSR and fair trade in both their goals 
and commitment, fair trade possesses some different traits due to the fact that it concerns with 
a number of intermediaries through its network (small producers, cooperatives, FLO, 
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importing corporations, consumers, retailers, and supermarkets).188 While CSR is widely 
argued to be one-sided attempt from corporations (which means that they have options to 
either opt in or out), fair trade movement is interlaced with a network that correlates 
consumers, investors, small producers.189 It becomes interesting to focus on the governance 
force of fair trade that its networks can provide the channel for a successful process of 
regulation by using the interlocking multitude of stakeholders and external monitoring. 
The debate on a soft law character of fair trade and CSR concerns with their weak 
enforcement (compared to hard regulation) to be able to impose concrete rules on 
corporations.190 For a movement like fair trade, the concern is placed on the debate that the 
civil society forces can never replace the state regulation.191 Although the theory of civil 
society movements has been gaining wide acceptability on the impact that they create 
through business world, their normative rules are still in question in terms of internal legal 
authority.192 Criticism on the weak binding force has shaped new thinking of CSR to seek for 
proper modes of regulation rather than imposing soft responsibility.193  
Regulation that is capable of limit corporate malpractices needs to be a kind that can impose 
sanctions on corporations in case of non-compliance.194 There has been an attempt to find the 
modes of governance that strengthen the enforceability of a soft law movement like fair 
trade.195 In new modes of regulation, there needs to be a search for new characters of laws 
and government policies, for example, motivate corporations to adopt certain CSR 
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instruments such as social or sustainability reporting and disclosure.196 Since a picture of soft 
law depicts a loose enforceability and sanction, hard law provisions are normally regarded as 
the best options to hold corporations accountable for their decisions.197 Advocates of hard 
regulation asserts the idea that soft law is an unreliable approach to influence corporations to 
care for the social responsibility due to the lack of hard legal sanctions and legal mechanism 
for non-compliance.198 Soft regulation has inherited from post-regulatory scholars like 
Teubner on his theory on evolving concepts of legal regulation; in his theory, Teubner 
asserted a principal theory of post-regulatory concepts reflecting core values of the natural 
law that supported the devolution of state regulation into a new form of regulation.199 His 
theory of regulation centers on the interaction of multiple interests for the best regulatory 
outcome that is able to reflect social and human values, fairness, and comprehensibility of 
social dynamics.200 Strategies of soft law movements on corporate compliance in a matter of 
fair trade are mastered by corporate commitment to various CSR initiatives. Such strategies 
reflect the post-regulatory ideologies of Teubner’s on the process that legal regulation can 
abandon its dominant position to consider interactions of social actors that can create, 
influence, and balance new form of social organization in a political authority.201 In terms of 
the effect of soft regulation to corporate analysis, Teubner proposed a theory of ‘reflexive 
law’ as a model that reflects law’s duty to regulate ‘corporate conscience’ by a various form 
of legal sources in order to put external effects on corporate morality and put responsibility 
for the corporation to integrate itself with other social values in the society.202 His theory has 
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been interpreted to propose modern modes of governance as Parker relates to his rationale of 
reflexive law as it is impossible to write laws and regulatory strategies which impose the 
duties about corporate responsibility with stakeholders in specific details; it is better to get 
corporations themselves to reflect what their relation with laws and other stakeholder is rather 
than impose the social solution on them.203 
Teubner wrote about ‘reflexive law’ as: 
“Reflexive law requires the legal system to view itself as a system-in-an-environment. 
Substantive law, on the other hands, relies on the outcome and is characterized by the direct 
intervention of legislatures and courts in setting the norms. It is expected that function of law 
will be defined to have capacity enough to provide congruent generalization and expectations 
for the whole society. As far as legal interventionism is concerned, substantive law fail to 
achieve this because they do not have enough correspondent potential to resolve the matter. 
Legal interventionism receives poor critics when it comes to regulating the internal social 
structure of the regulated spheres of life. On the other hand, reflexive law does not ask what 
substantive nature of the problem is or which law should be suitable for the problem. Instead, 
it seeks to identify opportunity structures that allow legal regulation to cope with social 
problems without destroying valued patterns of social life.”204 
Scholars like Habermas also share with Teubner a post-regulatory view that sees state 
regulation as a potential danger in regulating social and economic life in an era with ever-
evolving social complexity.205 State regulation is argued to impose ‘regulatory trilemma’ 
emerged from the unsuitability of direct state regulation to deal with human, cultural and 
social complexity.206 According to Habermas, the ‘regulatory trilemma’ occurs when state 
regulation encounters three significantly interrelated limits on regulatory law.207  First, ‘the 
crisis of rationality’ (Incongruence of law, politics and society) occurs because of the 
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complexity of socio-economic processes within the regulatory system; state regulation is 
argued to become ineffective to deal with the complex and potentially contradictory social 
and economic processes within a bureaucratic structure of state interventionism.208  Second, 
‘the crisis of legitimacy’ (over-legalization of society) emerges when the solution to 
regulatory crisis relies heavily on the interventionist method that causes the market to lose its 
power to decide justified distributive outcomes to the extent that the state intervention takes 
over the political responsibility for the market.209 Third, ‘the  crisis of motivation’ (over-
socialization of law) occurs as a result of the development of social autonomy and increasing 
cultural and external system to law that renders the interventionism methods obsolete to solve 
the crisis that emerges from the complexity of social and external variables.210 
State regulation according to post-regulatory theory incurs failures to respond to the social 
and human demands since it relies heavily on the legislative bureaucracy of statesmanship, a 
hierarchical pattern of power, which causes state bureaucracy to become centralized and 
limited to probing with modern autonomy and emerging social constituencies.211 Post-
regulatory theory, on the other hand, is designed to embrace participation from different 
actors involved, and ask law to be decentralized from its hierarchical position, and to take 
interests from interlocking procedures, participation, and other social constituencies in order 
to respond to modern social problems in the society.212 
A case between Nike against the social activist in California court reflects an unsuitability of 
the role of central regulation in dealing with social responsible issue.213 In the case, Nike was 
sued under the California consumer protection laws, and in the response to law suit, Nike 
removed the information about its operation from the website in order for it not to be revealed 
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to the public and avoid challenges by consumers and the opposing party.214 The removal of 
such information indicates the weakness of state regulation in dealing with the issue, where 
the regulation lacks the positive effect on encouraging transparency and moral embedment of 
the corporations.215 
The theory of post-regulatory also gives rise to the notion of ‘regulatory pluralism’ which has 
emerged to challenge the hierarchical pattern of state law, it also asks law to take 
considerations from grassroots actors such as non-state actors, different stakeholders and 
other social norms216, thus, providing a significant impact on legal regulation on the roles of 
FLO and CSR, as non-state actors, to be able to seek legitimacy in a political process217. The 
modern regulatory pluralism maintains the values of declining roles of state law, but places 
substantial importance on social and human values that provide broader flexibility for modern 
regulation of social problems.218 The recent development in regulatory pluralism concept in 
the validity of non-hierarchical and non-state governance could play significant roles in 
employing values of non-state actors like fair trade to motivate corporate practice in the 
regulation. There has been evidence in America where a civil and non-state actor norm like 
NAACP was able to be involved in a civil process on behalf of organized civil movements to 
seek for a legal change in the country.219 NAACP represents a new pattern of governance by 
using social norms to seek for legitimacy in a bureaucratic process.220 
Regulatory pluralism reflects Teubner and Habermas’ rationale that states are no longer the 
only providers of regulatory policy, plural views of regulation suggest that regulation 
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happens in many locations, many patterns, and many ways.221 It is believed to be the concept 
that empowers soft law’s movements to be able to assert social and legal responsibility into a 
corporate practice.222 It is also the concept in which regulators can regulate regulatees with 
plural motivations for compliance through the use of plural regulatory enforcement from 
different sectors in the society.223 The pluralist perspective suggests that most corporate 
conducts can be regulated by rules, values, and policies that do not require intervention from 
hard regulation; and the most of society’s regulatory activities are not in the hands of 
government officials, but of the myriad stakeholders involved in a corporation.224 This 
governance perspective gives rise to an involvement of fair trade and CSR in a process where 
a corporation can motivated by plural influences from multiple stakeholders to take initiatives 
on fair practices according to international and voluntary standards (for example, FLO, ETI, 
FTA, ILO practices, OECD Guidelines, and UN Global Compact). 
Fair trade is a voluntary form of governance representing the bottom-up approach (forces of 
commodity producers drive the demands of market); it is different from a hierarchical 
approach of a state regulation which has been criticized to create a failure in regulating 
corporate mindsets to take accounts of social responsibility issues such as  fair trade and 
CSR.225 The experience in the environment regulation in America indicates the failure of 
state regulation to govern the social responsibility matters of business.226 Influenced by post-
regulatory concepts, the example of environmental regulation in America represents the 
decentralized form that supports soft law movement by rejecting to use the regulatory 
approach from government direct regulation in the matter of environmental concerns.227 The 
central concept of environmental regulation is how to increase the willingness of corporations 
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to be appealed to the pluralistic values of social and economic stakeholders involving around 
the corporations on the account of social responsibility toward their production of 
environmental wastes.228 Modern regulation in America finds the classical concept of state’s 
direct regulation outdated as recent economic activities involve with various social and 
economic considerations affecting the declining role of state to efficiently regulate the 
corporate activities to the greatest interest of actors involved in society.229 The regulatory 
thinking was inherited from regulatory pluralism which gave rise to social understanding in 
its communicative role with the legal system in order to achieve the desired outcome that 
reflects the accounts of society.230 The comparative experience from the environmental 
regulation in America has proved that direct regulation from the state renders regulation to be 
counterproductive, centralised, bureaucratic, standard setting, and centrepiece.231  
Soft law finds support from post-regulatory concepts that view regulation as encompassing 
not just hard ‘legal’ rules but also policies and social norms in order to understand more 
about social complexity as described by Teubner as the process of ‘proceduralization’.232 It 
possesses a significant implication for the development theory of soft law in a light of civil 
movement like fair trade, which sees the importance fair trade and CSR as dominant policy 
and normative frames that evolve in the development legal theory.233 Soft law advocates 
reaffirm the regulatory pluralism philosophy that regulation can be found in plural sources 
not only from one central actor, but multiple actors.234 Owing to the influences of plurality in 
post-regulatory thinking, modern regulation has been developed to embrace the plural 
interests and values that involve external intervention and moral motivation from various 
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actors in the society to assert controls over regulated subjects.235 Modern regulation gives rise 
to movements of non-state actors, international organizations, and other civil societal 
movements such as fair trade to be able to involve in developing a theory that see CSR as a 
prominent indication of how corporations can be regulated for social goals in a globalizing 
economy.236 Influenced from Teubner, modern soft law advocates propose a threat by state 
regulation in the imposition of ‘hegemonic legality’, where the interests of state elites 
undermine the forces of other actors in reshaping regulatory reform to influence corporate 
responsibility.237  
Soft law enriches the voluntary and plural form of regulation that attacks the formalism and 
legal crisis inherited from central regulation.238 It seeks to apply modes of regulation with 
various actors in the society, i.e., government, civil society movements, non-state actors that 
are shaped up to achieve the desire goal.239 Soft law argues for a growing importance of non-
state actors, NGOs, and other civil movements, in order to curve unethical activities of 
corporations, presenting a new regulatory concept that reflects the power of social 
movements towards the business world.240  Current soft law attempts (i.e., ETI, FLA, OECD 
Guidelines, ILO practices, and UN Global Compact) present an emergence of civil 
conformity seeking to replace power from the powerful elites and neo-liberal commands of 
powerful corporations; this imposes a form of governance that find forces of horizontal 
interests to shape the direction of a corporate activity.241 These soft law measures can 
encourage a creation of partnership model seeking cooperation between corporations and 
voluntary regulation to develop standards for business behavior; this can lead to a formation 
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of a regulatory model that rejects the hierarchical command of state’s hard law.242 
Current notion on regulatory compliance is that there is likely to be a higher rate of business 
compliance with the law when a plurality of public and private actors utilize their plural 
resources and relationships with regulatees to activate the plurality of motivations for 
compliance than when regulatory agencies rely on official power alone.243 In corporations, 
managers normally take into consideration different influences that can affect their decision-
making for the corporations.244 What motivates corporations the most is the influence that 
managers regard the most beneficial to their business.245 Financial influences (shareholders, 
lenders, insurance) are the most valuable stakeholders that affect the decision making of the 
managers because they represent the goal of corporations – business, finance and profits.246 
Other influences e.g., social movements, consumers, employees, and many others are 
normally seen as externalities that companies try to cut down.247 In a regulatory model of 
pluralism, corporations are to be subject to multiple layers of influences that can act as 
regulators to shape corporations to desire direction (or goals in fair trade, ethical values): 
social, financial, political influences.248 The plausible regulatory strategy for the benefits of 
the fair trade movement is a model that captures the decision makers to see business benefits 
from incorporating fair trade values.249  
Since the direction of corporations depends on the decision-making of managers, the 
pluralism theory is argued to be influential to the mindset of managers who are motivated by 
different business and social stakeholders to be good corporate citizens.250 The corporate 
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managers can open up to non-financial stakeholders (employees, consumers, the community) 
that represent social interest and voice in corporate decision-making process.251 The study of 
Parker in environmental regulation (The Greenhouse Challenge) in Australia shows the 
commitment of top-managers toward the social issues has been improved in a form of 
voluntary regulation, rather than state regulation.252 By committing to voluntary compliance 
coming from a plurality of places and influences, the managers felt that participating in a 
voluntary platform increased their motivations to be seen as corporations who do the right 
thing through the public eyes in the interests of the long-term sustainability of their 
business.253  
Another example reflects the engagement of many corporate managers to CSR which has 
become an important basis to the sustainability of workers and environment, endorsing it as a 
key focus of their management agenda and corporate strategies.254 The example on the issue 
indicates that surveys by PricewaterhouseCoopers and others consistently display a high 
percentage of managers ready to sacrifice the short-term profits to other social influences 
such as CSR and other environmental issues.255 These examples have shed some light on the 
practicability of pluralism in regulation, rather than a state law, that leads to a successful 
model of corporate compliance on fair trade governance.256 
With respect to regulatory pluralism, it is perceived that social values can become influential 
on corporate practice.257 Social values are argued to possess autonomy to propose ethical 
responsibility for political authority.258 In the area of law it is important that it seeks 
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regulatory measures that support the argument about the autonomy of social values and their 
influences on corporate practice.259 Selznick proposes that local identity which involves in a 
‘grassroots’ process can rise as a democratic authority to seek public commitment which is 
responsible for the rights and demands of local workers.260 Regulation for fair trade can draw 
governance grounds from Selznick’s grassroots principles as fair trade provides a solidarity-
based ‘grassroots’ approach of local identity to motivate the corporate practice to take ethical 
account on fair treatment. Davies and Crane suggest that fair trade provides a radical example 
of how grassroots governance can have a great impact on the decision making of managers in 
corporations.261 Fair trade governance proposes to seek for fair practice from multinational 
corporations toward its commodity trade and solidarity networks.262 Fair trade’s connection 
to the business goal of corporation is explored when corporations are capable of making 
ethical claim for their shareholders’ interests.263 In their study, ethical decision making of 
corporation reflects the self-regulation concept in which external and social values can both 
influence the business practice.264 Fair trade represents the social values that frame 
corporations to question their competing goals, values and multiple interests.265  
Davies and Crane conduct a study on one of the major fair trade companies in the UK, Day 
Chocolate, and find that while Day Chocolate is a business organization that deals with profit 
and growth objectives, being profit making is however implemented with the fair trade ideals 
that are also considered important with the aim of making a difference and producing change 
to the industry.266 In the view of Day Chocolate’s managing directors, the mission of the 
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company is to be the catalyst to the industry and what the company is and where the products 
have come from.267 The company takes fair trade goals as an encouragement to decision 
making which integrates both profit consideration and ethical supply and conduct.268 
Therefore, fair trade exists as an overriding aim to help developing-world producers.269 
Also, undesirable experiences in multinational corporations in dealing with bad criticism 
towards social responsibility have raised concerns to a fine-tuning of their social policies.270 
Nike’s corporate practice has been given a bad press when it involves hiring children between 
ages of 5 and 10 who worked 70 hours per week in Indonesia earning $0.60 per day.271 In a 
stark contrast, CEO of multinational corporation ‘The Body Sop’ spent several weeks a year 
with the farmers who supplied for the company.272 This has subjected CEOs of Nike to a 
deep criticism and then later apologized for their corporate practices, admitting that they 
never experienced the people who manufactured for his company’s products.273 However, 
decision-making of corporate managers can be uncertain as there are no statutory codes 
binding corporations to act in ethical manners.274 However, it is important not to generalize 
the soft law approaches of fair trade and CSR as a comparison to hard law regulation, 
because all of these approaches are capable of developing ideological modes of governance 
reinforced by various interests and implications.275  
3.5 Stakeholder’s Model of Regulation 
Legal scholars like Cotterrell suggests law should embrace community norms such as civil 
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participations into the modes of legal regulation in order to correctly respond to social 
demands of the modern society.276 By incorporating the collective participation of regulation 
that expresses moral commitment of the community, corporations need to embrace all 
concerning ‘stakeholders’ that take part in a company, not just the economic ones.277 Besides 
economic aim, there is a range of non-economic goals in regulation, including social justice, 
paternalism, and community values.278 Stakeholder model of regulation have gained 
popularity in modern regulation in developing regulatory approaches for screening out 
undesirable corporate activities.279  Stakeholder is a term introduced in 1984 to mean anyone 
who is affected by, or can affect, an organization.280 The parties in stakeholders for a certain 
company can include internal stakeholders (such as employees, suppliers in value chain), and 
external stakeholders (such as communities, investors, non-governmental organizations, 
government agencies, regulators, and the media).281 
In stakeholder model, a regulated subject is subject to different actors in the society, 
catagorised in social, economic, political influences.282 Each actor possesses different forces, 
but all can work in connection with one another to regulate the subject for a desired 
outcome.283 In a corporation, stakeholders include customers, employees, shareholders, 
suppliers, interest groups, local communities, and regulators.284 The relationship between 
CSR and corporations shed light on the stakeholder model, which focuses on the social and 
human management of different actors involved in the operation and future of 
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corporations.285  The model of stakeholders in regulation is influenced by ‘steward theory’ 
which views the importance of different stakeholders as having social impact on a 
corporation’s decision making.286 Based on the stewardship model, a senior manager in a 
company can respond to non-financial factors when they identify the various interests of 
different stakeholders that build up a company.287 As a result, managers should be permeable 
to stakeholders’ concerns and interests when it is established that social, political and other 
issues are what made up a company, and accept that they are organizational problems, not 
just externalities.288    
The stakeholder’s model of regulation can be influential in achieving an effective compliance 
in a corporation.289 The model proposes that if there are enough social and economic 
stakeholders in shaping the mindset of corporations, they will come to see compliance as 
normatively desirable for their own sakes without seeking for hard regulation.290 The 
stakeholder model will involve the co-ordination between political and legal forces in 
different actors where both state and non-state influences are situated to regulate corporate 
conduct using both formal and informal actions and decisions.291 The key compliance 
mechanism is not between regulator and regulated but between multiple actors within and 
between complex systems.292 
In corporatist analysis, the stakeholder model enables the use of various social and economic 
influences in the society to increase external participation and motivate the corporations to 
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change their behavior.293 However, it is worth considering how this model of regulation 
creates enough impact to level the interests between concerning stakeholders in the society.294 
One important challenge is the fact that the profit-maximization is by nature the main purpose 
of corporations; therefore, economic stakeholders might outweigh other social and political 
stakeholders when corporations are likely to give more considerations to money matters 
rather than social matters.295  In finding the connection between corporations and concerning 
stakeholders in the society, Gunningham and Rees use capitalism analysis of corporations to 
explain that there are two models composing up the corporations’ structure – ‘shareholders’ 
and ‘stakeholders’.296 In a shareholder model, managers in corporations are in favor of short-
term results, such as takeover and downsizing, which force corporations to concentrate on 
their central task – maximizing profits for shareholders.297 The business culture of short-
termism (preoccupation with short-term results and instant economic gratifications) is one of 
the central problems that the developing regulatory concepts seek to address.298 
The developments have been recorded in the US economy that takes an opposite view from 
the shareholder’s primacy.299 Unlike the traditional view of corporate duty to maximize 
profits to its financial shareholders, the primacy of shareholders has been interpreted in 
broader social aims to stresses on the company’s overriding responsibility to its stakeholders, 
because the corporation is composed of both economic and social stakeholders.300 In the 
social function’s view of corporate analysis, shareholders are not the only legitimate 
stakeholders in the corporation; the employees, communities and society are also made up as 
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‘stakeholders’.301 The pervasiveness of social stakeholders has evaded the traditional primacy 
concept into the interests of managers to be motivated for social issues.302 This suggests that 
the corporation has a spectrum of responsibilities that it feels accountable to an array of 
stakeholders; for example, building CSR, managing the right justice to employees, 
manufacturing safe products to consumers, caring for the environment, enhancing (rather 
than maximizing) shareholders and so on.303 It is this development of stakeholders’ view on 
regulation that can provide a corporate motif to respect fair trade principles. Corporations can 
act responsible when they are driven by a desire to be seen by prospective customers, staff, 
investors, stakeholders.304 Several actors can draw attention from management of the 
corporations to be motivated to external pressures.305 Media attention and social movement 
activists like fair trade can put pressure on the management and public reputations of 
corporations, and will drive them to make decisions affecting the business as a good, 
legitimate, corporate citizen.306  
There is some empirical evidence showing the tendencies of corporate adoption of good 
citizenry organization. Weaver and others survey of factors affecting corporate ethic 
programs in the US Fortune 1000 companies report supports the theory that environmental 
and other social factors can influence the scope of ethics and compliance program 
implemented in corporations.307 Some industry journals show that corporate attention to 
environmental issues did impact the management structures for environmental issues 
according to the rise of public concern between 1960 and 1993.308 Similarly, the study of 
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Rees shows the emergence of the self-regulatory Responsible Care Program of the US 
Chemical Manufacturers’ Association has come from the demand of public to force the 
chemical companies to realize the environmental risks and public health risks of their 
actions.309  
Different stakeholders can be categorized into various groups according to the different types 
of relationships they have with each business and the different demand and expectations that 
are associated with each type of relationship.310 The tools of each stakeholder to enforce and 
monitor are likely to differ in reference to the resources of each stakeholder and the nature of 
their relationship between stakeholders involved in a corporation. ‘Social stakeholders’, 
‘economic stakeholders’, and ‘legal stakeholders’ are concerning factors that influence the 
business practice of corporations.311 
3.5.1 Social Stakeholders 
Social stakeholders include activist organizations and general public, who will usually expect 
a business to comply with the law, but normally they will expect a business to go beyond 
legal commitments to address specific issues.312 These social stakeholders are external 
stakeholders apart from regulators and government; who can be consumers, local 
communities, public interest group, environmental groups and social movement activists.313 
Fair trade as a social movement can act as a social stakeholder and it might use shame, 
publicity, and the grant or withdrawal of friendly and cooperative relations to obtain leverage 
over the regulatees.314 Social stakeholders can assert modes of control over corporate 
activities; the concept that employ the motif of credibility to lead corporations to think that 
they can only excel in business nowadays if they pay attention to different stakeholders who 
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affect or are affected by the corporations’ operations.315 Regulatory strategies of social 
stakeholders take form in, for example, consumer’s politics as deployed by social actors such 
as boycotts or social campaigns.316 CSR and fair trade are social stakeholders that are gaining 
attention in the business world today as they have been incorporated into corporate agendas 
regarding the social and environmental concerns.317 Influences put forward by stakeholders 
become important in pressuring corporations to be cautious in their operation that concerns 
matters regarding the environment, labor and human rights, community relations, consumer 
protection, and social responsibility.318The study by the Investor Responsibility Research 
Centre (IRRC) for the Global Environmental Management Initiative (GEMI) indicates the 
importance of CSR in improving credibility of corporations that presents a challenge in their 
management toward various stakeholders to which corporations are responsive.319 Having 
credibility is important for modern corporations to do business when good social reputation 
enhances corporations’ marketing power that attracts concerned consumers.320  
Social stakeholders have caused an influential movement on corporate practice since the US 
consumer revolution of the 1960s; as a result some elements of CSR become part of 
competitive structure of business.321 For example, Wheeler provides a range of British 
surveys indicating that consumers prefer to purchase products that they perceive to be 
environmental friendly.322 A 1994 public opinion survey found that almost half of the survey 
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results were more likely to buy products from a company with good social reputation and 
almost 60 per cent would not buy from a company with a bad reputation, while one-quarter 
would be willing to spend a premium of at least 6 per cent for products that were safe for 
environment.323 There has been some evidence that concerned citizens have their voices 
influenced the company’s social activities by buying shares and using their proxy votes to 
take responsibility issues into general meetings.324 
Some public interest group and consumer groups have developed a system to compare 
compliance system design and implementation outcomes on corporation’s activity so that 
they can spot and boycott underperforming companies on social responsibility.325 For 
example, the International Federation of Chemical, Energy, Mine and General Workers’ 
Unions (ICEM) in 1997 and 1998 published stakeholder’s report, ‘Rio Tinto’, on the world’s 
most powerful mining corporation, which launched a report disclosing social and 
environmental aspects of their corporate activity.326 The Rio Tinto acts as social audits and 
reports the impact that corporations have on indigenous people, health, safety, workers rights 
and the environment as well as financial and operational issues.327 
However, on the whole, consumers and social movements lack the capacity to effectively 
monitor the claims of every corporation about CSR of their products and internal 
management system.328 There have been some concerns that consumers and social 
movements can only motivate those multi-nationals to create their voluntary CSR codes, so 
that they spend money advertising these codes to create consumer goodwill.329 There is also a 
concern on the potential image that major multinational corporations can create to the eyes of 
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stakeholders, and nothing in their internal management program is essentially changed.330 
3.5.2 Economic Stakeholders 
Economic stakeholders are shareholders and investors, banks and customers which will 
normally expect a good return on business, meet debt obligations, and offers goods and 
services that are fit for the purpose at fair price.331 Economic stakeholders are potential 
investors who engage in corporations’ financial activities, e.g., lenders who propose to put 
capital to corporations, insurers who give credit with a major amount at stake.332 These 
stakeholders can use interest rates, share prices, and the refusal of investments, loans or sales 
to enforce their expectations and to influence the corporations’ compliance outcome.333 
Some organizations aim at encouraging and assisting other investors to use their investment 
decisions, and proxy votes, to promote CSR.334 For example, the Social Investment Forum in 
Washington DC has an objection in promoting socially responsible investing with a 
membership of 500 investment professionals and institutions.335 The Interfaith Center on 
Corporate Responsibility (ICCR) controlling US$100 billion in shares was established to use 
their investments to promote social change.336 In 1991, ethical investment funds were 
estimated to amount at US$500 billion in the USA and £100 billion in the UK.337 One of the 
British largest insurance companies, Prudential, had announced in November 1999 that it had 
hired an ethical investment consultant to advise on the environmental and social 
responsibility practice of British business to screen all its investments and abandon those 
which have no positive policies towards the environment, equal opportunities and health and 
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safety of staff.338 
Insurers and lenders are beginning to concern more about social programs of companies 
before making a loan.339 Some lenders and insurers test the implementation and the 
effectiveness of self-regulatory systems in corporations’ environment management.340 In this 
regard, a study on environmental management reveals that US lenders have focused 
increasingly on the borrower’s corporate environment management system using ISO 14001 
or EMAS (EU’s standards for environment management system).341 This study also shows 
that there has been a development in US case law which makes lenders potentially 
responsible for the environment liability of their debtors.342 Therefore, drawing the example 
in the America in environmental area, economic actors can involve in putting ethical pressure 
to corporations using monetary incentives and tools to motivate them to incorporate fair trade 
in their decision-making processes. 
3.5.3 Legal Stakeholders 
Legal stakeholders use moral persuasion and protest, regulatory inspection, and civil or 
criminal legal action to enforce legal obligations.343 Legal stakeholders are regulators, 
legislators, and citizens, who will have a very specific expectation about the business’ 
compliance with legal standards.344 Each set of stakeholders might also seek additional 
influence via the resources of other groups of stakeholders.345 For example, political activists 
(social stakeholders) do not merely use moral protest and shaming publicity to achieve their 
goals but might also seek to persuade consumers (economic stakeholders) to boycott a 
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business.346 On the other hand, the demands of one set of stake might limit the influence of 
another set of stakeholders.347 For example, consumers’ expectations that product prices be 
kept low might limit the extent to which a firm is willing to spend more to satisfy fair trade’s 
demands that organic, fair trade products be used in their business.348 
According to the recent study, consumers and NGOs have an impact on corporate decision-
making in that both consumers and businesses often suggest that a company’s reputation for 
CSR will affect its sales.349 As for fair trade, the past decade has been a great indication of 
consumer contribution to its rise in sales volume as its global sales of fair trade products have 
tripled from £768 million in 2004 to the highest £2.19 billion in 2007.350 These  numbers 
contribute to the decision of multi-million corporations to launch their fair trade program 
showing from the evidence in companies as, notably, Starbucks, Nestlé, McDonald’s, Marks 
and Spencer and many more.351  However in practice, most consumers are unlikely to seek 
out true information about their ethical programs, and most of the companies that have 
actually changed their ethical behavior are those with highly visible brands who have 
experienced specific criticism such as Nestlé when it launched an immediate fair trade 
campaign just after being heavily criticized about their marketing of processed cow’s milk as 
a substitute for breastfeeding in developing countries.352 
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3.6 Modes of Accountability 
Some critics still remain skeptical on the overall effectiveness of soft law on the issues of 
non-compliance, suggesting that newly pluralized and stakeholder model of regulation does 
not work any better than the centralised model.353 Non-compliance is still a major issue for 
the soft law, and yet no concrete sanction could be created under soft regulation.354 This 
emerges the concepts that raise the attempts of collaborations between state regulation and 
public and social needs to retain the flexibility and fairness of the soft law process but 
increase the accountability for non-compliance by state law.355 The importance of retaining 
state power even in a pluralized form of regulation can be found in the reasons of Dworkin, 
stressing that the successful regulation can be achieved provided that the state is ‘neutral’.356 
The neutrality of state is a concept that asks the central regulation to retain the fairness and 
transparency in political bureaucracy.357 Post-regulatory scholars like Habermas suggest that 
fairness and transparency can be achieved if central authority involves in a communicative 
feature with other social norms to create an understanding of social complexity that would 
benefit legal regulation.358 From the neutrality concept, post-regulation theory is argued to 
focus on the importance of independencies and interaction among both private and public 
actors to seek the coordination between state agencies, corporations, trade associations, non-
state actors and NGOs.359 In a post-regulatory theory, a plural form of participation in 
regulatory spaces indicates the social norms like the fair trade movement can play a role in 
creating normative values to the legal regulation to shape the desire outcome.360 Under post-
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regulaotry theory, normative rules can emerge from multiple sources which can also come 
from a variety of non-legal norms.361  
There is a question concerning whether soft law controls will work more efficiently than state 
sanctioning to enforce compliance to corporations.362 In this matter, Scott points out the view 
that the concept of regulation should include the government tools to intervene in the 
economy in connection with the use of rules by soft law norms to influence the behavior of 
business.363 Milman identifies that there is an experience in English corporate law employing 
a set of soft law norms from international codes to introduce voluntary regulation to troubled 
corporations; for example, the application of UNCITRAL insolvency codes and OECD 
guidelines on Multinational Enterprises.364 However, these social rules have not been 
affirmed with any formal legal recognition.365 Gunningham and Rees suggest any voluntary 
form of regulation is rarely successful, and there is a need, even with the best of regulatory 
programs, to gain support from the government.366 Also, the debate continues on the point 
that there is no clear dichotomy between state regulation and voluntary regulation.367 The 
debate questions whether soft regulation is voluntary as an entirely independent and closed 
system of individual corporations that regulate themselves without government interference; 
or whether soft regulation falls within the network systems where there is a backing 
intervention by government, e.g., co-regulation and quasi-legal regulation.368  
Gunningham and Rees shed light on the debate to raise the point that soft regulation can 
range from the voluntary regulation (little or no state involvement) to ‘mandated’ regulation 
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(state’s structured self-regulation).369 Another argument on voluntary regulation is that it is 
rarely entirely detached from the state.370 Voluntary regulation does not mean that the state 
has no implicit and explicit mandate to apply even a tacit action to monitor and enforce the 
self-regulatory function.371  In UK, the state has a role in promoting voluntary regulation that 
is backed by legislation.372 The best example is the Communication Act 2003 which specifies 
duties on the regulatory body (Ofcom), to promote voluntary regulation.373 In other 
legislation, the Energy Act 2004 simply places duties on the regulator to have regard to the 
principles of better regulation and good regulatory practice.374 Another example is the 
Enterprise Act 2002 which requires the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) to promote good 
consumer practice that is the conduct of suppliers of goods and services to consumers.375 
Another interesting theory on voluntary regulation backed by state law can be found in the 
‘responsive’ model of regulation of Ayres and Braithwaite that suggests regulation should be 
responsive to industry structure in a different level and degree of regulation.376 The corporate 
behavior will steer the regulatory strategy to greater or lesser degrees of government 
intervention.377 The essence of responsive regulation is when regulators enforce the first 
instance by compliance strategies, such as persuasion and education, but apply more punitive 
deterrent responses (escalating up a pyramid of such response) when the regulated 
corporations fail to behave as desired.378 Responsive model suggests that regulatory structure 
varies from the least interventionary regulation at the bottom of the pyramid, through 
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‘enforced’ regulation and ‘command’ regulation with discretionary punishment’ to the most 
interventionary form, ‘command regulation with non-discretionary punishment’.379 
The responsive model of regulation has been criticized also that backing the voluntary 
regulation with governmental sanctions might be classified as a weakness of true meaning of 
soft approach of voluntary modes as it could represent a departure from the post-regulatory 
value.380 It has been argued that the early concepts of pluralized system in regulation by 
Teubner and Habermas play an important role in understanding the soft regulatory system.381 
On the support of post-regulatory concepts, the model of regulation backed by legislation 
should not displace the corporations’ potentiality to be regulated by both plural social and 
economic influences; that is to articulate its own specific rules and ethics from the bottom-up 
approach.382 There is a certain view that the retaining of post-regulatory views and proposes 
introducing the government sanction to regulate the corporate behavior would be 
inappropriate especially when their behavior is often influenced by more pressing force of 
different actors in society than legislations.383 Coordination among different sectors in the 
society within regulating system is very important to achieve a social reality.384 The role of 
sociological functionalism in coordinating professionalism establishes that professions can 
play a mediating role that coordinates private individuals, corporations, and broader social 
values.385  
Responsive regulation stresses about how the definition of non-compliance is arrived but less 
about how to design inspection strategies, or how to detect non-compliance.386 Compliance 
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should aim at goals rather than rules in order to regulate.387 Responsive regulation has no 
implication about how the regulation should deal with resource constraints, conflicting 
institutional pressures, unclear objectives, changes in the regulatory environment, or indeed 
how particular enforcement strategies might impact on other aspects of regulatory activities, 
including information gathering, and how regulators can or should access the effectiveness of 
their particular strategies when any of these circumstances obtain.388 The regulators should be 
responsive not only to the compliance performance of the regulatees, but also in other 
different ways - to the corporation’s own operating and cognitive; to the broader institutional 
environment of the regulatory regime; to the different logics of regulatory tools and 
strategies; to the regime’s own performance; and finally to changes in each of these 
elements.389 In order to make soft regulation successful, there is a need to seek not only the 
attitude of the regulated corporations but also the operating and cognitive frameworks of 
corporations, institutional environment and performance of the regulatory regime, the 
different logics of regulatory tools and strategies, and to changes in each of these elements.390 
However, there is a belief that only external influences alone cannot achieve the compliance 
of corporations.391 The task for compliance practitioners is to translate broader social and 
legal values into the particular and plural choices of their organizations, and to communicate 
the constraints of organizational life to regulators and government.392 In this, Durkheim 
believes that social solidarity via the operation of soft regulation is an impetus for the 
development of the modes of regulation as compliance in corporations become involved in 
lobbying governments for appropriate regulatory regimes through the legal professionals’ 
work within corporations.393 Habermas reflects Durkheim’s notion on regulation that 
employs social norms to cope with the lack of understanding in modern and economic 
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activities.394 In this, Habermas gives rise to the normative evaluation of social movements 
like fair trade on its communicative roles with internal legal rationality of state regulation in 
order to produce foundation of autonomy and legitimacy to seek discourse in economic and 
social.395 
The concepts of Durkheim and Habermas support the legitimacy of soft law in its 
development in normative and autonomous theory that has been gaining influential role in 
directing the business practice.396 Soft law such as CSR has been argued to influence business 
in a way that they can build strategies to market themselves effectively to self-voluntarily 
abide to fair purchasing policies toward fair trade principles.397 The benefits from the 
government involvement in CSR can happen when the government abides to those rules of 
CSR and social movements which results in the enrichment of social movements by giving 
official protection to the integrity of the movements.398 However, major corporations might 
provide tempting benefits that can steer government’s interests away from social 
movements.399 
Habermas’ theory is influential to the role that social actors can create communicative feature 
with public institutions to create accountability and transparency under present regulatory 
process which can lead to a successful model that captures both business and social 
interest.400 Under the implication of the communicative theory, government rules are asked to 
provide transparency and neutrality to other social actors.401 A modern technique of 
regulation has been proposed to expose voluntary regulation to public scrutiny by increasing 
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consultation and independent audit of regulatory activities by parliamentary committees and 
other authoritative bodies, such as national audit offices and independent reviews.402 There 
are a number of implications on the institutional designs of the regulation that there is no 
single correct regulatory approach which can respond to every regulatory model.403 
Regulators have to weigh competing values which will often be in conflict; for example, 
organizational needs and public interest values which are often not met.404 In other words, 
there is no single set of values which regulators can impose on the regulatees; rather, what is 
required will depend on the context of the regulation and the particular values which seem 
feasible to promote in a particular situation.405 
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Chapter 4  
 
The Analysis of the Fair Trade 
Movement towards Justice and Equality 
Theories 
 
4.1 Introduction 
According to Dine’s arguments, the fair trade movement is a social theory that asks for both 
justice and equality in the current international trading system.1 Companies around the world 
have been argued to create unfair trade practices using their influences on governments in 
developing countries to get what they want.2 Company law is debated to accelerate the 
accusation of such unfairness as it centers on the cost-benefit principles which seek to cut out 
externalities such as labor benefits and fair treatments of labor rights.3 Company law is 
established in the foundation of contracts between agents and investors, and the corporate 
managers are trusted by those contracts to seek the most effective cost-benefit choices to 
shareholders.4 These contractual obligations abide managers to utilize their dominating 
position to maximize the profits at the costs of cheap labors and fair treatments to labor 
livelihoods.5  
                                               
1 The analysis of unfair trade practices under the current international trading system is provided by Dine on the 
assessment of the effects of companies toward the fair treatment of the poor; see Dine, Companies, International 
Trade and Human Rights., p. 10-15, 32-33, and 43-47., also on the analysis of the fair trade movement, see 
Dine, "Democratization: The Contribution of Fair Trade and Ethical Trading Movements.", p. 177-81.  
2 Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 11. 
3 Crouch, "CSR and Changing Modes of Governance: Towards Corporate Noblesse Oblige?.", p. 34. 
4 Dine, Companies, International Trade and Human Rights., p. 90. 
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The main argument of this chapter is to explore the justice role of the fair trade movement 
that stands to contest the unfairness of the current trading regulation. The fair trade 
movement possesses a unique character to the extent where justice is emerged through its 
mechanism of market-driven which uses market as a central platform to influence business 
direction or steer the legal change.6 To answer the question of how the role of a social 
movement like fair trade can relate to justice, it is significant to explore the relationship 
between the nature of the fair trade movement and a justice concept from scholars like Rawls 
who provides a rich resource to the analysis of the fair trade movement in his justice theory.7 
Rawls in his theory of justice proposed the argument in the concept of justice – priority of 
liberty and class’s advantage – which formulates the focus on the rights and liberties as 
fundamental requirements for justice, not the economic methods of distribution or money and 
property. 8 Sen shares a view of justice as an important goal that an individual can achieve by 
having rights and freedom to enter a market leading to the development in one’s social and 
economic prosperity.9 Sen’s theory of justice reflects both Rawls’ theory and the 
philosophical principles of fair trade about forwarding self-empowerment and the 
encouragement of basic civil and political rights to small producers; and also the realization 
their capacities which will enable them freedom and opportunities to thrive themselves in 
social and economic terms.10 Sen’s central idea of justice rests in the freedom as process and 
opportunities to gain justice; as  he considers what constitutes justice falls not only equality in 
income and happiness, but freedom to realize one own happiness.11 His concept asserts a 
                                               
6 Renard, "Fair Trade: Quality, Market and Conventions.", p. 89. 
7 Rawls provides that justice reiterates the ‘priority of liberty’ which places significant premise on the basic 
rights and freedom of an individual to reach for justice and equality in any given society; see in general, Rawls, 
A Theory of Justice., ch. 1. 
8 Id., 11, 60. 
9 Sen, Development as Freedom., p. 7. 
10 Id., 17, 19-30. 
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liberal concepts of free choices in market functions which contain unfair treatment toward individual 
opportunities in social and economic development; see in general, Amartya Sen, "Markets and Freedoms: 
Achievements and Limitations of the Market Mechanism in Promoting Individual Freedoms," Oxford Economic 
Papers 45, no. 4 (1993)., and; A. Sen, "On the Status of Equality," Political Theory 24, no. 3 (1996). 
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question to the problems of inequality emerging in the current system of international trade.12 
The problem of international trade rules is pervasive on the effect towards small and 
vulnerable nations when the rich countries use the trade rules to protect their own interests 
and distort the real purpose of international trade rules.13 In a commodity market, a very 
renowned example is the effect of international trade rules under the free trade provisions of 
WTO to the livelihoods of commodity producers such as those in African, Caribbean, and 
Pacific countries (ACP countries) who are the major producers of bananas.14 The European 
Union has long established a partnership in commodity trade including bananas with ACP 
countries under the Lomé Convention, which takes form as a preferential access to goods 
from former EU colonial countries (ACP countries).15  
However, the United States has pressured the EU’s commitment to free trade by provoking 
the claim that the fostering of ACP bananas quota is a breach of non-discriminatory 
principles under the WTO, and suggested that the preferential quotas granted to ACP 
producers be revoked to create a level playing field and to prove the free trade mechanism 
under the WTO.16 The US claim has threatened the livelihoods of ACP banana producers as 
they lack capacity to compete with other major exporters in the global market, and as a 
consequence, will lead to the worsened poverty situation in those countries.17 The action 
causes an attack to the rules of international trade law as impediment to social and economic 
development of small countries and a failure to safeguard the collective representation of the 
poor producers from ACP countries under the WTO.18  
The foundation of civil representation is central to the principles of fair trade and it has also 
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been reflected in the light of Sen’s writings which give rise to an emerging idea of justice on 
a basis of community to challenge the current trade rules which fails to grasp the fairness and 
justice of small and impoverished people around the globe.19 The foundation of Sen’s idea 
focuses on the cultural and freedom context of justice which includes community pride and 
civil and political rights that the poor have been suppressed due to the unprivileged social 
status division of economic welfare.20 
Justice that is accorded by fair trade reflects greatly of Sen’s accounts of justice about the 
basic rights and freedom to be able to achieve their goals in social and profession.21 Fair trade 
encourages the cooperative formation in local communities which provide platforms for 
social solidarity and self-empowerment for local farmers to have an opportunity to gain 
income by doing what they do best.22 Modern scholars like Dworkin consider the sense of 
achievement as a central analysis on the concepts of equality and justice.23 The level of 
happiness and sense of justice vary among cultures and individuals, and cannot be subject to 
the sole measurement of properties, income, and ownership.24 Dworkin proposes the view 
that the traditional welfare analysis based on property rights creates an unfair distribution of 
justice to individuals in society.25 Following Dworkin’s view of justice, the international 
trade system has been criticized on the welfare proliferation to the rich countries creating an 
imbalance of justice distribution in a global pane.26 The legal implications of international 
trade rules in the example of ACP countries have proved to be insensitive to the basic poverty 
problems caused by waiving the EU preferential treatment of banana imports from ACP 
                                               
19 Central to the idea of justice, Sen proposes that enhancing civil capabilities is a major step for realizing the 
problem of global poverty and inequality, which provides a fruitful analysis of the civil representation in the fair 
trade movement, see Sen, Development as Freedom., p. 17. 
20 Id., 8-9. 
21 Id., 9. 
22 Nicholls and Opal, Fair Trade : Market-Driven Ethical Consumption., p. 22. 
23 Dworkin, "What Is Equality? Part 1: Equality of Welfare.", p. 186. 
24 Id., 186-188. 
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countries.27 Employing the model of competitive markets, international trade rules seek to 
improve the overall economic welfare by the distribution of resources.28 However, the 
competitive model is flawed to grasp the social and political understanding of the market 
model, especially when the impoverished producers from developing countries often suffer 
from unemployment and poverty from the competition from stronger and sophisticated 
companies from developed countries.29 
In contrast to justice according to the competitive model of international trade rules, Sen’s 
concept of justice focuses on enabling individual freedoms to have opportunities to avail 
oneself into the self-respect regime of earning one’s sense of achievement.30 His justice 
concept stresses on the creation of the self-empowering role of justice that provides equal 
opportunities for the marginal groups to have a say in the society.31 The fair trade movement 
reflects the ideas of Sen’s justice for impoverished producers by providing them opportunities 
to earn their self-respect by participating in a cooperative regime, which give them a both 
income needs and a sense of dignity and achievement.32 
Self-empowering is important to fair trade because it can benefit the poor in terms of their 
development in learning and capabilities when they have a sense of achievement.33 Fair trade 
is different from other forms of welfare assistance such as charity and international aid, 
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because it concentrates on welfare enhancement in which the center of welfare process comes 
from the poor’s ability to earn economic benefits by having an employment.34 The 
importance of employment to human dignity is explored by Selznick that highlights the 
significance of employment to welfare recipients: 
“It may well be that work should be mandated for welfare recipients so they can mitigate 
their dependency. But for many adults and young people it is already too late. This shows up 
in the difficulty of administering work-requirement programs. The highest priority of social 
policy is to reach young children and provide them with new and better environments, new 
and better opportunities”.35 
Selznick based his argument about self-empowerment that assistance given to the poor should 
also come with obligations, especially the obligation to work.36 The poor as welfare 
recipients should be expected to have an employment, however trivial, however low-paid, as 
a condition of receiving public assistance.37 This is reflective to the principles of fair trade 
when the importance of the self-empowerment comes to reduce the amount of welfare 
dependency and to enhance the realization of a human dignity, in which any kind of work 
under any condition will nurture self-respect and independence.38 Other than Selznick’s 
account on human dignity, fair trade’s values also relate to the principle of redress under 
Rawls’ justice concepts, which particularly stresses on the function of justice that provides an 
assistance to create a cooperation scheme to help the marginal groups in the society.39 His 
principle of redress shares the fair trade values in providing justice that seeks for human 
flourishing and equality in human beings.40  
                                               
34 Id., 40. Employment opportunities are vital to the role of development according to Sen to increase the 
realization of self-worth in order to create motivation to thrive in their social and economic growth. 
35 Philip Selznick, "The Idea of a Communitarian Morality," California Law Review 75, no. 1 (1987)., p. 457. 
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Fair trade is a significant movement which perceives the notion of equality beyond the 
traditional perspective of property rights.41 It becomes an interesting question for Dworkin to 
consider how equality can be differently defined in different social and cultural context.42 In 
his view, what is deemed as equal in a given society might not be the case in others.43 For 
example, if people have equal income, they will almost be different in the amount of 
happiness because it depends on their lifestyles and they way they use their income and vice 
versa.44 His analysis on equality connotes the notion of equality within the philosophical idea 
of fair trade; that is, a local solidarity that distributes equality to individuals under the fair 
trade movement to give them the happiness and fulfillment from their achievement in their 
farming success.45  
Dworkin’s notion of justice and equality is influenced by various political and social 
ideologies providing a different view from a long-held traditional concepts of justice and 
property rights by 19th legal scholars like Bentham and Austin.46 The traditional concept of 
justice ties equality to the greatest use of utility by the greatest number of people.47 The 
justice concept portrayed in the early 19th century defines the meaning of equality as a 
pleasure or happiness which is fulfilled for the greatest number of people.48 Equality then 
occurs when people’s happiness are maximized to give out results that reflect the overall 
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welfare of the nation.49 This traditional concept of justice portrayed by Austin and Bentham 
is believed to be the most influential and dominant in the theory of justice for much over a 
century.50 It has provided the traditional concept of economics of welfare and public policy 
for a very long time.51 
Among other modern scholars, Dworkin asserts an opposing view to the traditional justice 
concept proposing that the concept has caused major restrictions on human flourishing.52 The 
traditional justice concept of Austin and Bentham has been perceived to limit the account of 
personal human situations by subjecting the human values to the welfare in quantitative 
terms.53 It disregards the normative evaluation of individual freedom, the fulfillment and 
quality of life, which are central to the idea of justice in modern scholars.54 The argument 
also contends that the definition of equality from Austin and Bentham’s analysis becomes too 
generalized and attached to the welfare analysis of the nation without taking a consideration 
to personal circumstances of different groups of individuals in the society.55  
Aligning to Dworkin’s view of equality, fair trade’s idea of equality contradicts to the notion 
of Austin and Bentham’s equality concept as fair trade renders the solidarity-based notion of 
equality which places great significance on the local and cultural context of individuals.56 
Fair trade is a movement that possesses specific goals in providing social justice to the poor 
in terms of raising the economic and social advantages by improving the self-respect as well 
as income.57 Its core values about equality are judged by the freedom and opportunities to 
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achieve in what the poor can have to their own capacities and personal circumstances.58 Fair 
trade’s equality stresses less on the maximization of welfare, but emphasizes more on the 
values and sense of achievement that the poor can have if they have the freedoms and 
opportunity to thrive in their own situations.59   
Fair trade’s principles of justice relate with the modern concept of justice proposed by Sen 
which defines equality as an emergence of basic rights from social and political freedom in 
each individual.60 The modern concept of justice leads to the formation of a new idea about 
equality which is central to the considerations of human rights, political liberties, freedoms, 
equal opportunities in income and social benefits.61 The concept of equality from modern 
philosophy like Sen reflects the equality elements that make the less advantaged (fair trade’ 
poor producers) feel equal, stressing on the types of instrumental freedoms, political 
freedoms, economic facilities, social opportunities, transparency guarantees, and protective 
security.62 
Fair trade could be viewed as advocating the equality concept from its attempts to narrow 
down the division between the poor and the rich.63 The framework of fair trade is different 
from other people’s movements in terms of aid or financial assistance; instead it pursues the 
principles of justice and equality by setting up freedoms and opportunities to improve their 
self-worth which is vital to their capabilities and self-development.64 Fair trade offers an 
account of rights that realize self-development, enhance income by employment, and improve 
democratic awareness by having a democratically established cooperative scheme in their 
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local community.65 Fair trade can be viewed as a system that creates a distribution of welfare 
by the mechanism of a social movement resulting in a global achievement in raising the level 
of social development and economic growth.66 
International trade agreements have always been subject to question on the level of fairness 
created under the liberal trade system.67 One of the concerns on the effects of trade 
agreements to towards the poor is expressed by Pogge when the agreements are normally 
done by government, which the terms negotiated perhaps by some predecessor government 
reflect a bygone and unfavorable distribution of bargaining power that discerns the reality of 
the impoverished in the society.68 The example is presented in the argument that the current 
trade system increases the role of competition which affects the government trade policies to 
favor the rich nations.69  With respect to competition, the poor nations normally lack power 
for negotiations to defend the benefits for their own citizens reflected in agreements that 
receive the mobile capital resources from the rich nations with a clause to relax their 
domestic labor regulation in favor to the cost-effective management of the powerful 
countries.70 The picture of current trade policies contradicts the core values of labor’s rights 
when the policies in developing nations follow the trade negotiations that ignore the 
promotion of collective bargaining and the poor’s freedom and autonomy to represent their 
basic demands and rights.71  
Trade policies under the current system of international trade are argued to distort the equal 
distribution of welfare when they seek to enhance the market competition which limits the 
individual rights and freedom of the poor rather than consider their interests and personal 
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situation into the welfare analysis.72 Dworkin proposes a theory on an individual welfare and 
poses a question on what is to be measured to achieve the welfare that the ideal state wishes 
to have; whether it is happiness? Or wealth?73 Fair trade reflects Dworkin’s ideal on equality 
in that welfare should not only be perceived as a calculation on the property and ownership, 
rather personal circumstances of each individual should also be considered in the welfare 
analysis.74 Fair trade attempts to provide social justice that recognizes the basis for the civil 
participation to build a sense of strong communities in a certain way of asking for social 
justice to lift the fair trade producers out of poverty.75 The problem the welfare concept under 
the international trade arrangement is that it pays minimal attention to the civil society; it 
rather sees equality as a subject that can be solved by direct legislation.76 This traditional 
view of legal regulation portrays the picture of justice that is both incompatible with social 
reality and unresponsive to the disadvantaged people.77  
 
4.2 Sovereign Image of Law vs. Cotterrell’s Community Approach to Law 
The idea of legal sovereignty that can solve the matter of inequality and justice is in the 
traditional conception of legal regulation.78 Traditional philosophers like is Austin, Bentham, 
and Mill express that legislative authorities within sovereign power have rational legal 
concepts to seek the greatest good of the greatest number of people in delivering the 
conception of justice.79 In a sovereign image of law, the task of rendering justice to the 
people always rests within the political authority of the state to find the way to distribute 
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welfare.80 The relationship between political authority and its people roots in the concept of 
utilitarianism that is achieved by electoral vote.81 The states will be able to make use of their 
legislative, administrative and judicial power to impose regulation to its population regarding 
the equal distribution of justice.82 
Cotterrell proposes a theory of law’s community that attacks the traditional sovereign image 
of law on its failure to cope with complexity in society that is dynamic and ever-changing.83 
Rather than the justice based on sovereign commands, the legal image of community stress 
that the central role of justice must consider the distinction between people’s choices and 
their circumstances.84 Cotterrell argues that the sovereign law ignores the matter of human 
developments that are central to the ideas of justice, resulting in the impediment of the 
emergence of new legal ideas that seek to understand people’s demand that is truly reflexive 
to the lives of the marginal people in the society.85 Cotterrell proposes a legal perspective in 
exploring different values in social and community rights in order to seek for the legal 
concepts that move toward the recognition of reality in context of individuals and 
community.86 Cotterrell’s theory of law and community greatly reflects the values of the fair 
trade movement which emerge from the community and civic participation to seek a new 
direction in the legal regulation.87  Cotterrell acknowledges the importance of the state to 
shape the role of legal regulation, and it is significant for the state to consider new aspirations 
for incorporating ‘local’ processes of creating, interpreting, and applying legal regulation.88 
Fair trade nourishes the emergence of local movements that are grounded to the lives and 
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reflections of people, human rights, community and society.89 It is a different from the 
traditional legal concept of sovereign law which portrays the legal theory that emphasizes on 
hierarchical order and command.90 Cotterrell’s legal theory proposes a basis of 
communitarian law that encourages the understanding of social and community demands 
which recognizes the basic of rights and freedom of the poor – basic requirements to an 
individual development according to Sen’s justice and also a core value of the fair trade 
principles.91  The principles of communitarian equality are proposed to include the following; 
(i) getting political authorities to respect basic human rights, including anti-discrimination 
principles; (ii) encouraging the formal concepts of democracy; and (iii) redistributing 
resources, often through public provision of basic social needs such as education, health care 
and social infrastructures.92 
Rawls incorporates these community principles in his justice theory which causes an impact 
on the legal thought of critical social and community differences which gave birth to 
‘jurisprudence of difference’ as a platform on a legal theory that reflects the dynamic of 
people and society.93 Jurisprudence of difference reflects the community legal theory of 
Cotterrell in recognizing an establishment of a new legal theory pointing to the idea that law 
can no longer produces only a hierarchical command, but must be understood as a form of 
social and individual experiences.94  
Communitarian approaches to law can be rooted deep in English philosophy in seventeenth 
century with philosophical theorists namely Matthew Hale and Edward Coke who saw law as 
connecting with environment and a base for community.95 Their common law principles find 
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the judicial elites acting as a voice and representation of the community, but have no 
institutional accountability to it.96 The notion of communitarian equality defines the goal to 
eliminate inequalities that naturally occur such as a matter of an unfortunate poverty, and 
poverty induced by oppressive social relations.97  These types of poverty are the ones usually 
faced by fair trade’s poor producers where they are deprived of the privilege and the 
opportunity from the economic fortune to a better situation in education and social 
infrastructures.98 The current system of international trade has been argued earlier in the 
ignorance of the personal and social situation of the poor into the welfare analysis.99 The 
communitarian principles to equality are opposed to welfare analysis in the current free trade 
model which privileges the elites and denies the basic rights and voices of those who are 
below.100 According to Dworkin, the idea of communitarian law is to resist commands of 
hierarchies that are overly empowered, and resulting in the crisis in the legal centralisation 
that causes arbitrariness in political activity.101 The aim of communitarian law is to replace 
hierarchies with the relations of equality concepts that are compatible with human dignity and 
rights for the benefits of the poor.102   
Cotterrell’s legal arguments on community can be reflective in the current trends of legal 
approaches which give rise to the ‘civil regulation’103 to achieve the desired outcome. The 
ideas of communitarian law propose that law copes better in motivating a certain conduct in 
favor of community or society in pursuit of social justice.104 Individual rights are important 
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elements of the Cotterrell’s focus on the role of regulation which transpires an individual’s 
recognition and pursuit of self-interest and conscience of their interpretation of social, moral, 
and economic, and political realities.105 A social movement like fair trade has the premise on 
the collective participation of people to render a change in the society.106 Therefore, 
Cotterrell’s theory of communitarian law and fair trade share the same focus on promoting an 
emergence of civil regulation as a particular kind of legal regulation that contradicts to the 
traditional legal theory of state’s sovereign power.107 
Fair trade challenges the reasoning of the traditional state regulation which authorizes 
hierarchical commands on the people they seek to regulate.108 State regulation is viewed to be 
ineffective generally because the model of hierarchical command has reached its limits of 
technical capacity to deal with the rapidly-changing society.109  Fair trade illustrates the 
process of social regulation which can reflect the values of basic rights and freedom of the 
poor and their participatory role in calling for the type of regulation that understand their 
situation better than the state’s hierarchical regulation.110 While it is acknowledged that the 
hierarchical legal system is a common legal practice in curving inequality, experiences in 
modern economic activities could shed some light on the failure of pattern of the central 
hierarchical model of regulation. Regarding the current international trade system, 
international agreements portray the fact that the central authority gives insufficient 
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contributions in forwarding a comprehensive legal measure to the world’s poor.111 In the case 
of banana producers in ACP countries, it indicates an unfair trading regime to poor people in 
developing which endanger their livelihoods when the EU launched the trade restriction on 
banana imports from those ACP countries followed the international trade policies.112  Rich 
and powerful nations retain benefits from their expertise in maneuvering the international 
trade rules to gain an advantage from the trade agreements leaving the poor unsheltered from 
the danger of trade regulation, which ultimately leaves the inequality issues unresolved.113  
 
4.3 Equality and Rawls’ Theory of Justice 
The analysis of the poor’s justice finds the rhetoric in a modern political philosophy from 
Rawls’ justice theory in which he proposes that political elites serve the people they regulate 
in ‘social contract’ as representing the community as the whole and to carry on the duty and 
this creates accountability for their people.114 According to Rawls, the constitutional 
democratic government is set up to serve people’s fundamental interests.115 By this, it is 
implied that the government is under the political and electoral control of the people, and it 
functions the duty to protect people’s fundamental interests as specified in a written or 
unwritten constitution.116 While he acknowledges that justice is a political matter that relies 
on the importance of hierarchical order within political system, the fairness of the ‘just’ 
political system happens within the ‘social contract’ that states make with citizens.117 He 
portrays that the principle of justice is born in a constitutional regime that extends a ‘social 
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contract’ to individuals, and the principle of justice is just to the extent that the contract 
incorporates the principle of freedom, liberties and equality of opportunity.118  
Justice that Rawls portrays is based on the political liberalism view that centers on the idea of 
a free citizen not of any comprehensive institutional doctrines.119 He does not think that 
utility-based analysis of justice provides a basis for democratic institutions where justice is 
based on the primacy of basic rights and liberties of citizens as free and equal persons.120 His 
concept of justice is the idea of individual rights and a just political entity that can ensure 
basic rights and liberties of people in order to create democratic equality and opportunities.121 
Core elements of Rawls’ justice are based on the idea of freedom and equality.122  
Freedom is a major subject in which the fair trade movement seeks to leverage poor 
producers with social and economic opportunities.123 Fair trade increases opportunities of an 
individual freedom and empowerment to have a place in the commodity market against the 
highly competitive model of international trade rules which polarizes the rich nations with 
more improved market techniques and resources.124 With fair trade, the poor producers are 
empowered with freedom to utilize their labors and resources according to their cultural and 
local experiences without suppression from an intensive labor exploit by transnational 
corporations.125 
As far as the subject of equality goes, it has been criticized that international trade practices 
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in commodity products often involve in the domestic exploitation of labor fairness which 
causes an occurrence of extreme inequality between business corporations and commodity 
producers.126  For example, the commodity products imported into the US market such as 
fruits and vegetables have been poorly priced, and many of the farmers who export them are 
deprived of healthcare and vulnerable in wages.127 The fair trade movement is emerged as a 
process to curve such exploitation and seek to develop a market where the poor producers are 
fairly paid.128 The recent volume of global fair trade product sales proves the attempts in 
reducing the gap of inequality when fair trade meets its rising sales of $ 2.9 billion at the end 
of 2009, and increase at 15 per cent from last year’s sales.129 
Sen asserts that what constitutes justice to the poor has to be the process that enhances 
freedom and development in opportunities to realize their self-empowerment and 
capabilities.130  According to Sen, the current process of market industrialization from 
international trading system can extend human freedom of economic development, but its 
process has failed to rescue the poor from aggrieved social restrictions, unfreedom, tyranny 
and poor economic opportunity.131 The current trading institutions such as WTO enact its 
substantive rules for the purpose of escalating standards of living and full employment in 
goods and service sectors in accordance with the objective of sustainable development.132 
However, the world has witnessed the larger polarization between inequality gap between 
developing countries and developed countries when the trade agreements are often involved 
in complex and interrelated negotiating objectives which emphasize benefits to particular 
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groups and de-emphasize others.133 An affirming example is found in the case of NAFTA 
where the developing countries like Mexico suffers from the subsidized imports from the US 
negotiation which endangers the livelihoods of the poor in Mexico when they would face the 
potential of being driven out of market by cheap imports from the US.134 Moreover, the labor 
regime in the Maquiladoras export-processing zone in Mexico has a record of violating the 
practices of fair labor when the overall Mexican wages decreased dramatically after entering 
the NAFTA regime.135 The wages for Mexican workers after entering NAFTA have dropped 
20 percent, and the report by the UN Development Program depicts that two-thirds of 
Mexico’s population have fallen below the poverty line – only half of the population fell 
under the poverty line before entering NAFTA.136 
The international trading system has generally been criticized of ignoring a social process 
(e.g., a formation of social solidarity, intergenerational and sustainable trade rules) by placing 
a significant concept of money economy over ethics of fairness and social values.137  The 
growth-led process of the international trade rules has been criticized of conveying unfairness 
to the world’s poor in which unfair trade rules have endangered the social and economic 
development and widened the gap between the rich and the poor.138 The wider gap of 
inequality between the rich and the poor has been depicted by economists like Ravallion to 
have increased after the employment of heavily liberalized trade policies from 1980s 
onwards.139 The incident indicates the wrong rhetoric of liberalized trade policies being 
applied with the hope to accelerate economic growth; while it is expressed that the poor 
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countries are not catching up with the rich ones.140 
Reflecting Ravallion’s argument, Sen proposes that the current welfare distribution, in which 
he terms ‘result-oriented welfarism’, over-emphasizes on the economic growth as an end 
result rather than individual and personal economic circumstances.141 The result-oriented 
welfarism is based on the idea that responsibility is born upon the political authority to sum 
the utilities of different people together to decide the aggregate use of well-being, without 
paying attention to the distribution of that total to the individuals (that is, the utility sum is to 
be distributed irrespective of the extent of inequality in the distribution of utilities).142 Its 
distributive rationale fails to grasp considerations on human development, individual 
freedom, fulfilment, and quality of life.143  The result-based welfarism ignores inequalities in 
the distribution of happiness; only the sum totals matter, no matter how unequally 
distributed.144  In Sen’s view, the poor do not want to receive equal utility when they cannot 
make an effective use of them, and the poor are restricted to the limited facilities and 
knowledge to gain advantage of the economic and social opportunity.145 The distribution of 
justice needs to concern the account of basic rights, freedoms and other non-financial 
considerations in order to understand the requirements for solving poverty and inequality 
problems.146  
Sen’s approach of justice appeals more to the maintenance of the fair trade values when the 
distribution of equality moves from utilities to ‘opportunities’.147 It is the opportunity that 
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emerges from the fair trade’s value about a community integration that nourishes the 
impoverished producers in developing countries to have the chance to access to the trading 
markets and rip the financial benefits that constitute to social and economic development.148 
The fair opportunity in terms of trade is argued to be absent in the international trade system 
where the poor have faced with low payments, unsafe working environment and poor living 
conditions, and lack of opportunity to participate in decisions that affect their lives.149 
Dworkin proposes that community integration will have a significant role of designing liberty 
and regulation that affects the human development.150 He suggests that “an integration of 
community can lead to the appropriate unit of agency for some actions affecting the well-
being of an individual…which he shares in the success or failure of acts or achievements or 
practices that may be completely independent of anything he himself has done”.151  
A central theme of human development is also found in Rawls’ concept of ‘priority of 
liberty’ which recognizes basic rights and freedoms of people in order to have opportunities 
to realize their self-potential and development.152 His considerations on rights and liberty 
suggest a justice concept that aligns with the core value of the fair trade movement on human 
development as his theory proposes the kind of justice that focuses on the primacy of rights 
and liberty of human beings that are irrevocable, rather than the utilities that the poor could 
generate.153  
In Rawls’ theory of justice, he gave the definition of justice and the two formulations of ‘the 
priority of liberty’: 
“Each person possesses an inviolability founded on justice that even the welfare of society as 
a whole cannot override. For this reason, justice denies that the loss of freedom for some is 
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made right by a greater good shared by others. It does not follow allow that the sacrifices 
imposed on a few are outweighed by the larger sum of advantages enjoyed by many… it 
hardly seems likely that persons who view themselves as equals, entitled to press their claims 
upon one another, would agree to a principle which may require lesser life prospects for 
some simply for the sake of a greater sum of advantages enjoyed by others”.154  
According to Rawls, the two formations of justice are;  
(i) Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive scheme of equal basic liberties 
compatible with a similar scheme of liberties of others.155 
(ii) Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both (a) reasonably 
expected to be to everyone’s advantage, and (b) attached to positions and offices open to 
all.”156 
Rawls holds an opposing view to the principle of utility in which he proposed that it was 
incompatible with the conception of social cooperation among equals for mutual advantage 
and, the utility approach to justice was against the idea of reciprocity in a society.157 His 
principle of ‘priority of liberty’ proposes that the liberties and freedom of individuals are 
important elements of justice in order for people to avail themselves in equal treatment and 
opportunities.158 Rights and liberty of people are irrevocable and significant to constituting 
one’s freedom to enjoy happiness; and thus, opposing to the utilitarianism thinking that one’s 
freedoms can be sacrificed for the sake of others’ happiness.159 According to Rawls, the real 
justice is the notion that people should deserve to have justice by their own virtues of actions, 
not by sacrificing for the greatest happiness of all.160 In order to secure justice to its people, 
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there needs to be an assurance that the state will not act in arbitrary manner to its people by 
passing the law that do not reflect the values of human rights and liberties.161 Rawls’ 
argument about the attack on the arbitrariness of a state law shares the same view with the 
theory of Selznick’s ‘responsive law’ which suggests that in a well-regulated society a new 
conception of law needs to replace the traditional concept of utilitarianism which is 
unresponsive to the individual equality.162  
Rawls’ idea of liberty in justice correlates with the ideology of fair trade’s justice when they 
both stress on power of the fundamental liberty and community integration that distinct from 
hierarchical power of state law.163 Fair trade is a dynamic movement which questions the 
very notion of the state power and its significance of territorial extension in effectively deal 
with multilayered and transnational phenomenon of social problems such as poverty and 
inequality.164 Fair trade is rooted on the premise of basic human rights and argued to employ 
governance forces from voluntary bodies such as FLO and other CSR initiatives as a form of 
external regulation to pressure corporate conducts to comply with ethical standards.165 
Rawls also highlights the importance of central role of a political authority to design the 
structure in a distribution of justice in his second formulation.166 His justice analysis is 
important to the fair trade movement in the sense that the distribution of wealth and income 
need not be equal, but it must be to everyone’s advantage.167 The mechanism of the 
international trading system has proved to be astray from realizing the equal advantage in the 
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poor countries when most of the wealth allocation belongs to the rich countries. 168 The 
foundation of free trade principles has not helped narrow the gap between the poor and the 
rich.169 Rather, the rich becomes richer and the overall poverty has increased.170 Although 
economists confide that the increased flow of capital resources to developing countries by 
terms of investment will enable the poor to catch up with incomes in rich countries, the 
proportion of the world’s population living under $1 per day accounts for 1 billion people at 
the start of the twenty-first century, which shows no improvement from the mid 1980s.171 So 
long as the fair and equitable welfare distribution scheme has not been developed, the rich 
and major business corporations will continue to benefit from the output from labors in 
developing countries which increases the rich’s profits.172 
Rawls’ theory of justice stresses on the enhancement of an individual’s own personal 
advantage by attaching rights and liberty to political judgments.173 Rawls suggest that the 
political authority needs to maintain the substantive and procedural principles of justice in 
order to transpire the liberties and freedom of expression of free and equal citizens, fairness 
and fair opportunity of people in the society.174 On the account of individual’s own 
advantage, fair trade reflects Rawls’ justice theory in nourishing the equal opportunity of 
people to gain their advantages by using their basic rights and freedom to develop themselves 
in economic and social terms.175 The economic benefit from fair trade emerges from 
expanding access of the products to consumer markets through the improved business 
awareness and participation.176 The rise of fair trade sales in major retailers and supermarkets 
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indicate an increasing economic gain that benefits the lives of poor producers around the 
world; in UK alone fair trade sales increase 12 per cent from the year 2008 despite the 
difficult economic climate from an economic downturn.177 Social benefits are delivered to 
fair trade producers from social premiums paid at $ 0.10 per pound of coffee sold in order to 
be used for the local project development such as building schools, improving basic 
infrastructures such as electricity and water.178 
Fair trade argues for the realization of reality that each individual situation is different based 
on geographical, social, and cultural context.179 Fair trade includes gains from economic and 
social terms in a varying context which cannot be assessed by a quantitative welfare method 
(such as improvement in self-esteem and empowerment).180 Rawls accepts the unequal 
realities of people in different contexts by assuming that no one knows his social status his 
fortune since born, so no one is advantage or disadvantage by choice.181 There is a reasoning 
of justice that mainly deals with the idea that people’s entitlements are made unequal by 
various factors as Rawls puts forward: “The intuitive notion here is that the social structure 
contains various social positions and that men born into different positions have different 
expectations of life determined, in part, by the political system as well as by economic and 
social circumstances. In this way the institutions of society favor certain starting places over 
others.”182 
Rawls’ writings suggest a comprehension to an idea of equality in different contexts in which 
equality cannot be assessed merely by the quantitative evaluation of utilities.183 Since 
circumstances make people unequal, his justice theory supports the primacy of rights and 
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liberty which are embedded as a human entitlement when one is born.184 Where social and 
economic conditions convey disfavored situations towards the disadvantaged, his justice 
theory suggests that public institutions need to be open to an assessment whether existing 
social structures and standards lead to social injustice.185 In the fair trade case, an example 
would be the unraveling international trade regulation which confers corporations to gain 
benefits from employing a market-led regime in poor countries to distort a domestic labor 
regulation leading to a chronic cycle of global poverty.186 The fair trade movement seeks to 
propose a solution occurred in the international trade system by employing a social solidarity 
to influence market actors to include social responsibility in their trading practices.187 The fair 
trade movement attempts to rectify the disadvantaged position of the poor producers by 
influencing human values to business in order to sustain the global justice.188 The 
disadvantaged position of fair trade producers can be analyzed in conjunction with the 
conception of Rawls’ justice, in which the role of human freedom and development is central 
to his idea, as Rawls proposes: 
“A conception of social justice, then, is to be regarded as providing in the first instance a 
standard whereby the distributive aspects of the basic structure of society are to be 
assessed…the various conceptions of justice are the outgrowth of different notions of society 
against the background of opposing views of the natural necessities and opportunity of 
human life.”.189  
Rawls reflects the intrinsic values that enhance an individual justice and human dignity in 
regards to the welfare distribution analysis.190 His writings echo the fair trade values to the 
extent that fair trade has the premise on the justice that is based on freedom and fairness on 
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the crucial role of human rights.191 
Rawls also asserted the view about the utopia of justice and equality in the society: 
“In the society of peoples, the parallel to reasonable pluralism is the diversity among 
reasonable peoples with their different cultures and traditions of thought, both religious and 
nonreligious. Even when two or more peoples have liberal constitutional regimes, their 
conceptions of constitutionalism may diverge and express different variations of liberalism. A 
(reasonable) law of peoples must be acceptable to reasonable peoples who are thus diverse; 
and it must be fair between them and effective in shaping the larger schemes of their 
cooperation”.192 
The writings of Rawls give an aspiration of the utopia of justice that accepts the difference in 
each individual, and calls for a scheme that provides a fairer concept of individual justice.193 
Rawls’ idea connects with fair trade values in the sense that people all are diverse and 
different in terms of economic backgrounds, development and opportunity; this utopian law 
of peoples portrays the core principles of fair trade when it represents an opportunity for the 
poor to have a freedom and justice to organize a civil solidarity to create an opportunity to 
earn self-empowerment from economic gains from selling fair trade products.194 The legal 
role is important in this utopia to adopt understanding measures for all the diverse people in 
order to design appropriate legal approaches to maintain justice and equality.195 
Another important advocate of Rawls’ theory of justice is expressed by Dworkin in which he 
has made an argument about justice and fairness as he writes: “Justice is a matter of right 
outcome if the political system: the right distribution of goods, opportunities, and other 
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resources. Fairness is a matter of the right structure for that system, the structure that 
distributes influence over political decisions in the right way.”196 
The significance of Dworkin’s justice stresses on the role of the political authority that needs 
to maintain sound and just mechanism in order to ensure justice, but that needs not to be 
arbitrary or over-focused on some groups over others.197 Fairness comes to subject the 
political authority to consider the rights and freedom of individuals to balance the political 
system to distribute justice equally.198 Political authority should remain neutral to assess all 
the information in order to give judgments that are reflexive to the social reality.199 The 
important message from Dworkin’s justice theory is that the integration of morals and justice 
system should combine the injunction of all the different sectors, and law should be 
integrated in a one coherent and principled way.200  
In terms of the principle of fairness, Rawls encourages the integration of the justice system 
which incorporates fairness and human flourishing as he proposes that justice is ‘the first 
virtue of social institutions which is a truth of system of thought’.201 His writing reflects the 
principle of fairness in political institutions to the extent that a government should 
incorporate fairness in the political decision on the matter that concerns justice and equality 
of people.202 The pinnacle on the neutrality of the political authority depends on the question 
whether individual rights and liberties are respected without arbitrariness in the political 
process, in which injustice is caused.203  
Fair trade realizes individual rights derived from a movement that reflects their demands for 
the better justice for the poor, in order to put fairness into the political authority to build 
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justice.204 Considering the nature of the fair trade movement, it is doubtful whether fair trade 
could stand on its voluntary mechanism alone without an intervention from a state.205 Fair 
trade’s effectiveness depends not only on its voluntary system alone, but also the provisions 
in national law, courts, and enforcement bodies, in order to level up the standards of 
compliance.206 The importance of Rawls’ theory of justice is that fairness also needs to be 
maintained by the use of state power in finding the appropriate legal mechanism to render 
change in the society including to regulate the social movement that concerns the economic 
activity within its territory.207 Suppose that a state authority accepts Rawls and Dworkin’s 
theories of justice, fair trade will involve in public policy figures influencing an institutional 
thinking in order to render  justice that respects rights and freedom, and fairness that 
nourishes the development of human beings. 
Fair trade recognizes the multifaceted problems of poverty and realizes the role of 
international law and organizations into the process of market regulation which possesses 
cross-border elements in the commodity and supply chains.208 International law and various 
voluntary attempts need to supplement the fair trade movement in creating accountability to 
global value chain and cross-border operating corporations.209 Rawls’ justice theory has been 
criticized by cosmopolitan philosophers on the account that his theory does not construct the 
solution to the emerging unjust international structure that harms the poor.210 Since the fair 
trade movement centers on the justice value that concerns mechanisms of international 
initiatives in CSR and regulatory approaches to attack poverty in different regions around the 
world, the question arises as to whether Rawls’ justice theory only limits to be applicable 
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only on domestic justice.211 Pogge questions the scope of Rawls’ international distributive 
character as his justice theory does not illustrate the conception of justice in the global pane; 
and is argued to have limitations on jurisdiction.212  
Pogge stresses on the constitutionalization of a multilayered-institutional scheme, so that 
sovereignty can be horizontal effects rather than hierarchical on a single level of states.213 He 
sees that there is a need to further the provisions in the justice concept to cover more to the 
current world’s situation like the influence of foreign government over a particular country, 
transnational corporations, and business position to accept social responsibility.214 Pogge 
extends the justice concepts of Rawls beyond a domestic scope to all human beings 
worldwide.215 He asserts the theory of a global justice as an expanded view of Rawls in order 
to be responsive to international social and economic inequalities.216  This provides that the 
international distribution of justice needs cooperation from multilayered of international 
attempts to facilitate assistance to the poor.217  
The international global justice has always been the focal principles of fair trade to act as a 
borderless mechanism by using the commodity-driven market to provide a new balance in 
income and social power that is vital to the life of the poor.218 The international aspects of 
social and economic rights are reflected in fair trade as a social movement that constructs the 
global value chain of commodity to induce the demands in the market to benefit the poor 
producers around the globe in terms of income and social opportunity.219 
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4.4 Freedom and Opportunity 
Sen explains the relationship between freedom and opportunity in improving the lives of the 
poor as ‘more freedom gives us more opportunity to achieve those we value and have reason 
to value…this aspect of freedom is concerned with our ability to achieve rather than with the 
process through which that achievement comes about’.220 Freedom may take form of arguing 
with respect to a certain class of acts, e.g., acts of speech, that the good consequences of 
allowing such acts to go unrestricted outweigh the bad.221 This is important to the analysis of 
justice for the poor because the majority of freedom of expression normally belongs to the 
well-offs and the privileged.222 For the poor, what is important to the realization of their 
freedom is that they have the power to construct their self-empowerment.223 The fair trade 
movement has centered on an increase of opportunity by safeguarding producers’ freedom in 
terms of their establishment of democratic participation in setting up cooperatives, i.e., 
delegating tasks, electing leaders, and planning market strategies in selling their fair trade 
products.224 This will help the poor in achieving freedom that truly nourishes their 
opportunity to reach social and economic success by depending on their own capacity and 
self-development.225  
Rawls’ theory of justice also stresses on the importance of freedom and opportunity as values 
in which an infringement cannot be justified, or compensated for, by greater social and 
economic advantages.226 Rawls perceives that when people are given the basic rights and 
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liberty, their capacity can be realized when they have more freedom to choose the personal 
opportunities that suit them; and also, they can have their voice presented in the society that 
is not limited for only some powerful groups.227 Rawls holds an idea that conveys preferential 
advantages to the poor when he stated: “All social values – liberty and opportunity, income 
and wealth, and the social bases of self-respect – are to be distributed equally unless an 
unequal distribution of any, or all, of these values is to everyone’s advantage”.228 Rawls 
maintains that inequality reduction can result in alleviation to the suffering and hardships of 
the poor.229 Rawls’ justice theory also does not require that all people be equal in wealth, and 
it also does concern with how much the gap between the rich and the poor is; what matters 
are freedoms that could facilitate social and economic determinants of the poor and lead to 
reasonable and worthwhile life (for example, the liberty to participate in a public discussion, 
and the opportunity to have earnings that improve self-worth).230 
In the world where globalization posts danger to the poor, the analysis of how freedom can 
help maintain justice depends on the opportunities that the poor have to resist the force of a 
dominant power of international trade regime.231 This thesis bases several arguments in the 
emergence of the fair trade movement as a new direction to attack the current trading 
regulation which erodes the participation of the poor in terms of basic rights and freedom.232 
Based on the danger post by globalization, the economic rationale used in the trading system 
is based on liberal economics or what has become known as ‘fundamentalism of welfare 
economics’ in which the idea has caused concerns about its adverse effect towards the 
poor.233 The system of welfare economics is a model of a competitive market using economic 
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mechanism which ignores the account of individual freedom to have options for their 
economic prosperity.234  
The economic principle of the market mechanism overlooks the personal circumstances of 
the poor.235 Sen criticizes that this economic concept employs the notion that no one’s utility 
can be raised without reducing someone else’s utility; thus, it means that some groups of 
individuals in the society have to lose out for the sake of other’s advantages based on 
competitive market.236 This notion suggests that the benefits that it gains from maximizing 
the profits elsewhere will be able to compensate the losers that have been left incapable.237 
Sen argues that the utility-based notion only worsens the poor’s situation further by not 
placing the basic approach that deals with the core problems of poverty.238 
Central to Sen’s justice analysis, freedom constitutes a core idea to curve the injustice 
problems such as poverty, tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as systematic social 
deprivation, neglect of public facilities as well as intolerance of repressive states.239 Freedom 
has been defined by Sen to comprise of both ‘opportunity’ aspect and ‘process’ aspect; and in 
order to assess one’s freedom, both of them need to co-exist.240 Both aspects are important to 
the central theme of freedom.241 The process allows freedom of actions and decisions to 
realize one’s control of freedom with the procedure of free decision by oneself.242 Freedom 
also gives us opportunity to achieve our objectives or goals that we have reason to value.243 
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The process aspect of freedom includes several features, in particular, (i) decisional 
autonomy of the choices to be made, and (ii) immunity from interference by others.244 The 
very important remark is self-decision, e.g., whether the choices are being made by the 
person himself (not on his behalf) by other individuals or institutions.245  
To escape from poverty, the freedom to enter markets contributes to the development of 
human beings.246 It is also important to remove restrictions that can occur either through an 
insufficient ‘process’ (such as the restriction of trade that denies social and economic rights 
of the poor) or through an inadequate ‘opportunity’ (the poor that lack opportunities as 
capabilities to escape involuntary starvation or income deficit).247 Fair trade’s functions are 
centered in human development and curving poverty, which become an important vehicle to 
remove restrictions arising from the current system of international trade.248  
In terms of individual freedom, Marx highlighted the significance of freedom of labor 
contracts in the age of capitalism as a shield from unfair trading practices such as slavery and 
enforced exclusion from labor markets.249 His concept has shed some light on the threats 
posted by globalization today on the restriction of trade and denial of access in some product 
markets, particularly in developing countries, which further worsen the situation of the 
poor.250 What matters for the poor to flourish depends on the freedom they have to be able to 
participate in economic interchange that gives them a basic role in social living.251 Fair trade 
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becomes an important ‘process’ that brings an ‘opportunity’ to the poor to have a chance to 
enter markets and flourish in their social living. 
Fair trade solidifies the functions aligning with two elements of Sen’s freedom – opportunity 
and process.252 Fair trade enhances the poor opportunities to enter markets through its sales of 
products from cooperatives which encourage the establishment of their own economic 
framework by participating in democratically organized cooperatives.253 It also has processes 
of commodity-chain networks that link Northern consumers to Southern producers through 
market interactions and monitoring principles oversaw by FLO.254 These opportunity and 
process involve in a mechanism of globally market-supply Chan in order to realize the social 
and economic development of the poor which has never existed before in the past.255 
In Sen’s analysis of the relationship between markets and freedom, the current regime of 
international trade only protects the poor in terms of process (freedom protected by political 
decision and immunity from encroachment), and less or none protection is given to the poor 
given in terms of opportunity.256 This is mainly because, in a competitive market, individuals 
are given freedom to operate markets as they should, and so the dominant players in the 
market can take advantage on the expertise that they have over one another.257  The market 
mechanism is concerned with self-interest-maximization.258 It is based on the notion that 
people have the rights to a free transact, so markets are then included in the rights that people 
have rather than having markets as the welfare generating effects.259 In reality this overlooks 
the inequality of opportunity because of the fact that not every individual can avail himself 
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the opportunity to transact in the market.260 For example, the poor apparently have less 
opportunity to involve in the market due to their limited capabilities and resource; as a result, 
this leads to the unjust distribution of welfare throughout society.261  In a model of market 
mechanism, freedom does not allocate rights equally to every individual out there, but limited 
to some that has inherited preference to be able to enter the market to benefit from it.262 
Therefore, the formation of justice in the model of market mechanism is doubtful to be able 
to render justice to the poor.263  The important point of Sen is welfare does not necessary 
have to count on how much commodity holding one has, but it also matters to look at the 
functioning and capabilities that individuals have.264 The market mechanism disregards the 
interpersonal comparisons in an assessment of justice and equality while it is in fact the 
commodity-capability relation that is central to the concept of justice.265 For example, a 
disabled person may achieve less capability with the same bundle of commodities than a 
more able-bodied person.266  Fair trade and market mechanism can operate alongside each 
other in welcoming various market entrances (consumers, NGOs, fair trade labelling 
initiatives, corporations); the difference between them is that while market mechanism 
focuses on justice based on economic competition, fair trade recognizes justice that nurtures 
human capabilities that open up windows of freedom and opportunities to thrive in economic 
development.267 Fair trade challenges the welfare methods of the current international trade 
approaches and proposes that global justice should move from being the market-profit 
maximization to efficiency-based opportunity of freedom of market-driven value chain in 
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order to realize the economic prospects of the global poor.268 The freedom of opportunity and 
the construction of new idea of political institutions are also interrelated to the significance of 
the poor’s justice.269 Freedom stems from the natural elements of individuals which is 
intrinsic in human beings in expressing what they want.270 Freedom that reflects justice 
should be one possessing a clear purpose under political system in which the protection and 
the justification for individual opportunities depend upon the balancing of goals or interests 
of both political institutions and individuals in the society.271 Political institution needs to be 
of moral competence to be able to render justice that expresses human values and be free 
from capture by the powerful and dominant power.272 
Pogge proposes that, in Rawls’ theory of justice, it affirms the political institution’s roles to 
deliver justice that comprises elements in; (i) the public recognition of certain basic freedoms 
(the public understanding that it is legitimate for me to travel along certain paths); (ii) the 
protection (the maintenance of these paths as secure highways); and (iii) the means at one’s 
disposal.273 These three components in Rawls (recognition, protection, and means) are what 
Pogge perceives as ‘worthwhile of freedom’.274 In order to ensure the worthwhile of freedom, 
political institutions are required to be protective of basic rights and liberty of people.275 The 
extent to which individuals actually enjoy these freedoms depends on whether they have the 
effective legal freedom that come from fair political institutions, and further things (money, 
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education, etc).276 Pogge argues that an effective legal freedom is a prerequisite for the 
further components to come.277 The importance of having effective legal freedom is the 
maximizing the worthwhile first principle freedom of the marginalized individuals in the 
society.278 
In order to sustain enforced rights of the poor, having an effective legal freedom is more 
important than the means of enjoyment.279 In terms of increasing the means for the poor to 
enjoy the effective legal freedom, Pogge proposes that a greater and effective solution of 
poverty would result from an improvement in their income and education (enabling them to 
take advantage of their existing basic rights and liberties), than from additional legal rights 
(in which the effect on their freedom maybe minimal so long as they remain poor and 
uneducated).280 It is important to draw the prominent analysis of Pogge on Rawls’ notion 
about freedom to the values of the fair trade movement in which the locus of basic rights (i.e., 
human rights, rights to development and education, civic participation) is rooted in the fair 
trade principles.281 The significant part of fair trade is its contribution to the rights to 
development: the case of Monjural Haque of Artisan Hut in Bangladesh reports benefits 
received from social premium in an array of local development projects including an 
establishment of medical and educational facilities, housing construction and other 
community development projects.282 
In the cases where effective legal freedom cannot be secured by the political institutions, fair 
trade is a movement that comes to realize this problem. Rawls believes that lack of 
opportunity in education further optimize the poor in their own advantaged, it worsens their 
self-respect.283  Rawls has a take on education that in his concept of justice that “the role of 
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education in enabling a person to enjoy the culture of his society and to take part in its 
affairs, and in this way to provide for each individual a secure sense of his own worth”.284 In 
the case of fair trade, the existence of cooperatives holds an important purpose for 
encouraging local knowledge both on the technical farming and the market information.285 
Fair trade producers are enabled the opportunity to have knowledge about how international 
markets work and increasing organizational, business and technical skills.286 The education is 
significant to the realization of capacity which leads to integrity and self-empowerment in 
their cultural and community solidarity.287 
Rawls also requires that the concepts of basic liberties, equality and freedoms under his 
justice theory must also satisfy the criterion of reciprocity.288 This criterion requires that, 
‘when terms are proposed as the most reasonable terms of fair cooperation, those proposing 
them must think it at least reasonable for others to accept them, as free and equal citizens, 
and not as dominated or manipulated or under pressure caused by an inferior political or 
social position’.289  
In pursuant to his above sentences that define the basic equality of all peoples, the encourage 
individuals to formulate the guidelines for setting up cooperative organizations and agree to 
standards of fairness for trade as well as certain provisions for mutual assistance.290  In terms 
of assistance to the poor, Rawls asserted the view that the rich should set up a cooperative 
scheme to distribute to the poor, rather than helping them directly, which he stated: 
“Thus, the more advantaged…recognize that the well-being of each depends on the a scheme 
of social cooperation without which no one could have a satisfactory life; they recognize also 
that they can expect the willing cooperation of all only if the terms of the scheme are 
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reasonable. So they regard themselves as already compensated, as it were, by the advantages 
to which no one (including themselves) had a prior claim.”291 
If the writings of Rawls could contribute to the fair trade principles, an establishment of the 
cooperative scheme would be under the assistance provisions in which his justice maintains 
for the capacity-building of the poor.292 One of the main purposes of reciprocity principles in 
Rawls’ theory of justice is to provide the poor with their self-confidence and a protection to 
from the monopolizing and power positions of wealthier individuals.293 This reflects the 
purpose of the fair trade movement in creating global supply-chain networks for the poor to 
benefit from economic opportunity in markets, while at the same time, earn self-respect from 
sustaining their jobs.294 Freedom does not only ensure an individual’s right to his self 
prospects, it also helps them to realize their self-potential to economic and social 
prosperity.295 Even though the idea of freedom is intrinsic in nature, it will be more beneficial 
if it incorporates the assistance from the political institution to formalized recognition for an 
equal distribution of justice.296 
4.5 Equality 
Equality according to Rawls’ justice theory is an important conception which enables an 
individual to enjoy the culture of his society and to take part in its affairs, and in this way to 
provide for each individual a secure sense of his own worth.297 Rawls’ view on equality 
reflects the conception on Sen’s equality which is regarded as an important element for 
human beings to realize the opportunity for their lives.298 According to the utilitarian view of 
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justice299, freedom and equality are perceived to be different cores of the end.300 Those who 
support equality seem to be enemies of freedom.301 This is because in the utilitarian view of 
justice, freedom is seen as a liberty in which an individual can choose whatever he desires for 
life.302 On the contrary, equality makes one’s liberty be obtained by the cost of another’s.303 
Dworkin however offers a view that freedom and equality are in fact inseparable.304 The 
connection between equality and freedom begins with the analysis that the idea of equality 
lies in the equality of opportunity and the connection between equality of opportunity and 
equality of persons.305 The argument on individual equality of status quo is that the basic 
human beings were seen equal in the status when they were born, but later changed by the 
factors of environments when they were then denied the opportunity.306 The argument 
perceives social environment is the factor distorting inequality of human beings in the 
society.307To that argument, Rawls asserted the view that provided the implication that 
institutions should accord fair treatment towards those who are ‘disfavored’ by the society; he 
stated “Assuming the framework of institutions required by equal liberty and fair equality of 
opportunity, the higher expectations of those better situated are just if and only if they work 
as part of a scheme which improves the expectations of the least advantaged members of 
society”.308 
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His above writings present prospects for designing a political framework that aims to 
construct equality within society. The relationship with his writings and the principles of fair 
trade is that while fair trade employs the use of social institutions (activist based movements 
and voluntary initiatives based on people’s solidarity) to maintain social justice, the 
transnational dimension of the movement concerns diverse business and organizational actors 
in both national and international level.309 Therefore, the political institutions both national 
and international level are concerned in the fair trade movement to the extent that the supply 
chain affects trading activities of both domestic and global plane, and institutional approaches 
are required to maintain regulatory strategies from both global institutions (FLO, 
international organizations), and domestic institutions (national regulatory agencies, 
government), for the viability of the fair trade movement and the sustainability of global 
justice.310 
The poor are normally those deprived of social privileges, and this is always the case of in-
built poverty inherited from ancestral backgrounds, limited land and resources, and 
government suppression.311 Rawls recognizes that social situations are great detriment to the 
core problems of poverty in society312, in which he proposed: 
“Societies lack the human capital and know-how, and often, the material and technological 
resources needed to be well-ordered. The long-term goal of (relatively) well-ordered 
societies should be to bring burdened societies into the societies of well-ordered peoples. 
Well-ordered peoples have a duty to assist burdened societies…it does not follow that the 
only way to carry this duty of assistance is by following a principle of distributive justice to 
regulate economic and social inequalities among societies.”313 
He termed those disadvantaged as individuals living in ‘societies burdened by unfavorable 
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conditions’.314 He suggested the need to create ‘reasonably favorable conditions’ to which 
basic liberties can be established for all regardless of their social status.315 There is a need to 
have feasible economic frameworks, but it would be difficult for these frameworks to carry 
out their goals because the poor have the least favorable social position that they are 
malnourished, illiterate and destitute.316 Therefore, they are unable to take advantage of such 
political efforts and social resources from such framework.317  
Rawls criticizes on an unequal power of people as he argues that there is a maximum gain 
permitted to the most favored; and this would create unjust effects on the political system.318 
He also argues that there are on-going disparities in the distribution of justice, which far 
exceed what is compatible with the concept of equity, have generally been tolerated by the 
political system.319 Sen proposes the same argument on the concentration of maximizing 
power in the market mechanism regime which casts way the potential prosperity of the 
disadvantaged.320 Under the current regime of international trade, there are large groups of 
people, especially, those in developed countries that are most favored and benefiting from the 
market mechanism.321  
Rawls also proposes that the poor’s entitlements need to be provided by the government 
framework under the sound political system to benefit those with less favored social 
positions.322 Rawls’ writings convey a principle of redress for the poor.323 They suggest that 
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in order to treat all persons equally, to provide genuine equality of opportunity, society must 
give more attention to those with fewer native assets and to those born into the less favorable 
social positions.324 He purports that societies burdened by unfavorable conditions create 
undeserved inequalities, and it is time to call for redress.325  
These unfavorable conditions are possibly attached to the poor when they were born; at times 
of birth they are possibly born with less or none natural endowments, which prevents them 
from decent resources (education, basic funding) to further their opportunities in a 
competitive society.326 Fair trade producers represent those who are disfavored by society 
when they are normally peasants and poor farmers.  Since inequalities of birth and natural 
endowment are undeserved, the conception of justice by Rawls has proved that these 
inequalities are to be somehow compensated for.327 In the sense of attacking unfavored social 
endowments, fair trade seeks to provide a platform representing people’s solidarity and 
cultural values in creating trading networks in using an ethical value chain to transform the 
previous disadvantaged position into the favored opportunity.328 
Opposite to Rawls and Sen’s equality principles, the principle of equality of resources is 
proposed by scholars like Raz which suggests that people’s wealth should differ as they make 
different choices about investment and consumption.329 It supposes that if people begin with 
the same wealth and other resources, then equality is preserved through market transactions 
among them, even though some grow richer than others and some happier through these 
transactions.330 This leads to the principle of equality that treats people as ends by enabling 
them to have real opportunities to make something happen for their lives.331 
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Raz views economic equality in a different dimension from those theories of Rawls and Sen. 
The justice theory of Raz focuses on the role of entitlements as a process of justice, and 
contends that Rawls’ justice theory on ‘priority of liberties’ is just a method of justifying 
equality by taking away from those who have entitlements and giving them to those who 
have not.332 Raz argued that there was no moral worth to the distribution of wealth and the 
equality issue should not be that everybody should have the same but that each should have 
enough.333 His theory is based on the argument that there is an overrated fact about economic 
equality.334 This is because economic equality is different between various social 
circumstances, places, culture and conditions, what one group of society needs is not 
universal, and might not be what other groups need.335 
Another advocate of the equality of resources is Nozick, in which he believes in natural 
endowments and whoever gains something they deserve needs to be theirs; as he wrote:  
“People are entitled to their natural assets. If people are entitled to something, they are 
entitled to whatever flows from it (via specified types of processes). People’s holdings flow 
from their natural assets. Therefore, people are entitled to their holdings. If people are 
entitled to something, then they ought to have it (and this overrides any presumption of 
equality there may be about holdings).”336  
Rawls argues that it is incorrect that individuals with greater natural endowments and 
advanced economic situations should have a right to an economic scheme that enables them 
to obtain even further benefits in ways that do not contribute to the advantages of others.337 
The underlying concept is to assist the poor with economic freedom and opportunity.338 
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Rawls further presents that when a society has a division between those who utilize the 
maximum gain and those who are least advantaged, the solidarity and harmony among people 
in the society will decrease.339 Rawls suggests that as the more favored gain the less 
advantaged loses.340  It is important that the ideal of harmony of interests on the initial basis 
that nature has given, and to meet the goal of mutual benefit, the positive contributions from 
having a sound, harmonized society between people are to be maintained.341 
The question is whether it is wrong for some people to have more than others just by virtue of 
luck, class, status or resources management.342 In this Dworkin suggests that there is a 
difference between treating people as equal, and giving people an equal treatment.343 
Dworkin places a significant role of institutional capacity to the extent whether the political 
authority is of fair and moral competence to deal with justice and equality.344 Fair trade 
becomes a social advocacy to create a fair tie between the poor and the rich in order to sustain 
the poor’s basic liberties and freedom through its unique ethical chain networks which work 
to emancipate trading regulation on the account of human rights, fair labor, social and 
economic developments, and community unity. The main correlation between the fair trade 
movement and theories of justice of scholars like Rawls and Sen is the attempt to generate 
rights and freedom to help the poor to come to terms with their deserving resources of their 
empowerment and social and economic opportunities, which rarely accorded under normal 
market and trading affairs.  
 
4.6 Legal Theories and Human Values of Community 
The main contribution of the thesis is to propose a relationship between law and the fair trade 
movement; in this, the thesis aims to explore various legal theories and movement which 
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capture the integrity of fair trade. The fair trade movement is argued in chapter three to 
possess a soft-law force345, and is a catalyst in acting as a stakeholder in regulating business 
corporations346. Social solidarity and collective participation of people are central to the 
integrity of the fair trade movement.347 The thesis aims to explore legal theories which 
preserve the account of human integrity and collective participation so as to express the 
relationship of legal theories and the fair trade movement. Legal scholars like Cotterrell 
depict a theory of law emphasizing on the perspective of human entitlements and community, 
and it is a kind of law that seeks to benefits the grassroots of the society.348 According to 
Cotterrell, a legal conception is divided into two images – imperium image and community 
image.349  
The traditional image of imperium, considered to be the image that is widely perceived by 
society, directs a sovereign command to a problem, and not how law can cope with the 
inequality of individuals in society.350 Many scholars have embodied social values and 
community approaches in a legal theory which welcomes the integration between sovereign 
commands and communitarian ends.351 The community and social values, according to 
Cotterrell, represent the image of law as a reception of community as opposed to the direction 
of command from sovereign elites or legal imperium.352 When human values and community 
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represent embodiments of the movement like fair trade, socio-legal theories353 are significant 
to explore and assess the contribution law can or may make to a community. 
The fair trade movement reflects the legal theory found in Cotterrell’s arguments354 about 
community image of law and process of collective participation that is different from a 
traditional view of legal theory proposed by Austin and Bentham355. According to Cotterrell, 
sovereign commands stress on the important of rights of individuals secured by the elites of 
state rather than the understanding of what individuals in society need.356 Instead of 
considering equality in the context of human and cultural values, sovereign law is perceived 
by Dworkin to consider equality in terms of an achievement by a regulation of the possession 
and enjoyment of property in which individuals have natural rights over them.357 In sovereign 
law, individuals’ properties are secured by the functioning of the sovereign power of political 
authority.358 People rely on the state elites to govern society in order to achieve justice.359  
The problematic issue of sovereign law is that there is no assurance that the states will be able 
to forward justice and equality to all individuals in society without bias.360 This is what 
Dworkin terms as the ‘neutrality problem’ in which the state contains arbitrariness in the 
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political bureaucracy.361 It is questionable whether the imperium state can retain the 
neutrality to protect those who are more disadvantaged than others in society.362 Over times 
sovereign law has been contested widely on the account that it is viewed to be an unrealistic 
approach to regulate individual’s rights to properties at different context and values, and it 
has tendency to fail to accord fairness and equality to the impoverished.363 The danger of 
sovereign commands is that a state’s central power is able to invoke the arrogance in the 
political spheres particularly legislators and administrators.364 Sovereign law is argued to 
have presented the dilemma of being disregardful to the values of community, and it presents 
an impediment to a justice theory embracing human values and the participation process of 
social regulation.365 That is why community-perspective approaches to law have emerged to 
attack the arbitrariness of the centralised regime of legal concept.366  
Scholars like Selznick seek for a new meaning of justice in law that differs from the 
traditional concept of sovereign justice, for which his theory seeks a richer meaning of 
autonomy and rationality on a more psychological and sociological setting of human and 
social values.367 Dworkin is also another scholar proposing a theory of law that stresses on 
the role of political organizations and their moral authority to consider subjects of social 
values in order to find a suitable form of regulation.368 On the subject of law and human 
values, Cotterrell proposes that rationality in law should be interpreted in a way that 
perceives individuals as integrated within the society which cannot be conceptualized 
apart.369 His legal theory insists that law needs to be an ideal conception of political society to 
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render a fair system of cooperation among free and equal persons.370  
Dworkin also expressed the view about the community perspective of law which reflected 
justice principles that accorded to the needs of people in response to the requirement of 
individual rights.371 Dworkin explains that justice is a matter of moral and political rights, and 
any one’s conception of justice in the theory, imposed by his own personal convictions, of 
what these rights actually are.372 Dworkin proposed a linkage of moral authority that exists 
both within political and legal authority, and when one part fails to embrace morality in 
decisions, it will be the cause of arbitrariness and failure in social regulation.373 Dworkin’s 
ideology in moral competency in law reflects a process of ethical movements in which fair 
trade seek to achieve by asserting moral concerns to state’s agencies by way of soft-touch 
regulation.374 The moral competence takes place in a form of corporate regulation when the 
corporate actors are influenced by consumer demands in fair trade values to weigh their 
moral concerns and act ethically and responsibly to small producers around the world.375 The 
moral assertion of fair trade in business regulation has a direct effect to state’s authority to 
ponder new considerations on human values, labor rights, and ethical domain.376  
Dworkin proposes that a moral domain in law is interconnected between principles, 
responsibilities, and practice that justify the rightfulness of action from political entity in 
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terms of rendering justice.377  He sees that if legal community accepts the idea that legal 
rights are derived from political decisions according to the best moral interpretation, then this 
will help political authorities understand a complex relation between law and social 
responsibility.378 His legal theory supports the kind of law that is interpreted to consider the 
equal distribution of justice to all people concerned.379 He proposed that the attack of social 
injustice required a legal theory that rejected a sharp division between public and private 
spheres and focus on the kind of justice that render full economic opportunity and full civic 
participation of the disadvantaged in order to reach equality and social justice.380 In his legal 
theory, Dworkin recognizes the existence of a regulation which accounts public institutions to 
be responsive to the demands of citizens, and recognizes the inseparability of ethics and 
politics and ethics and economics, the impracticability of freedom and fairness when the 
parties are unequal in social power.381 
Cotterrell views that, generally, the distribution of justice seem to possess a great deal of 
economic imperatives that ignores the social implication in order to increase the activity of 
capitalistic economic and social structures of trade, commerce, employment, investment, 
production, and product distribution in consumer markets and from the extension of these 
aspects of capitalist organizations.382  However, he proposes that beyond these economic 
considerations, there exists considerable moral, social and cultural diversity and diversion, 
reflected in misunderstandings, confrontations and tensions between human and social 
foundations and the imperium authorities.383 Moral and human values are areas in which 
sovereign law fails in justice distribution due to its lack of understanding about complexity in 
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economic life, social and fundamental human development.384  
Sovereign law is attacked on the grounds that it ignores the importance of external, 
impersonal preference relating to one’s life and the living potential on one’s preference on 
how one life should be led.385 Dworkin sees that inflexibility in sovereign’s legal authority 
could cause imbalance of justice and equality which is a threat to human values.386 Dworkin’s 
theory reflects the social and human foundation of in legal approaches that complement 
principles of fair trade - to secure social solidarity and equality between people leading to 
global justice. 
However, the author of this thesis presents a main hypothesis that the very core idea of fair 
trade in achieving a global justice could not be achieved alone without legal intervention. 
This argument is put forward by the original idea of Dworkin that sees individual rights as 
intrinsic to every human being, and political authority holds a duty to protect such rights by 
using the fair principles of legal instruments.387 The design of law becomes important 
according to Dworkin in finding legal approaches with moral competence to solve the 
injustice and inequality.388 Justice in society is doomed to failure if it overlooks the social 
conditions that distort legal outcomes, such as inequality.389  
As explored in chapter three, fair trade is argued to continue its influence on moral extension 
of government’s regulatory regimes to accept non-legal and voluntary actors such as FLO, 
and other fair trade related attempts such as ETI and FLA.390 Emerging regulatory strategies 
reflect government’s attempt in considering values of human rights and freedom into the 
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process of legal making.391 Fair trade is argued to bring into legal process considerations on 
social solidarity, civil participation, and basic rights and freedom of the poor.392 
Social solidarity movements like fair trade are reflected in Dworkin’s idea of ‘collectivity of 
law’ in which law considers not only a case for the singular instrumentalism but also a 
collective identity in respect to a small scale, local, or intermediate groups as well as the more 
general political communities.393 It is the idea that the focus on other social dynamics and 
norms would provide the authority to have a moral worth to deal with the social problems.394  
The moral environment is important within the political authority in terms of legal 
regulation.395 The moral environment needs to be open and subject to influence by minorities 
such as human dignity or basic human needs in order to influence the political authority to 
attack inequality.396  
The moral environment was difficult to achieve within the political authority of sovereign 
law; because to have the moral environment, every sphere of social life must be open to 
scrutiny and assessment in the light of interests of persons.397  Sovereign law ignores the 
account of personal and individual rights and stresses on property rights to maximize general 
welfare.398 Sovereign law does not have a conception of a person; it only functions as a 
sovereign instrument to achieve welfare.399 By not taking account of individual rights, law is 
doomed to benefit some groups of individuals in the society, while ignoring an individual 
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justice of the marginal and unfavored groups.400  
Dworkin attacks a sovereign’s approach of central regulation arguing that not every issue 
about equality could be treated the same by legislation.401 In his view, law should be able to 
make a distinction between policy and principle.402 He proposes that a government should 
treat matters of equality as aspects of policy, as encompassing general collective goals rather 
than supporting legislation or a piece of regulation that each party raises.403 Dworkin’s main 
argument proposes that legal system should respect rights and principles as much as 
instrument acts when it adjudicate legal disputes of property rights concerning inequality of 
individuals, as he said; “we insist that government design its system of property to treat 
people as equals under an appropriate conception; that is the foundation of our argument for 
the egalitarian interpretation of these branches of law.”404   
Dworkin portrayed the role of legislation capable of achieving justice as: 
“Every legislative decision about property must respect certain individual political 
rights…legislation may pursue the collective general interest through a variety of different 
measures and techniques, each of which achieves a somewhat different distribution person to 
person. No citizen has a right that one rather another of these programs be selected just 
because it will benefit him more. The choice is a matter of policy rather than principle.”405 
Coping with social dynamics and individual justice, a socio-legal theory has emerged to 
incorporate individual rights and a conception of human goodness or human virtue.406 
Cotterrell proposes that a socio-legal theory provides the possibility of extensive 
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interpretation of law which is active in social and economic restructuring.407 However, the 
theory still requires interpretation from the lawmakers and political authority.408 Selznick 
argued for the socio-legal theory to have a capability to influence the legal functions to 
emphasize about matters of individual rights and equality in society.409  The socio-legal 
theory requires extensive ideas of law that call for a doctrine that builds on the continuities of 
personal and social responsibility, personal and social integrity, individual and collective 
judgment.410 
Dworkin’s writings depict an idea of regulation which takes an account in human and 
individual interests:  
“Legislation provides the opportunity to develop a complex scheme of regulation that 
depends for its efficacy on overall strategy. It may regulate train speed differently in different 
parts of the country, in response to a thousand complex variations in transportation and 
agricultural use and need, for example, or it may divide cities into zones where the noise is 
reduced, so long as the divisions are not arbitrary and do not mask illegitimate 
discriminations that would violate individual rights.”411 
His writings above suggest that legislation and legislators can leave much room for 
flexibility, and justice should find a connection to the social bond and values of collective 
participation in the community.412 Cotterrell also expresses a notion about individual justice 
in which he said that ‘what the individual gains is also community’s gain; and social welfare 
is not only concerned with raising the overall level of economic well-being of people, but also 
with community commitment and concern for quality of living of its people’.413 His term 
‘community’ refers to a collectively of individuals who feels this solidarity and who 
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recognize a strong common commitment or moral involvement in the welfare of the 
collectivity as a whole and its member.414 The solidarity of community is set to achieve the 
basic requirements for the advantaged due to the better understanding of the community 
circumstances which highlight the problems of central regulation in lacking interpersonal 
communication between legislation and civil solidarity.415  
There is a concept in modern regulation that focuses on the significance of civil solidarity to 
correct the failure not only in social spheres, but also in market.416 In terms of protecting 
rights and social values of individuals, legal connection with social solidarity can empower 
the civil society groups to gain increasing legitimacy to seek direct discourse to the unfair 
practices.417 A case of modern regulation that comes from the need of community to seek for 
social change is expressed in environmental regulation in America where law considers social 
demands to be a part of a legal-making process to cope with the problems of environmental 
degradation.418  
An essential remark for a socio-legal theory also depends on the acceptability of the legal 
approaches to public decision and action for future regulatory strategies.419 Socio-legal 
theories could lead to the new form of legal administration that includes the interests of 
people’s rights and freedom as a normative element of law.420 Fair trade correlates with 
socio-legal theories to the extent that social participation and citizen’s demand can become a 
central element to be able to regulate economic life of individuals.421 Fair trade is a form of 
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social participation which presents the movement of collective participation of people that 
can become part of regulation that renders social justice.422 
Considering the fair trade’s importance in an analysis of a socio-legal theory, Cotterrell’s 
expression of collective participation423 gives rise to legal arguments about a ‘grassroots 
process’424 which contradicts to the hierarchical pattern of sovereign law. Fair trade 
principles also complement with Rawls’ theory of justice which states that welfare of the 
society do not depend entirely on the political decision of the state, because the ‘social 
contract’ that states agree with people give the political authority a reason to be just when it 
receives the power from individuals in the community in order to provide justice according to 
individual rights and freedom.425 Rawls’s justice theory about individual rights and liberties 
provide a significant basis of socio-legal premise of the fair trade movement as Cotterrell 
emphasizes on an emerging regulation from collective participation of individuals as a kind 
of legal theory that takes ‘an extensive view of individualism as to establish that an individual 
exists as a whole being, fully autonomous, and not repressed and alienate oneself by 
conditions that prevent human fulfillment’426. When the individual rights and individuals 
possess great influence on political authorities, they have potential to influence legal concepts 
to be able to provide regulation that is fair and comprehensive to the lives of the marginal 
groups of people.427 
It is essential that individual rights and values be considered in as important elements in 
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political decisions to make possible a social bond in society.428 Law’s techniques have been 
criticized to have limitations on accounts of individual interests and democratic participation, 
which always fail to promote social justice as a result.429 Fair Trade is therefore vital to a 
development of social justice in law to propose a social movement theory430 that asserts 
values of community solidarity and democratic participation into political authority. The 
question is whether traditional legal concepts431 will allow the emergence of social relations 
of community based on shared belief and values, on social movement, bottom-up social 
regulation to have a place in empowering the concept of justice.432 
There seems to be a support for community perspective of law from the experience in past 
and recent jurisprudence from around the world.433 In America, legal regulation represents 
the ideology of community image of law, prominently in Selznick’s analysis of local 
authority of TVA434, which run parallel with a European moral individualism; for example, in 
Durkheim’s work435 or in Habermas’ claim about moral values436 representing transitions of 
domain on moral authority to the role of communicative system between the legal authority 
and other social norms to create logic of understanding and moral values in law.437 
In both Europe and America, there is a universal respect for human dignity and autonomy of 
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others as individuals, whatever their gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation that can help 
unify the universal moral standpoints in society, in which beliefs and values are otherwise 
very diverse.438 The justice ideology in America presents with a contradictory notion of 
sovereign law where the movement of people seeks the basis of democracy to reform a law 
by an expression of community values.439 American experience represents the foundation for 
the movement of communitarianism of justice as the experience in the legal reform groups, 
notably, NAACP, which used a form of civil radicalism to seek for court litigation and legal 
reformation.440 A community movement through the history of America provides a basis for 
socio-legal approaches which integrate justice with the conception of human values.441  
Selznick reaffirms the importance of community values in socio-legal theories and provides 
that community and human solidarity can possess a normative character – social connection 
and fellowships can form an authority that reflects legal commitments for individuals and 
social responsibility.442 The community is central to his argument because he sees that law 
has a potential in moving toward social and friendship association.443 His argument is 
important to a legal analysis of a social movement like fair Trade in providing a ground for a 
normative development444 that embraces the patterns of social, community, and human 
connection.445 Selznick attacks a sovereign-based justice on the grounds that it underrates the 
necessity of human and community connection and the inescapability of social justice and 
historical values.446 The argument also goes that sovereign law is not sympathetic to personal 
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values of human beings and it places limited focus on rational solidarity to pursue collective 
goals.447  
Community approaches to a legal theory expressed by Cotterrell448 and Selznick449 are crucial 
in defining of the fair trade movement in a legal world. The foundation of fair trade is based 
on social solidarity and community values which are affirmed a place in a socio-legal 
theory.450 Etzioni proposes the community approach of justice which emphasizes on the 
balance between individual rights and social responsibilities.451 It stresses on the importance 
of finding balances between individual and groups, rights and responsibilities, institutions of 
state, market, and civil society.452  The community approach is vital to the development of a 
political concept about social movement values to the extent that a legal authority is open to 
consider social norms for the purpose of justice and equality.453  
The analysis of Etzioni proposes a radical idea about a unity of human beings and community 
in which law should see community and individuals as integral part possessing an inter-
linkage component.454 The important view is that human beings are integrated to 
communities of culture and language that they create, maintain and inhabit.455 His main 
argument about the integration of human beings and community is to propose that sovereign 
legal power is not so much dispatched from the idea of community.456 The communitarian 
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approach views that human beings are essentially culture-producing and culture-inhabiting 
creatures, and attached to the degree to which the identity of human beings is bound up with 
their inhabitation of and identification with the smaller and larger communities of which they 
are members.457   
Selznick stresses on the importance of a unity of human and community as he wrote:  
“Society is not made up of preformed, wholly competent individuals endowed by nature with 
reason and self-consciousness. In the beginning is society, not the individual. To say that 
humans are social animals is to say that they depend on others for psychological sustenance, 
including the formation of their personalities.”458 
Responsive community in Selznick’s concept implies that human values can be found 
everywhere in the legal space even within the utilitarianism law where the power belongs to 
the state sovereigns.459 The implication of the community concept of Selznick is that law 
cannot be assumed by individual regardless of what society needs.460 Therefore, the 
possibility should be the integration between community values and a justice approach to 
achieve the better understanding of law in solving social problems.461 Community 
perspectives in law are important on the role of socio-legal approaches that stresses on the 
importance of a person which is capable to develop moral, to build social connection, to 
create value, to behave in a good way for the community.462 
Responsive community notion proposes that when there is a closed relation between human 
and community, this relationship creates obligations and responsibilities for individual to 
comply without the official force from the state.463 These obligations consider people as part 
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of communities, and law is forced to be opened to demands from a human unity to come up 
with policies to create justice and equality.464 Dworkin stressed on policies and regulation of 
political authorities to achieve justice, when he said: “the rights people have under such 
statute depend too much on those special policies to authorize any direct repair to a 
conception of equality.”465 In his view, the effectiveness of regulation in reducing the gap of 
equality depends on how much regulation can cope with conflicts arising out of policy from 
government and its legislation.466 To Dworkin’s idea, a government should use law as 
instrument that brings equality to individual.467 He conceptualizes that social policy and 
collective participation are important to influence law in order to achieve equality.468 
As far as arguments about policies and equality are concerned, the empirical facts about UK 
policies recommended by International Development Committee towards fair trade purchase 
represent an upward tendency on the openness of government agencies in welcoming fair 
trade on political agenda.469 In 2000, DFID (UK Department for International Development) 
issued a loan of £400,000 for the Devine Chocolate Company as part of its programs for 
poverty alleviation in Ghana.470 The company reported that the loan enables it to expand 
financial assistance to cocoa farmers in Ghana; the amount of social premiums in 2006 
reached £112,900, in which local farmers use to develop social infrastructures such as 
schools and local development projects.471 Also, the European Commission shows 
commitment towards trade policies by encouraging consumer awareness to fair trade 
information and supporting business sectors in purchasing fair trade products.472 The 
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Commission provided initiatives to include fair trade matters in the Communication of the 
Commission of European Communities on 5 May 2009, highlighting the sustainable 
development and the role of fair trade in the purchasing scheme.473 
The UK and EU examples above indicate a development in governmental policies creating a 
positive endorsement toward international development and poverty alleviation in developing 
countries.  However, a success of fair trade depends on the involvement of business sectors 
like companies who import fair trade products.474 The willingness of companies to take up 
commitments on trade and international development policies depends on the extent of 
influencing factors on CSR and regulation, in order to motivate the decision-making of 
companies to seek more fair trade products.475 Rights and entitlements of workers are 
principles which have been adopted by modern corporate strategies to meet CSR 
requirements.476 Social and ethical commitment of companies is the process where regulatory 
regimes meet local demands of grassroots workers seeking for standards in labor freedom, 
sustainable and development rights.477 
Selznick argues that considerations about human and community approaches require a legal 
system to deal with collective purpose.478 The quest for substantive realization of human 
values requires concern for the whole social structure as a moral environment.479  Scholars 
like Prosser suggest that there is a need to find a common ground between central regulation 
and social regulation.480 The social values about community and grassroots are sometimes 
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best to be served by centralized state regulation, such as regulatory matters in securing certain 
basic conditions of order and security in society.481 However, while acknowledging the 
regulatory needs of central authorities to maintain security order, social regulation becomes 
significant in distributing justice, paternalism, and community values.482 
The commitment and moral involvement of the civil participation in legal authority is 
necessary to legitimize the modern administration to understand the social and human 
values.483 Law should be seen not as an alternative to a system of central regulation, but as its 
supplement.484 This means that a formation of social solidarity could be taken in the integral 
part with central legal regulation by supplementing and facilitating justice.485 
In regards to law and morality, the argument is centered on whether the extent of moral 
authority will be limited in political organizations.486 Selznick supports a moral capacity of 
civil societies in seeking legitimacy by using norms of civil participation to seek discourse 
against unfairness and the global injustice without any state law involved.487 The main 
challenge is however to draw the experience of modern legal regulation to work towards 
regulatory structures that are responsive to moral dimension that reflects the diversity of 
social experience of citizens.488 This is a task of making law meaningful to the community, 
not just being concentrated on particular professional or commercial settings.489 
In modern administration, Handler suggests that morality is vital for political authority to 
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render social justice to community.490 He proposed a term ‘strong community’ claiming the 
importance of morality rather than instrumentalism in which the community is dependent 
especially on mutual trust and on solidarity.491 Cotterrell shared the same view about the roles 
of community and the relationship between law, morality, and solidarity.492 He 
conceptualizes community as social interaction.493 In this social interaction, he shares that a 
key role of community is a notion of solidarity which acts as a basic building block of 
community.494  
Handler indicates that dialogue community will require an extensive knowledge of the way 
we conduct out public business.495 The important task for legal authority is to create a 
platform for such solidarity in the community to happen.496 Cotterrell proposes that socio-
legal aspects of regulation can have a strong influence on modern legal authority to design 
regulatory features that foster and support relations of mutual trust and dialogue within 
communities.497 Mutual trust in the community compliments the collective participation 
which contributes to the evolution of principles of justice and the elaboration of law in 
community regulation.498 Cotterrell’s socio-legal view of community approaches guarantees 
the inclusion of all members in the collective and equal distribution of justice.499 His legal 
arguments nurture motivation and the obligation of each member to participate and 
promoting the interests and values of the community as a whole.500  
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As far as Cotterrell’s view on community approaches to law is concerned, the fair trade 
movement provides a dialogue community by providing a platform for local democratic and 
communicating process to seek an alternative in trading regulation501. Fair trade’s success 
depends on the evolving notion on social regulation, whether in a form of soft regulation, or 
other regulation which convey a goal of bringing global justice and equality to the world’s 
producers. The focus of moral authority in modern legal administration502 can lead to the 
exploration of legal ability to design law that is reflexive of values in fair trade about justice 
and equality. However, the key problem for legal development is the political limitations of a 
moral motivation to enact a responsible law and the elaboration of a concept of 
community.503  Legal tasks are to restore the moral authority to law in contemporary society 
is to raise the importance of social solidarity.504 The task of modern law is to find a new 
dimension of regulation that is responsive to the local that can support mutual trust and 
encourage solidarity in community.505 
In the analysis of solidarity, Cotterrell stated that what individual gained was also a 
community gains, as he wrote: 
 “Solidarity in community can aim to create conditions for human existence that symbolize a 
moral commitment of the community in its care for its members as individuals. The main task 
of communitarian jurisprudence is to “explore sociologically the conditions under which law 
can become a principled component of social life, a direct expression of community interests, 
structures and concerns.”506 
An emerging legal concept will need to take into consideration of community solidarity and 
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503 Seters, "Law, Society, and the Search for Community.", p. 382. 
504 Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society : Legal Ideas in the Mirror of Social Theory., p. 12. 
505 Id. 
506 Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 301. 
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the needs of society which benefit the poor as Selznick stresses that institutions have a valid 
connection with community solidarity.507 Modern law can have a new take on traditional 
legal theories on the issues about new institutionalism on rules, procedures, purpose, value, 
authority, responsiveness, and the significance of institutionalization.508 Central to the idea of 
Selznick’s new institution is the relationship between actors in the institution, and how they 
interact with variety of knowledge and complexity in social reality.509  
Pogge asserted the view on neutral institutions that provide a basis for justice in law.510 He 
establishes that Rawls proposes that the justice theory has to deal with inadequate 
administrative capabilities and the inept local government, but he did not describe how such a 
good institutional system to deal with inequality should be.511 If Rawls’ justice encourages 
consent among people and the search for solidarity to be reached, modern law needs to have 
an institutional proposal that make an egalitarian concept become reality.512 The poor lack the 
capabilities to escape the poverty by themselves.513 This justifies the important involvement 
of a sound political institution to reform and understand the regulation that could reduce the 
inequality.514 Rawls in his justice theory proposes that it is our natural duty to remove any 
injustice in existing institutions, and the theory suggests fair value and political liberties of all 
people to strengthen people’s moral allegiance to their institutional scheme.515 His justice 
considerations about fair values and priorities of people’s rights516 are the reflection of core 
fair trade values to achieve justice and influence new aspects of trade practices. 
                                               
507 Krygier, "Selznick's Subjects.", p. 10. 
508 Id., 4. 
509 Selznick, The Moral Commonwealth: Social Theory and the Promise of Community., p. 370-71. 
510 Pogge, "An Egalitarian Law of Peoples.", p. 190. 
511 Id., 199. 
512 Id. 
513 Sen, Development as Freedom., p. 19-21. 
514 Dworkin, Law's Empire., p. 193. 
515 Pogge, Realizing Rawls., p. 212. 
516 Rawls’s ‘priority of liberty’, see Rawls, A Theory of Justice., p. 3. 
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Chapter 5  
 
Legal Theories and Social Values: 
Towards an Integration between Social 
Justice and Legal Instruments 
 
5.1 Introduction: Why the Fair Trade Movement and Law? 
The fair trade movement is perhaps the most dynamic range of movements, campaigns and 
initiatives, emerging in the recent decades in response to the negative effects of 
globalization.1 Efforts from the movement seek to create a more sustainable and justifiable 
future for these producers; for example, the guaranteed price, social premiums for local 
development, and pre-financing.2 The movement offers the impoverished producers in the 
South an opportunity to move out of extreme poverty through economic and social benefits 
gained by access to the North market and trading regularity without exploitative effects from 
globalization.3 
The fair trade movement has emerged as one of the civil society organizations which seek to 
maintain social justice from the danger of trade liberalism regime; and to protect benefits and 
                                               
1 The negative effects of globalization are explained to emerge from, principally, a current system of 
international trade. It gives rise to corporate expansion in economy that has historically undermined human and 
social values, i.e., violation of labor rights and environment degradation; see Raynolds and Murray and 
Wilkinson, Fair Trade: The Challenge of Transforming Globalization., p. 4.; see also, Stenzel (2009) "Why Fair 
Trade Is Essential for the Triple Bottom Line, Sustainability, and Free Trade: Seeking Equilibrium as the Eagle 
Meets the Condor "., p. 3, on the argument about labor arbitrage in EPZs in developing countries where the 
reduction on labor rights has been employed as a cost benefit to attract investors. 
2 Id., Stenzel. 
3 Nicholls and Opal, Fair Trade : Market-Driven Ethical Consumption., p. 6. 
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a fair treatment to its beneficiary – the small and impoverished producers.4 Like other social 
movements emerged after the World War II, fair trade offers a positive response and 
counterweight the functioning of dominant liberal trade concepts that present real threats to 
the lives and freedom of the South poor.5 Within the economic model of trade liberalism, 
business domination is the main drive of an economic life, which has also rewarded it with 
power. 6 
The current liberal trade dominates the way of business that support the industrialized age of 
productions justifying the expansion of business from the North to base their operations in the 
South.7 While these liberal policies have indicated the growth in trade and economic 
prosperity in the South, they also have caused matters of inequality and poverty to become 
acute due to the polarization of economic benefits.8 The polarization of wealth is primarily 
caused by the North corporations’ ability to maximize the monetary returns to their business 
by reducing the social costs accorded to the South workers (i.e., the reduction of fair wages 
and other labor rights).9 
Traditionally, the predominant legal theories as proposed by Austin, Bentham and Mills 
viewed law as an occurrence solely from state’s affairs – the legal theories as commonly 
termed ‘positive law’.10  Positive law represents the importance of rules and authority in a 
centralized state which portrayed a hierarchical approach in legal regulation.11 There has been 
a terrain of legal theories that recognize the complexity of the modern economic life, and 
                                               
4 Id., 69. 
5 Ghimire, "The Contemporary Global Social Movements: Emergent Proposals, Connectivity and Development 
Implications.", p. 2. 
6 Munck, Globalization and Social Exclusion : A Transformationalist Perspective., p. 12. 
7 Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice., p. 12. 
8 Id. 
9 Id. 
10 Positive law represents the concepts of scholars such as Austin, Bentham, and Mill, which emphasize on the 
sovereignty of law that is an instrument of expression  of state power, an expression of sovereign power; cited in 
Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 285. 
11 Id. 
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propose that law has foundations in social norms to attack the injustice from in the society.12 
Some of the modern legal scholars like Teubner and Habermas propose a system theory of 
law which extend law’s capability to recognize norms other than state’s commands to create 
social discourse that can have an impact on the political and economic activities.13  
The traditional view of positive law has been contested by arguments from scholars like 
Cotterrell questioning its practicality to successfully regulate every aspect of social life, and 
asserting the idea that investigates an evolving character of law that embraces the external 
values – the community-based movement and social actors – as one of norms in legal 
regulation.14 Environmental regulation in America provides a good example of how modern 
law considers those external values (social demands) representing a bottom-up approach to 
use social norms to create legal discourse toward the political and economic affairs to be 
responsible to the matters of environment degradation.15 Drawing from legal’s approaches of 
bottom-up regulation in environmental law; it could provide an answer to one of the main 
hypotheses of the thesis on the ground of whether social movements have potential to 
challenge the hierarchical patterns of trade regulation.16  
It has been a long-held belief that the dominant role of law has always been the positivism’s 
concept of hierarchical law of rules – a state’s law, in which only official norms (from a state 
or legal elites of a state) can affect the regulation of population in the society.17 Based on the 
                                               
12 Cotterrell, Durkheim, Fuller, and Hart are among other scholars who proposed the idea of law in a social 
domain, and that legal authority has the ability to incorporate social values in legal adjudicating, see for example 
in; Id. Cotterrell (1997); Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law.; 
Durkheim, The Division of Labor in Society.; Fuller, The Morality of Law., and; Hart, The Concept of Law. 
13 Teubner’s theory of post-regulatory concepts will be examined alongside with Habermas in the next chapter. 
Their theories are influential in modern law concepts that have developed to find other norms beside state laws 
to increase flexibility and communicating features to social reality to attack the ‘regulatory crisis’ of state 
regulation; see in general, Teubner, "Substantive and Reflexive Elements in Modern Law.", and; Habermas, The 
Theory of Communicative Action. 
14 Cotterrell, Law's Community., see generally in part II and III. 
15 Gunningham and Grabosky and Sinclair, Smart Regulation : Designing Environmental Policy., in ch. 3. 
1616 In the process of environmental regulation, Gunningham provides an important notion about the power of 
informally social actors which could become influential participants in regulatory process; these informal actors 
apply pressure to shape the direction of state’s hierarchical policies to be responsible for social values; see Id., 
Gunningham, p. 94. 
17 Anthony T. Kronman, Max Weber (Edward Arnold, 1983)., ch. 4. 
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emerging notion of external social values in legal norms from the philosophy of socio-legal 
theories18 particularly those of Cotterrell’s, this chapter will consider whether other social 
norms such as the fair trade movement can become an informal actor in regulating social and 
economic life19. Cotterrell’s legal arguments on social solidarity20 can be cardinals for the 
exploration of a legal analysis for the fair trade movement when the relationship between 
Cotterrell’s ideas about social solidarity and fair trade provide the grounds for fair trade’s 
roles in challenging the traditional and hierarchical patterns of trading regulation. 
The principal question that this chapter attempts to explore is whether the fair trade 
movement can be related to any particular aspects in a legal world. Since fair Trade is a form 
of social movements, the question becomes whether fair trade has a normative standing in 
law? How does a social movement like fair trade relate to a theory of law? Fair trade has 
gaining its popularity as a social policy and a comprehensive CSR initiative being adopted by 
business corporations to express ethical values towards social problems such as poverty and 
environment degradation.21 While fair trade is considered to have involved in a legal process 
as a soft touch regulation22 to have a motivation force upon the ethical decision-making 
process of corporations, the question remains whether the fair trade movement has ever been 
established or could ever have a potential to have a legal domain in itself, rather than a social 
policy. In trying to probe the hypothesis above, it requires the socio-legal analysis23 in 
connection with Cotterrell’s legal argument on the community image of law, in which he 
                                               
18 See supra note 12, above on scholars who proposed the socio-legal theories to deal with law’s perspectives in 
a changing society. 
19 Since the fair trade movement has its central promise on solidarity and participation of people (see Fridell, 
supra note 7 above,  p. 265), Cotterrell proposes that social bonds and relations between people and events are 
related to law, politics, and the economy as they all become parts of social theory to define complex 
relationships of modern societies, see Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society : Legal Ideas in the Mirror of Social 
Theory., p. 16.; also, such complex economic and social structures have caused legal regulation to be more 
responsive towards everyday conditions of social interactions, see Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 307. 
20 Id., Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society : Legal Ideas in the Mirror of Social Theory., p. 16 
21 Renouf, "Fair Consumption? Consumer Action and Labor Standards.", p. 191. 
22 Soft regulation and fair trade have been discussed in details in chapter three; but also see the main arguments 
about the soft regulation and CSR imperatives of the fair trade movement in Lobel, "Crowding out or Ratcheting 
Up? Fair Trade Systems, Regulation and New Governance.", p. 313-320. 
23 The analysis is deeply benefited from the legal philosophy of scholars cited in supra note 12 on their mutual 
legal perspectives on the social foundation of legal concepts towards a changing role of the society. 
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proposes that law is related to other aspects of social phenomena besides official norms from 
state’s law.24 Since fair trade is considered a social phenomenon, the relationship between 
social values of the fair trade movement and Cotterrell’s legal theory.25 Social aspects in law 
also found a support further in Selznick’s arguments suggesting that law is found not only in 
formal institutions but incipient in many other areas, practices and institutions of life.26 In 
Selznick’s view, the social reality includes phenomena that encompass values such as 
friendship, scholarship, statesmanship, love, fatherhood, citizenship, consensus, reason, 
public opinion, culture, democracy, and law.27 The legal concept from both Cotterrell and 
Selznick gives an aspiration in the legal relationship between the fair trade movement and 
law since they both are both active actors in social reality.  
In America, there is an example of a social movement that retains the power to radically alter 
the government by requesting legal reformation.28 The social movement in America proves 
that law can consider the social impact to create discourse for repositions of legal power.29 
For example, an involvement in court litigation of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) is seen as social advocacy group which speaks 
for their rights and seeks for a legal change.30 This movement represents a bottom-up 
approach of ‘law from below’- how law can be changed by the social demand, not by a 
state’s administrative order.31 It represents the interaction between law and society that 
consider social norms and thus can render a significant legal change.32  
                                               
24 Legal image of community according to Cotterrell is a legal theory where law distinguishes itself from being 
a pure instrument of sovereign power to take into considerations the essence of social phenomena like collective 
participation, mutual trust of people, and solidarity as a process leading to regulation that is responsive to 
people’s demands; see Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 319-331. 
25 Cotterrell proposed that law should be viewed as a social phenomenon as well; see Id., Cotterrell, p. 10. 
26 Selznick and Nonet and Vollmer, Law, Society and Industrial Justice., p. 3. 
27 Id. 
28 Handler, Social Movements and the Legal System : A Theory of Law Reform and Social Change., p. 146-47. 
29 Id., 147. 
30 Id. 
31 Id. 
32 Id. 
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In order to seek for a legal foundation of fair trade, the question is whether law can be 
interpreted to embrace wider concepts of discourse that do not derive from legislative 
authorities of a state power.33 To this question, there has been a long debate among legal 
theorists about the connection between law and other moral and social phenomena in a 
society.34. In Cotterrell’s arguments, law transpires not only the state norms, but it concerns 
with concepts such as social norms, social control, ideology, reciprocity, conformity, and 
deviance, bureaucratic norms or customs.35 One of the critiques on the state’s law approaches 
is that its sense of regulation is all too easily divorced from the realities of social experience 
and from the realities of justice itself.36 Selznick presents that a socio-legal analysis of law 
will reflect new social aspirations that give contribution in analyzing abstract models of 
human conducts in economics, law, and other disciplines.37 The new aspirations in legal ideas 
according to Cotterrell and Selznick can lead to the reformation and analysis of legal 
approaches to establish the link between fair trade and law. Selznick proposes that law can be 
an ideology that sees a significance of social justice that nourishes the human development as 
well as the integrity of legal institution.38 Social justice is what the movement of fair trade 
aim to achieve in curving the inequality and poverty by raising their self-development and 
economic potentials which are vital for the source of justice that is truly responsive to social 
equality.39  
The illustrative argument of a sociological concept about the relationship between a social 
movement and normative conception of law is principally elaborated in Selznick’s work 
                                               
33 Teubner presents a legal theory where social and economic complexity asks for the alternatives from a direct 
state legislative authority since it poses a limitation of a moral comprehension towards a changing and evolving 
society; and he proposes that a mutual self-regulatory process can provide a kind of regulation that understands 
the dynamics of a society; see Teubner, Autopoietic Law : A New Approach to Law and Society., p. 121. 
34 These are the arguments of the natural law theorists like Hart, Selznick and Cotterrell; cited in Sharyn Roach 
Anleu, Law and Social Change (SAGE, 1999)., p. 5-10. 
35 Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society : Legal Ideas in the Mirror of Social Theory., p. 18. 
36 Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law., p. 1. 
37 Selznick, "The Idea of a Communitarian Morality.", p. 448. 
38 Id. 
39 Macdonald and Marshall, "Social Governance in a Global Economy: Introduction to an Evolving Agenda.", p. 
23. 
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about the dynamic features of a normative conception of law.40 He emphasizes the law’s 
civilizing potential and its contribution to human flourishing.41 He also proposes that values 
in society are part of the law which is crucial in legal interpretation when these values 
embrace the principles and purpose of things surrounding life and community.42 Among 
many scholars43, Selznick’s normative conception of law undoubtedly plays a significant role 
in the study of a legal analysis of fair trade. 
Ehrlich advocates natural law’s philosophy in proposing that law is to be found not only in 
political and state’s commands, but also found in many social settings.44 Law according to the 
naturalist’s philosophy has significant basis in community framework in which it is expected 
find the integration of social activities, groups of individuals and institutions.45 Reflecting the 
naturalist’s arguments, Cotterrell’s community concept of law suggests that the social theory 
is systematic, historically informed and empirically oriented; and the social can be taken to 
mean the general range of recurring forms, or patterned features, of interactions and 
relationship between people.46 He also proposes that social interactions are realms of 
solidarity, identity and cooperation; at the same time they are reflections of power, conflict, 
alienation and isolation, trust and confidence.47 His concept on the legal association with a 
social theory is valuable analyzing the role of fair trade and its relation to law when fair trade 
is a social movement that focuses on the mutual interactions of people’s cooperation and 
trusts.48  It can be gathered that the naturalist’s philosophers are interrelated with the social 
                                               
40 Selznick, The Moral Commonwealth: Social Theory and the Promise of Community., p. 19. 
41 Id. 
42 Selznick and Nonet and Vollmer, Law, Society and Industrial Justice., p. 4. 
43 Hart and Fuller (see supra note 12) are influential figures on the philosophy of natural law which proves a 
connection between law and social interactions; their legal arguments will be discussed further below. 
44 Eugen Ehrlich and Klaus A. Ziegert, Fundamental Principles of the Sociology of Law (Transaction 
Publishers, 2001)., p. 4. 
45 Selznick, "The Idea of a Communitarian Morality.", p. 449. 
46 Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society : Legal Ideas in the Mirror of Social Theory., p. 60. 
47 Id. 
48 The considerations of cooperation and trusts among fair trade producers are main values in the fair trade 
movement; see Macdonald and Marshall, "Experiments in Globalizing Justice: Emergent Lessons and Future 
Trajectories.", p. 382. 
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theory when they cause flourishes to human and social development.49 Therefore, when the 
fair trade movement seeks to render social justice for the poor in the society, the philosophy 
of law needs to be examined as to whether social norms can be found in the fair trade 
movement to represent its values of social interactions and local power in the process of 
‘democratization’50 in current globalized markets. According to Dine, the process of 
democratization assesses the role of fair trade as a recognized factor in a mainstream 
consideration of political and legitimized authorities.51  
In order to explore the relationship between law and social norms as fair trade, it is 
significant to consider arguments of different legal philosophies. The development of legal 
ideologies from both positive law and natural law can contribute to the analysis of legal 
aspects of fair trade.  
 
5.2 Positive Law vs. Natural Law 
Positive law depicts the legal image portrayed by Hobbs, Austin, and Marx which proposes 
that a public obligation is defined by duly constituted mechanisms, such as legislature, court, 
administrative agency, or referendum.52 It has been dominating legal thinking central to the 
activities of judges and legal authorities since the nineteenth century.53 The legacy of positive 
law remains to be seen as a state’s utilization of commands as a form of state regulation.54 
The rise of social demands has pushed the traditional legal concept of state regulation into a 
critique when there has been an emergence of civil movements that challenged legitimacy 
and logic of state regulation.55 The discontent is expresses when state regulation presents a 
                                               
49 See particularly Selznick, supra note 37. 
50 Dine proposes that the fair trade movement is a democratization process of people seeking for fair institutions; 
see Dine, "Democratization: The Contribution of Fair Trade and Ethical Trading Movements.", p. 177, 179-80. 
51 Id., 180. 
52 Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law.. p. 12. 
53 Id. 
54 Hans Kelsen, General Theory of Law and State (The Lawbook Exchange, 2007)., p. 412. 
55 Teubner, "After Legal Instrumentalism: Strategic Models of Post-Regulatory Law.", p. 298. 
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hierarchical approach which has been argued to ignore democratic and localized solidarity 
and people’s values of asserting concerns about their rights and integrity.56 The civil 
movements to seek legal reform was pioneered in America on, inter alias, the case of TVA 
which enriches the local formation of political authority to seek legal consequences from the 
main legislations in order to preserve local people’s solidarity and integrity.57 The example of 
local solidarity movements like TVA is valuable in analyzing law’s potential to gather forces 
in localized regime other than state’s norm.58 The fair trade movement retains its core 
principles as a force of localized forms of civic participation to assert ethical values in 
political and business actors through the demands of consumers.59 The fair trade’s unique 
power in legalization is enforced by the process of ‘soft regulation’60 operating alongside 
with CSR to protect the integrity of locals, and to challenge the hierarchical character of state 
regulation from a philosophy of legal positivism. 
Principal legal positivists like Austin wrote about the legal concept that “a proposition of law 
is true within a particular political society if it correctly reports the past command of some 
person or group occupying the position of sovereign in that society.”61 Austin maintained 
that law had to express an element of sovereign command as he wrote “a law is set either by 
the sovereign immediately, or by a person or persons in subjection, by the delegation or 
permission of the sovereign…it is set either in the legislative mode, or in the oblique mode of 
judicial legislation.”62 
In a mode of positive law, a character of law is ‘repressive’ due to a command of a sovereign 
                                               
56 Id. 
57 TVA becomes an influential civil movement in America which successfully formed a local authority to 
protect local interests and integrity of people from unfair state regulatory scheme; see Selznick, TVA and the 
Grass Roots a Study in the Sociology of Format Organization., p. 19, and 181. 
58 Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 319-331; see also arguments in supra note 24. 
59 Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice., p. 97. 
60 The discussion on soft regulation and fair trade is detailed in chapter three; and also see Macdonald and 
Marshall, "Social Governance in a Global Economy: Introduction to an Evolving Agenda.", p. 22-23. 
61 John Austin, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined (1832), cited in Dworkin, Law's Empire., p. 33. 
62 John Austin and R. Campbell, Lectures on Jurisprudence or the Philosophy of Positive Law, 5th ed. / revised 
by R. Campbell. ed. (Murray, 1911)., introduction page, xiii. 
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who possesses in principle an unlimited discretion, which makes law and the state 
inseparable.63 Legal positivism views law as the collective unit of society where citizens need 
to subject to the superior command; the state makes law and the individuals carry duties to 
obey the sovereign commands.64 
The rationale of positive law has been subject to criticism of modern legal scholars like 
Cotterrell suggesting that positive law relies on the officialdom of the state’s elites; and that 
its repressive and hierarchical character of law has proved unsound to the people it govern.65 
Positive law has also been contested on its inability to render justice to all the people in the 
society, principally because it fails to keep the pace with the dynamic of society in order to 
find a resolution of complex problems of social ordering.66 It is deemed to be unsuitable for 
managing the change in the ever-changing society to reflect the demands of people.67 Another 
problem of positive law is that it treats the social problems indifferently, and uses the static 
regulation from states to solve every issue in social life.68 
Modern scholars like Gunningham represent a failure of positive law’s mode of state 
regulation in an area of environment regulation in America.69 State regulation has been 
described as centralized, inflexible and ineffective to deal with adaptive legal ideas in relation 
to social issues as environmental problems.70 State regulation is also argued to lack an 
essential understanding about new emerging issues and thus the regulatory strategies are 
                                               
63 Repressive character in law is a term used by Selznick to capture the top-down commands imposed by a state; 
see Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law., p. 17. 
64 Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 285. 
65 Id. 
66 Martin Krygier, "Philip Selznick, Normartive Theory, and the Rule of Law," in Legality and Community : On 
the Intellectual Legacy of Philip Selznick, ed. Philip Selznick, et al. (Rowman & Littlefield, 2002)., p. 45. 
67 Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law., p. 4. 
68 Cotterrell, Law, Culture and Society : Legal Ideas in the Mirror of Social Theory., p. 4. 
69 Gunningham and Grabosky and Sinclair, Smart Regulation : Designing Environmental Policy., p. 5-6. 
70 Id., 6., Gunningham proposed that state regulation would incur a cost-inefficiency in trying to direct legal 
compliance to suit every corporations’ varying practices. He suggested that what should be feasible is to form a 
voluntary regulation to echo compliance strategies which are flexible to conducts of each corporation. 
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likely to be outdated and nonreflective to new demands and aspects of social issues.71 
Cotterrell suggests the characteristic of a repressive authority in positive law that: 
“Legal positivism authorizes the use of coercion as the source of power (the use of power by 
the police or state officials). While power of law can protect some groups of people in the 
society, it can be harmful to others in the society as well. It is apparent that some groups of 
people will be able to control or influence the power of law better than others, and have more 
opportunity to invoke the aid of law to achieve their objectives. Others are more likely to be 
subject to legal coercion, more likely to be recipients of unwanted attention from legal 
officials and agencies. A form of repressive authority (through legal rules and power of 
government officials) does not give information as to how power actually operates in the 
community. It does not, for example, reveal patterned disparities in the ability of different 
social groups to invoke the aid of legal agencies such as lawyers or courts.”72 
His main criticism is mostly related to impact of coercive character of positive law toward 
matter of law’s power to carry out just functions towards people.73 The concerns are based on 
the account of power used by a state’s elite in forms of coerciveness, influence, and control.74 
These types of power represent an ambiguity of the concept and power of law, because to 
Cotterrell, the most important element of legal concepts should be to clarify the limits of 
those who hold power to the community to the extent that power needs to be rightfully 
organized to reflect the true demands of the community.75   
Selznick shared his criticism on the repressiveness in positive law as he wrote:  
“There are two main repressive characters in positive law. The first is that repressive law 
represents the close integration between law and politics, in the form of direct subordination 
of legal institutions to state’s elites; law is considered a tool, and available to consolidate 
                                               
71 Id. 
72 Cotterrell, Law's Community., p. 6. 
73 Id. 
74 Id. 
75 Id. 
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power of authority, in order to secure privilege. The second is rampant official discretion, 
which is at once an outcome and a chief guarantee of seeing law as a servant to power 
elites.”76 
From the view of Selznick, the positive rationality of law proves to be ineffective to solve the 
problems in modern age when legal outcomes depend on the official discretion.77 Also, 
supported by modern legal philosophers like Habermas, he suggests that the legal commands 
of sovereign states are not capable of conveying fairness and social justice in the current 
situations where emerging norms and social dynamics have changed the traditional way of 
legal rationality.78 The arbitrariness could also occur when there is no accountability of 
central power since those who hold power are the sole proprietors of law and are capable of 
abusing it.79  
The unilateral determination of a state’s power to resolve social issues will undermine the 
foundations of people participation and will lead to social injustice.80 The coerciveness in law 
also depicts a contradictory picture relating to considerations of civic representation and 
participation in the process of political involvement in decision making.81 Concentration on 
the tasks of government diminishes the capacity of law to recognize basic rights and fair 
representation of people in the community.82 
Positive law relies on the mechanism of state’s law to achieve desired outcomes.83 On the 
contrary to the positive law’s mode, the fair trade movement calls on civic representation and 
                                               
76 Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law., p. 17. 
77 Id. 
78 Habermas, "Legitimation Problems in the Modern State.", p. 95. 
79 Nonet and Selznick, Law and Society in Transition : Toward Responsive Law., p. 37. 
80 Id. 
81 Id. 
82 Id. 
83 John Austin and Wilfrid E. Rumble, The Province of Jurisprudence Determined (Cambridge University Press, 
1995)., p. 10, 21. 
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solidarity of locals to achieve its goals.84 However, fair trade could not work entirely 
independent from the state’s regime.85 The relationship between fair trade and a central 
authority of state would be the facilitating role of state to nourish the viability in the operation 
of the fair trade movement.86 Fair trade links to the approaches of soft law and voluntary 
regulation which distinguish from centralized approaches of legal positivism.87 Fair trade’s 
values can be encouraged by modes of natural law’s philosophies which express legal notions 
that depart from centrality of state’s rules and take accounts on evolving roles of societies, 
and community approaches.88 
Advocates of a natural law’s philosophy like Hart rejected positive conception of law as he 
saw the difficulties to treat sovereignty as the ultimate source of legal authority.89 He 
proposed that there was no need to seek law in the official commands as law provided 
recognition for the validity of rules in the legal system, and that one of the rules included 
other emergence in social life as referred as ‘secondary rule’.90 The tendency of law is to talk 
of not power but of rule-governed powers, which emphasizes on the rules rather than on the 
power of legal coerciveness.91 Natural law scholars like Fuller also provided that rules of law 
could also be found in social foundation, which emphasizes on the legal rationality for social 
                                               
84 Macdonald and Marshall, "Social Governance in a Global Economy: Introduction to an Evolving Agenda.", p. 
26. 
85 Government can assist fair trade by promoting and encouraging corporate and consumer awareness; see 
Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee : The Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-Driven Social Justice., p. 206; also, 
government can issue policies in favor of fair trade, such as in a case of Day Chocolate in UK where the 
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demands rather than the command of officialdom.92 
Cotterrell provides that natural law philosophy asserts criticism toward positive regarding its 
idea of absolute state which is subject to little or none accountability and representation from 
other people in the society.93 This implies the lack of legal fairness in positive law because it 
does not represent the whole consent from individuals, which consequently leads to what 
Habermas referred as ‘crisis of legal instrumentalists’ – the event where society relies heavily 
on law to solve with social complexity, but fails as law lacks a real social understanding.94  
Natural law attacks the philosophy of rule-centrality of positive law suggesting that law needs 
to follow criteria that are not entirely factual, but at least to some extent moral, to consider 
which propositions of law can be true.95 Natural law criticizes the arbitrariness in legal 
positivism and proposes that law should be detached from the state and its officials by 
decentralizing official institutions and distributing legal power.96 The distribution of legal 
power means that the central role of law does not necessary depends on the official rules; but 
there is also an existence of certain fundamental moral and universal rules of justice which 
can be discovered by human and social values.97  
The notion on moral and human weight in law was supported by Hart proposing that law 
transcends not only from official decisions, but it needs to satisfy a moral minimum in order 
to be law, and law that fails to do so need to be questioned if it could properly be a legal 
system.98 For Hart, his theory of law embraces the important role of human and social rules in 
which law is one of its elements, in which he wrote that “the society regulated by law is 
made up of citizens and officials whose relationships are fixed by the operation of social 
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rules; one of those rules is legal rules. Therefore, citizens primarily need to respect rules of 
law, and officials must accept the rules that are part of the operation of the legal system.”99 
Selznick proposes that law conveys an element of fairness, in which policies and rules are 
made and applied rather than with being an instrument of power and coerciveness.100 Fairness 
in law comes to attack the arbitrariness in positive law to give a larger aspiration of a 
community dedicated to law, and to enlarge the role of human reasons, social values, and 
fairness in all public decision.101 For Selznick, a human reason is a principal value in the 
natural law as he stated that “law is rooted deep in conscience derived from the world; it is 
natural and pragmatism, which is a philosophy of ethical naturalism which presents a 
significant message that law is inseparable from nature”.102 Selznick suggests that the 
natural law is a site of ‘envaluation’ in which law does not only deal with matters of values 
but it embodies and applies values to take part in a political-decision making.103 Positive law 
postulates that there is an institutionalized normative enterprise in legal authority, where 
norms from officialdom are law; but for natural lawyers, the legal authority is a site of 
‘envaluation’ which intrinsically and evidently deals with matters of values.104  
Selznick argues that social relationships can embody and generate norms, because facts and 
values are equally impositions in law.105 He suggests that the normative theory in social 
science is not the pursuit of one’s interest; it is the study of values in the world and the 
conditions under which they are fulfilled or frustrated.106 His idea of law possesses the 
significance in the legal analysis of fair trade when law can be interpreted to embrace social 
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values as a normative worth in a legal authority.107 Fair trade is a movement that aims to 
render social justice by challenging traditional trading norms in the current system of 
international trading regulation.108 Social justice is argued to possess a normative value 
essential for human development and equality which can be accorded by government in its 
social and political policies.109 These policies are concerned with legal facilitation to 
implement a course of action to achieve consequences desired by a community.110 
As Selznick emphasizes on the importance of human values in social organization, he 
concludes his proposition about natural law that “legal norms are natural law to the extent 
that they are based upon scientific generalizations, grounded in warranted assertions about 
human, about groups, about the effects of law itself.”111 In his view, the central idea of law 
does not refer law to the form of public government nor repressive sanctions backed by the 
state.112 Instead, the existence of law takes a consideration from human lives and social 
demands from different groups in the society.113 
 
5.3 Imperatives on law and the Fair Trade Movement 
The importance of human values in law is reflected in Fuller’s writings as they expressed an 
account of human and social hardships in comparison with the legal system114, as he wrote: 
“It may help us to see that the imperfectly achieved systems of law within a labor union or a 
university may often cut more deeply into the life of a man than any court judgment ever 
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likely to be rendered against him. On the other hand, it may also help us to realize that all 
systems of law, big and small, are subject to the same infirmities.”115 
What Fuller wrote can be interpreted that the legal system is sometimes incapable of 
understanding human and social demands.116 The significant imperatives that his writings 
have to the legal analysis of fair trade is that values of human and social circumstances 
should be embraced by law because these values represent a situation of human and social 
hardships such as the violation of fair wages in labor’s right.  
An argument has been made that the fair trade movement was an emergence of social justice 
movements to respond to the unfairness trade regulation udder the current system of 
international trade.117 International trade institutions like WTO have been criticized as not 
forwarding the fair and equal treatments of the poor in developing countries.118 A free trade 
model of WTO empowers corporations who can utilize their economic power in a 
competitive market to dictate the management of resources, workers, and labor practices.119 
Free trade and market competitive model are too income-focused and capitalistic, and thus 
disrespecting human considerations about rights and freedom of the poor who lack 
capabilities to compete in such a competitive model of sophisticated markets.120 These 
deprivations of rights and freedom to be in the markets have caused inequality and poverty 
problems to become acute when labor wages and conditions have been cut as a result of profit 
management from major corporations operating in the developing countries.121  
The international trade system displays the lack of power to the poor to seek legal changes to 
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the current trading regime.122 Legal power can sometimes be used to harm certain groups of 
people in the society as it is the case of power being exercised arbitrarily, which will 
inevitably involve feelings of vulnerability and insecurity from being subject to control from 
the official or order.123 Similarly to the effects of arbitrary power, the current international 
trading system takes form of hierarchical commands which subject human rights and freedom 
under the institutionalized rules and bureaucracy.124 One of many arguments unfolds that the 
free trade rules currently operate to the disadvantage of the poor in developing countries; 
especially the rules (quantitative restrictions/ domestic subsidies)125 that protect domestic 
commodities of the rich nations which impede commodity imports from developing nations 
where livelihoods of commodity producers have been undermined since their income almost 
entirely depends on such commodity trade.126  
As a response to the negative effects of the free trade model, fair trade represents a 
community approach to assert a modular of ethical-value chain to influence market actors to 
open an access to fair trade’s commodities.127  The fair trade movement operates under its 
principles to guarantee the fair trade price for its commodities above the price generally sold 
in conventional markets.128  Since the poor producers in developing countries face with 
limited resources and expertise to compete in a highly competitive model of free trade, the 
fair trade system finds its way to be an alternative channel for commodity trade to have a 
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market access alongside with the mainstream channel of competitive commodity markets.129 
One of the attractive features of fair trade is that its products signify the labels of human 
values and fair treatments of workers130; and this accounts for the viability of the fair trade 
movement in the market as the demands will be driven by ethically concerned consumers to 
attract corporations, retailers, and supermarket to seek out for fair trade products.131 
The transactions and agreements between fair trade producers and corporate sectors 
(importers, retailers, or companies) are governed by commercial law.132 The contractual 
terms would generally be backed by enforcement mechanisms of a state’s law in a case of 
non-compliance. However, Dine suggested that the enforcement mechanism would be 
problematic when there were considerations on imbalance of power between contractual 
partners since a state was likely to provide enforcement mechanism in favor of the party with 
more powerful positions.133 Companies are inevitable the more powerful players.134 With a 
weaker position of fair trade producers, the concern is primarily based on the fear that 
companies could assert control over the fair trade standards and aim solely at maximizing 
benefits but not on the protection of worker’s rights, which could result in an astray from the 
original philosophy of the fair trade movement.135 
To maintain the philosophy of the fair trade movement from corporate threats, this chapter 
seeks to find ethics in legal philosophies that would nourish the viability of the fair trade 
movement. Natural law’s philosophers like Cotterrell argue for a kind of regulation that 
embraces the existence of social interactions and a participation of community.136 His notion 
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of legal regulation that considers the values of solidarity and collective participation of 
people will benefit greatly on the legal imperatives of fair trade in regards to its influencing 
role on trading policies.137 Dine supported the argument that the fair trade movement can 
influence trading policies by asserting ethical influences on company behavior.138 Models of 
CSR and soft law are being employed to assert influences of social and human values into 
business mindset in order to steer company behavior to be responsible to the fair trade 
practices.139   
The central argument in this chapter becomes how the philosophy of natural law can relate 
the fair trade movement?  The answer is that natural law philosophy brings the law closer to 
the actual social problems as it places a significant consideration on the different values 
emerging in society today.140 Civil rights, poverty, crime, mass protest, urban riots, ecological 
decay, and the abuse of power gathered unprecedented urgency as social problems.141 Natural 
law provides the legal notion that embraces social problems about human and ethics that 
reflect the responsiveness of legal authority to abandon the formalized and arbitrary domain 
of state regulation, and move to consider different values to create reasonableness in legal 
regulation that is capable of coping with social dynamics.142 The key contributions of natural 
law towards values of social justice and human rights have been argued to be influential for 
the development of the fair trade movement.143 A number of human rights instruments have 
been emerged from the philosophy of natural law144: inter alias, the American Declaration of 
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Independence (1776)145, the French Declaration of the Rights of Man (1789)146, and the 
United Nations Declaration of Human Rights (1948)147. Nicholls and Opal suggest that 
natural law philosophy has created normative imperatives for the fair trade movement as its 
ethics are to propose fair treatment and a relinquish of exploitation on contractual terms.148 
As the fair trade movement emerges as a solidarity movement against the unfair treatments 
from modern trade; an involvement from NGOs, individuals, consumers, practiced through 
the ethical chain of fair trade commodities can possess normative values to develop a model 
of commercial regulation for social justice and fairness on both business and institutional 
levels.149 
Hart asserted natural law philosophy that ‘true law rested within in the community as a whole 
of a fundamental master rule that assigned to particular people or groups the authority to 
make law’.150 His writing suggests that law is not just about command to people who have to 
obey, but more importantly to the community in forms of social conventions that confers 
power and empowers such people to create law.151 Kelsen suggests a theory of law that 
describes what law is rather than what it ought to be.152 For Kelsen, the multiplicity of legal 
norms constitutes a system that a legal order is faithful to its norms for the purpose to reduce 
the degree of arbitrariness in hierarchical law and its administration.153  
Considering the fair trade movement as a norm to reduce unfairness from Kelsen’s legal 
arguments, the idea of law is to propose a reconstruction in the internal characteristic of legal 
order that leads to social justice that is important to human and social values centred in the 
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principle of the fair trade movement. 
Selznick suggests that the normative theory of natural law is valued-centered.154 It is 
concerned with the normative philosophical questions, close examination of social realities 
and a disciplined understanding of the way that complex and large social and political 
institutions work.155 The values in social experience become a normative system of law that 
seeks justice for issues in political science, sociology, economics, anthropology and social 
psychology.156 If the analysis of the fair trade movement is taken in the lieu of the writings of 
Selznick, it can be construed to have evolved to have normative discourse since fair trade is 
considered as social norms. The analysis of natural law concepts will benefit fair trade in 
relation to the identification and clarification of its legal standing to be able to act as a legal 
solution for emerging problems of justice and inequality arising from the complexity and 
problems of a current system of international trade.157 The fair trade movement is normally 
labeled as a branch of social studies, which have always been paid little attention to when it 
does not seem to provide substantial grounds for legal debates.158 However, the movements 
of radicalism social actors have gained popularity in seeking economic discourse and 
legitimacy.159 The fair trade movement, as well as other social movements160, have subject 
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matters concerning with social relationships, values, social regulation, roles, and linkage 
between law and society.161 If law is treated as social phenomenon according to Selznick162 
and Cotterrell’s arguments163, it can be interpreted that aspects of social life, such as the fair 
trade movement, can create normative discourse in law.  
The traditional conception of law normally deals with the regulation of property and 
economic life that represents the hierarchical approach from positivist’s concept.164 
Considering the model of hierarchical law, fair trade does not seem to be a suitable property 
that it proposes to regulate. The fair trade movement is a social phenomenon with a dynamic 
character165, and unlike the property and economic life which the generalization of law166 
may have been possible, the fair trade movement requires law to be more understanding to 
social demands and circumstances167. Political and social experience from contemporary 
social tension and demands has shown the tendency of a change in a legal logic that opposes 
the view of hierarchical form of positivist’s legal regulation.168  
Natural law philosophy proposes that a social policy becomes an inevitable subject in legal 
thought, and the technique and strategies of government in legal doctrine.169 Modern legal 
regulation reflects such development in law; for example, the environmental regulation in 
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America that rejects the hierarchical commands of state law, and take considerations of social 
values and demands to direct an influence to form a new concept of regulation.170 The 
environment regulation has inherited the natural law’s influence that reflects the variety and 
diversity of social contexts and the relationship between regulation and self-regulation which 
points to a wider concept of law to consider values in social contexts.171 Natural law provides 
the focus of the post-coercive thinking that legal regulation should rely on the multiple 
sources of expertise, techniques, information, wisdom and diligent.172 It leads to the emphasis 
on the role of other elements rather than property or economic life in the society – instead of 
a traditional view of law as a coercive force from officials; modern scholars like Bartle and 
Vass employ natural law philosophy to suggest that legal regulation needs to be responded to 
multiple sources in order to achieve desirable outcomes in a modern society.173 Positive law, 
on the other hand, provides difficulties for modern regulation as it separates law from 
debatable principles of fairness, factual circumstances, and morality.174 Social aspects of 
natural law philosophy will help define law in broader terms and look into social 
relationships about the inequality and power.175 While positive law is concerned with 
legislatives, activities of courts, and the process of legal reasoning, natural law consider the 
interconnections between law and changing social institutions, political structures and 
economic conditions, and the relationship between law and other forms of social control and 
regulation.176   
The philosophy of natural law, especially on its accounts of human rights177, unveils hope for 
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the redress of inequality that takes place in the centralised legal authority.178 Natural law 
enables an analysis on the role of law in social and cultural contexts in which laws are 
formulated, enforced and interpreted.179 Law exists in various layers or levels; it may exist in 
associations, institutions, or social systems of various size and nature; and social groups of 
whatever size may be seen as having the same fundamental legal needs.180 Selznick suggests 
that law should take a broader analysis to what constitutes its premises, institutions, and 
culture; it would find that all those have implications from the social context.181 Law should 
be the representation of distinctive and authoritative legal values which cannot stand apart 
from a society.182 Natural law philosophy shows the flexibility in law that is now more open 
to require governments to create new rules, organizational units, and training programmes, 
and to be done so in the way that corporations can accept.183  Law may be seen as including 
unofficial as well as official, and intuitive as well as substantive forms.184 Therefore, 
considering the influence that natural law has to legal thoughts, the fair trade movement can 
reflect the philosophy of natural law that integrates social theory with the idea of justice to act 
against the arbitrariness in positive law.185  
The rise of natural law influence in legal regulation sees the legal thoughts that integrate 
social relationships and policy into today’s decision-making structure of the corporations; for 
example, safety in workplace186, environmental concern in industries187, equal opportunity 
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and corporate social responsibility188. Considering what the fair trade movement brings to the 
society in terms of social development and an alleviation of poverty189, defying the 
relationship between the fair trade movement and natural law philosophy will benefit the 
evolving role of regulation in the area of trade and development. Eventually, legal regulation 
will provide an assurance that the fair trade movement is shielded from the undesired 
corporate influence, and that the movement is maintained its integrity and principles in 
providing social justice and fairness to the poor producers. In addition, corporate regulation 
also benefits from the natural law’s thinking when other social stakeholders, such as fair 
trade, can influence the decision-making to open to social values that considers the fairness of 
the lives of producers in a fair trade production.190 
 
5.4 Social Foundation in Legal Authority 
Arguments from natural law advocates like Selznick provide an answer to the question on 
whether law can be a form of regulation that uses not only direct official force to sustain 
order in the society, but also other external force to fix and maintain the understanding of the 
nature of society and social relationships in general.191 According to the philosophy of natural 
law, it can give rise to the social norms that help to defy acceptable behavior, to influence 
individual’s choices of projects, to promote or constrain individuals’ ambitions, to specify the 
limits of possible or desirable social change, and to measure the relative value of particular 
social institutions and social practices.192 The fair trade movement represents one of the 
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social norms seeking to propose alternative trading practices to influence corporate behavior 
to take responsible for ethical trade issues including unfair labor practice and poverty.193 
However, the dominant legal concepts still view law as being hierarchical power from state 
norms.194 The important question becomes whether the social norms could create official 
discourse195 in the legal system.  
From the positivist’s views mentioned above, law has been perceived by theorists and legal 
practitioners to be the matter of legal doctrines, judicial thinking and decision making.196 To 
traditional philosophy of positive law, social aspects are only brought to facilitate judges in 
discussing the values reflected in judicial problems in deciding cases.197 Natural law’s 
ideology offers a different view from the traditional legacy of legal positivism; Selznick 
suggests that law embraces the social knowledge to its normative theory that is open to issues 
in political science, sociology and economics.198 Cotterrell also assets his legal ideology that 
law consists of moral sense, social understanding, and belief that are informed and sustained 
by legal doctrine.199 This legal doctrine comprises of social values that are capable of creating 
cognitive function in which it can be invoked under the legal system.200  
Legal doctrines have been argued to embrace considerations about collective participation of 
individuals to direct changes in law.201 The social relation in legal doctrines creates a 
connection between law and other social occurrences, for example, labor relations, social 
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policy, bureaucratic organizations and movement of social advocacy.202 In an anthropological 
view, law is considered not to be located in special administration or enforcement 
mechanisms, but instead, law represents rather an aspect of the tribal life, and of any 
independent, self-contained social occurrences.203To Cotterrell’s analysis, the connection has 
been established between the social occurrence and evolving legal doctrines when the fair 
trade movement is a form of social occurrences in being a solidarity movement of ethical 
commodity chains seeking for an alternative trading practice.204 To the idea of Hart, social 
norms are referred to as extra-legal values and secondary rules of law which he proposed to 
be ultimate legal rules in facilitating justice.205 Selznick reflects Hart’s view that law assumes 
its responsive role to consider other social norms in the society as legitimate norms.206  
Weber also considers an importance of interactions within social actors that gives rise to the 
legal bureaucracy.207 He asserted the view that legal authority includes different actors, not 
only state actors, and the power of legal authority was formed by these many different 
participants as he stated that “to understand law, the legal sociologist has to understand it as 
a participant, or as a participant does; or rather, as many different kinds of participants do – 
lawyers or citizens, for example, living in the world of law.”208 Habermas took the legal 
authority to include moral values and reasonableness in order to increase fairness and provide 
moral meaningfulness to these it regulates.209  
Cotterrell asserted that: 
 “If legal authority is to include different values besides coerciveness from officialdom, then it 
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is important to recognize that these values can provide the possibility of shaping a legal 
concept to a direction that is responsive to the demands of other participants. If social 
aspects are to take part in legal authority, and if they can influence public policy for the 
better understanding of social relationships and social dynamics, this means that law cannot 
be isolated from the values and social issues in the society”.210  
His arguments are influential to the role of the fair trade movement that acts as a social norm 
to influence trading policies for the achievement of social justice.211 Modern theorists like 
Ehrlich support the importance of social values in legal authority that the center of legal 
development exists not in legislation or judicial decisions but in society itself.212 Selznick 
proposes that a major function of law is to determine the rights of individuals and groups 
within an institutional and administrative complexity in different sectors both public and 
private; and the generic tension, which happens in a wide range of social contexts.213 The 
importance of these scholars’ views can be construed to highlight the ability of law to 
embraces social science in its authority; the kind of law that can identify feasible regulation 
that can address a true reflection of judicial fairness and social complexity in a modern era.  
Weber argued that hierarchical authority of law would provide an improper kind of regulation 
toward social and human values.214 He termed thus incident as ‘iron cage’ – where individual 
is caged in the method of bureaucracy and routinised procedures under hierarchical authority 
of law.215 The bureaucratic type of hierarchical command will generate the homogenization 
and standardization of social values through institutionalization, which undermine the social 
foundations of society by reducing human freedom to be subject to the cycle of bureaucratic 
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routines.216  Human freedom is a central idea of the fair trade movement217, and it is an 
important requirement to the development theory by Sen as he proposed that freedom brings 
the unrestricted opportunity to take part in economic activities and, consequently, be driven 
out of poverty.218  
 
5.5 Rule of Law 
Based on the philosophy of Cotterrell, the socio-legal evolution of the ‘rule of law’ is one of 
the main factors that have shaped up the new normative value in law; it argues for a kind of 
law that gives rise to social norms.219 He proposes that rule of law means a doctrine that 
offers some security even to the least powerful among citizens.220 Selznick expands the idea 
of rule of law to mean the legal ideal that represented the complexity, variability, and 
tensions bound up in the distinctive institutional and socio-cultural ideal leading to an 
achievement in social justice.221  Selznick stressed on the importance of the rule of law to the 
community and social justice where he discussed that: 
“The very stability of the Rule of Law, where that has been achieved, makes possible a 
broader vision and higher aspiration. Without disparaging our legal heritage, we may well 
ask whether it fully meets the community’s needs … so long as the system is basically secure, 
it is reasonable to accept some institutional risks in the interests of social justice.”222 
The concept about the rule of law from both scholars indicates the existence of social norms 
in legal authority which is significant for the legal evolution on the analysis of the fair trade 
movement. Rule of law is particularly significant because it proposes that procedures, other 
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values, and structures can help institutionalize the power in law in addition to state’s 
power.223 Selznick believes that only power can check power in legal authority; therefore,  
the rule of law constitutes the most important way that the power of coercive authority can be 
countered by the power from the new institutional autonomy emerging in other settings, such 
as social and extra-legal norms.224 Social movements have been argued to have created the 
preferential normative grounds of the society that seek to gain their autonomy and 
legitimacy.225 Weber argues for an emergence of a horizontal form of normative theory in 
social or ‘bottom-up’226 autonomy which seeks to challenge the hierarchy of officialdom in a 
state law.227  
Selznick also stated the influence of rule of law in challenging the official hierarchy in a state 
law: 
“The Rule of law takes its departure from what us latent in legal experience. It is difficult to 
govern peacefully and effectively, with secure authority. Because if laws are ad hoc, unstable, 
secret, obscure, impossible to perform, or experienced as radically unfair, these conditions 
produce demands – from above as well from below – for law that resonate with the Rule of 
Law. Therefore, that ideal is not alien to the social reality of law, if we include in that reality, 
as we must, the energies and expectations it generates.”228 
In a spirit of the Selznick’s writings above, law needs consider not only the direct legal rules 
from state officials, but also what lies below the state’s power – the social foundations and 
human needs.229  As mentioned above, law can create the proliferation of power, causing the 
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arbitrariness and unfairness in the legal system.230 Natural law explores the evolution of 
concepts of law, and attacks the legal picture of being an instrument of state’s elites; natural 
law asserts a legal conception that embraces social and community power to maintain 
aspirations of fairness and social justice.231 The rule of law reaffirms the evolving concept of 
law in considering the theory of social foundation that offers understanding to social power of 
human and community values.232 The foundation of human values is what Selznick focuses 
on the rule of law, in which it responds to values that can be realized, not merely protected 
within a legal process - these include respect for dignity, integrity, and moral equality of 
persons and groups.233 In addition, Neumann’s theory about the rule of law highlights the 
significance of social foundation under the authoritative rules of state laws which includes the 
economic system of free competition expressed in the idea of freedom of contract and 
trade.234 His concept encompasses social facts – such as the working class sector in the 
society which is ignored by the approach of coercive authority in positive law.235 
Cotterrell also shares a view that the ideal of the rule of law is to combat the arbitrary power 
in positive law which is a great obstacle to the development in legal order to be responsive to 
community.236 Nevertheless, he finds that the both the rule of law and state power are 
inseparable in creating norms and practices to seek discourse for a social change or any other 
matter in law.237 He suggests that the power of hierarchical authority can be considered as 
one of the power under the larger socio-legal power.238 However, the conflict is that 
authoritative rules are expressed legal rules from distinct officials of the state and it is purely 
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instrumental in character; the advocates of positive law view rule of law as lacking such 
expressed instrumental purpose and seeing it as vagueness and impermanent.239  
Normative theory is the realization of what this world is about - the complex moral, 
descriptive, explanatory range of concerns.240 As a result, any anecdote in social history can 
be a normative significance that seeks the development in social matters, including economic, 
politics, and law.241 While social movements like fair trade retain their radicalism in social 
development theory, they have been forming the normative theory and gaining legitimacy to 
solve the social conflicts in realm of civil participation and in realm of culture.242 The fair 
trade movement has proposed a mobilization of commodity networks to organize a 
materialistic identity in socio-politics, and it seeks to influence corporate practice to accord 
fair treatments toward the poor producers from developing countries.243 The impact of the fair 
trade movement can organize ‘soft’ legitimacy toward non-complying corporations when the 
legal and political consequences are asserted by social stakeholders (i.e., consumers and other 
social organizations, and social campaigns) to influence the corporate decisions.244 
 
5.6 Legitimacy in Law 
D'Entrèves is among the pioneers who begin the alternative conception of legitimacy in law 
that seeks the change in direction about the positive law and its power toward the society.245 
He represents the relation between legality and political legitimacy that the state and law find 
the increasing incongruence when there has been a change in political philosophy and legal 
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reasoning on the ideas of sovereignty and legal concepts.246 His concept asserts the question 
about the legitimacy of power that officials hold, and the right of citizens to obedience to 
such power. The above incongruence poses the question on sociological idea that can 
contribute into the bases of power in society and the structure of modern legal concepts.247 
The conceptual framework on the legitimacy in law is also proposed by Weber who provides 
the reflection on the view of legality and legitimacy that has been significant to the 
development of sociology of law and in modern political and legal theory.248 The bases of 
legitimacy and the values of order and justice are linked with Weber’s concepts between 
formal and substantive rationality in law.249 Weber explains the idea about legal rationality 
that is important in analyzing law in the light of bureaucratic organization: 
“Legal rationality is catagorised into two different types: (i) ‘substantive rationality’ in law 
is guided by general rules that cover the principles of ideological system other than law itself 
such as ethics, religion, or political values, which portray an image of law from the view of 
naturalist and realist; (ii) ‘formal rationality’ in law is guided by general rules in such a 
manner that both substantive and procedural matters, only unambiguous characteristics of 
the facts of the case are taken into account, which represents an image of positive law.”250 
Traditionally, enforcement by state officials was regarded as the only source of legitimacy.251 
Physical force is available to support the community and to regulate the inhabitants of a 
territory in matters not only restricted to matters of common economic needs.252 According to 
Weber, law will be law if it is externally guaranteed by the probability that physical or 
psychological coercion will be applied by a staff of people in order to bring about conformity 
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or avenge violation.253 To him, there must be a legal order that can guarantee fairness which 
can be found in a legal order that has a coercive potential because it is important that law 
retains the authority of coerciveness in that it utilizes power more effective, for example, a 
police power.254 
Although Weber pointed out distinctively that the idea of coercion must have a coercive 
apparatus that needs to exist in law, he suggests that the coercion does not need to be 
physical; it can be psychological that is related to legal action such as a boycott or public 
reprimand.255 Despite being a dominant promoter for the positive law, Weber suggests that 
law is more than the use of coercive force to achieve certain goals; it involves recognition 
that the agents of law act within legitimacy, which distinguishes legal compulsion from other 
forms of coercion and domination.256 People who are subject to comply with legal sanctions 
have compliance obligatory.257 Legal community recognizes that the obligation to comply 
with such sanctions does not make such law appropriate or reasonable.258 Such law is 
reasonable to the extent that the law is applied with sanction that reflects legitimacy in 
rules.259 Cotterrell asserts that what constitutes idea of legitimacy is the law’s ‘rational order’ 
– an order that contains substantive rationality (reasonable cause), while maintaining coercive 
action.260  
Selznick suggests that the traditional concept about the coercive function of law backed by a 
state can be challenged; and it is the role of legitimacy that has potential to assess a state’s 
authoritative use of coercion.261 When the coercion is connected with the state, it is the state, 
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the organized political community that has the main responsibility for maintaining public 
order; whether such coercion used will be lawful is another question.262 The debate on the 
legitimacy can be explored by considering a theory of Weber’s rational legitimacy.263 
Weber’s assumption on the legitimacy of law and modern state is that the state is 
characterized by the highest development of the rational order on which its legitimacy is 
based, in order to detach from the bureaucratic pattern of the state.264 He stated that “the 
pattern of cultural development among industrialized countries in terms of political 
association with a rational, written constitution, rationally ordained law, and an 
administration bound to rational rules or laws, administered and trained officials, results in 
the development of the legitimacy as a consequence of particular development”.265 The 
significant point here is that the influence of the natural law has resulted in the evolving idea 
of legitimacy that the state moves to concern about the exclusion of arbitrariness in the 
exercise of power.266 Natural law seems to have the influence on the concern of the action 
that is reflected and on the rationality of their execution of legality through legal rules.267  
Cotterrell analyzes the writing of Weber and points out that there appears to be a variety of 
social rules, distinguished from others by relatively developed institutional mechanisms for 
their creation, revelation, discovery, interpretation, or application of law.268 This is a 
significant view because it expresses that Weber does not limit law only to political 
spheres.269 This definition of Weber allows for what he calls ‘extra-state’ law, such as 
ecclesiastical law, or the law of any other corporate group, so long as coercive means are 
available, exercised by a specialised staff within the group, the requirements for the existence 
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for a legal order are fulfilled270 Therefore, from Weber’s analysis, ‘extra-state’ law gives rise 
to a social part of the rules like the fair trade movement to be an element in the existing legal 
order. 
Selznick’s theory of ‘autonomous law’ also provides a base for the principle of legitimacy, as 
he wrote: 
“With autonomous law, the rule of law is born when legal institutions acquire enough 
independent authority to impose standards of restraint on the exercise of government power. 
Attributes of autonomous law are; law is separated from politics – the system proclaims the 
independence of judiciary and draws up a line between legislative and judicial functions, 
there are ‘models of rules’ that enforce official accountability, procedures are the heart of 
law – regularity and fairness not substantive justice, ‘fidelity to law’ is understood as strict 
obedience to the rules of positive law.”271 
In autonomous law the actions of organized political organizations are not considered as legal 
acts.272 The state’s elites may make decisions and deploy resources, but the question of 
whether those acts are lawful requires a separate assessment.273 The work of government and 
political leaders concerns with solving problems, mobilising resources, and reaching 
agreements.274 Selznick proposes that there is always a potential incongruence between 
political action and its lawfulness.275 Autonomous law provides a forum to resolve the 
question about the state’s lawfulness; autonomous law comes to institutionalise a principle of 
restraint in the exercise of power.276 
Neumann’s rationality provides the same take with Selznick and Weber regarding the idea of 
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legitimacy by proposing that the legitimacy of a state occurs when the power (for example, 
physical, economic, administrative, or political power) is exercised in a predictable, 
formalized way.277 Therefore, a new terrain of natural law’s rationality is often praised as a 
restraint on power.278 Such rationality in law is seen as a legal image of ‘ratio’ (reasonable 
rationality in law), which requires that state’s power be exercised through relatively 
predictable procedures.279 
Selznick also reaffirms Neumann’s and Weber’s conception of law in legal rationality to 
check and balance the powers within a legal-decision making process.280 Selznick suggests 
that Weber brings an assertion of the rationality of bureaucratic organization to solve the 
tension of legal rationality between the positivist and the naturalist.281 To Weber, bureaucratic 
formalism (positive law’s aspect of bureaucracy) makes sense if it is understood as a phase of 
the transformation of pre-bureaucratic institutions.282 Selznick views that bureaucracy is 
mainly a way of overcoming the arbitrary decision resulted from the state’s law of 
positivism.283 Selznick concludes that the chief bureaucratic devise for ensuring official 
integrity is the concept that law enhances administrative discretion; policies are codified, 
decision making is routinised; delegation is limited; authority is concentrated at the top.284 
The congruency between Weber’s bureaucratic rationality and Selznick’s autonomous law 
has formed the legitimacy to ensure that rules from administrative organizations are to protect 
institutional autonomy – the civil service – while promising those who govern a more reliable 
execution of policy.285 
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Legitimacy becomes a concept in law that is capable of restraining the power of the state’s 
elites.286 Legal institution develops when mechanisms are designed to certify the legitimacy 
of purportedly authoritative acts, rules, or institution.287 This is the foundation of the theory 
of the separation of judicial power from legislative and executive powers, which forms the 
legitimation system by autonomous law.288 Selznick does give a correct idea of the legal 
formulation that is currently used in present days.289 Legal patterns today have accepted that 
the separation of powers is significant to the justice of society as a whole; for example, in 
America, (or elsewhere where the separation of power emerges), the separation of power is 
there to check balance of power that each one has.290 
The relationship between the above notion about legitimacy and the fair trade movement can 
be explained in a case where the mainstream markets have increased their market-based 
orientation to commercialize fair trade’s original philosophies and diminish the validity of the 
more radical approaches in fair trade propositions.291 The concern is based on weaker 
positions of the fair trade’s radicalism to cope with larger global market which causes, as a 
result, the crisis of legitimacy in the fair trade movement to deal with dominant power from 
large retail corporations.292 The crisis of legitimacy in the fair trade movement is explained 
by Ransom when he asserts that fair trade would be ‘an infant among giants’ and its endeavor 
to develop ethical market movement could otherwise remains unchanged under the 
commercialized regime of global corporate power.293 The current mainstream experience 
reveals how the fair trade movement is challenged with political threats to its survival from 
the market’s institutional structure that weakens fair trade’s growth rather than nourishes it.294 
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It becomes an important issue to develop a new model to the institutional environment in 
order to support the viability of fair trade to maintain its radicalism in rules, standards and 
policies.295 
Habermas proposes a principle of ‘social organization’ which presents a radical idea about 
the legitimacy of social movements in a legal system.296 His principle argues for the 
interaction of between law and other social constituencies in order to create a ‘responsive’ 
outcome of legitimacy gained from the legal development.297 His argument is vital in the 
ideological relationship between fair trade and law when his principle has established that 
legitimacy from social values can be part of a legal system to increase law to be responsive to 
social problems emerging in modern society.298 
 
5.7 Responsive Law 
A vision of responsive law initiated by Selznick provides a transformation of law to be open 
to social influence and more effective in dealing with social problems.299 According to 
Selznick on the proposition of law on its instrumental purpose, the society is composed of 
both ‘low risk’ and ‘high risk’.300 The society is ‘low risk’ if a coercive action of sovereign 
state law dominates to regulate freedom of population using its law as a direct effect of 
instrumental character of law.301 On the other hand, ‘high risk’ society marks the role of law 
that behave as one of mean in social control as it sees law as embracing all context exposing 
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to wide public and collective demand of population.302 It is high-risk if the rule of law has 
been put from ideals into the legal reality, which according to Selznick, is a post-modern 
style.303 It is high risk because this postmodern concept runs high risks of becoming a failed 
utopia.304 The fair trade movement represents an example of a high risk that challenges the 
legal thinking on its premise on the development of collective participation and solidarity 
movements.305 
The rise of responsive law has been a correspondence to an evolution of a modern legal 
theory.306 The role of responsive law is crucial to the development in legal thinking in terms 
of a composition of social values in a legal order.307 Responsive law also reflects the 
conception of legal realism, as Frank proposes that a key purpose of the legal realists was to 
make law ‘more responsive to social needs’.308 Like legal realism, natural law philosophy 
aimed at enabling legal institutions to take more complete and intelligent account of the 
social facts upon which law must proceed and to which it is to be applied.309 However, this 
idea has evoked strong objections from legal positivists.310 They feared that as a respect for 
procedural forms is weakened and rules are made problematic, officials and citizens can more 
radically do as they please.311 Critics from positivists argue that the law will lose its capacity 
to restrain officials and command obedience.312 Responsive law suggests a capacity for a 
responsible role of law.313 A responsive institution retains a grasp on what is essential to its 
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integrity while taking account of new forces in its environment.314 To do so, it builds upon 
the ways integrity and openness sustains each other even as they conflict; it perceives social 
pressures as sources of knowledge and opportunities for self-correction.315 This represents an 
evolution of an idea that draws social mattes in to the consideration of law, which is a 
foundation for analyzing the legal standing of the fair trade movement. 
Selznick represent the model of responsive to respond to the tendency of legal formality that 
respect the primacy of authoritative rules but tend to evade the responsibility of community 
demands.316 He asserted that responsive law will insert accountability in legal authority in 
order to counteract the arbitrariness from the official power to use law.317 Habermas proposed 
that arbitrariness in law can be halted by putting the role of law towards the importance of a 
communicative system between law and other social norms in order to achieve the results set 
out for economic or social purpose.318 The significant idea of his approach is that the society 
needs law which is capable of understanding the social and community dynamics, not the 
generalization effects from the traditional concept of legal positivism.319 A critical idea of 
responsive law is the definition of mission, that is, the translation of general purpose of law 
into specific objectives.320 The character of responsive law is result-oriented, and different 
substantially from the legal positivist’s neglect of legal consequence.321 
Selznick believes that law is inevitable morally significant in order to be responsive to human 
and social values.322 Responsive function of law relates to the capability of law to recognize 
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the morality in the legal authority.323 Morality according to Dworkin is considered a vital part 
in the legal system as it is based on the idea that people should be treated as equals, and the 
legal system will properly function provided that it has the background of a moral theory 
based on the idea of equality.324 Law’s morality of expressing, channeling and formalizing 
power can create a sense of general security; security for all who live subject to law.325 While 
under positive law, law and morals are made wholly distinct by rules from the authority of 
law, natural law insists that law and moral are connected between legal realities and legal 
ideals.326 Durkheim proposes that morality in law emerges as a regime to decrease the 
coerciveness and arbitrariness in legal authority327 
Responsive law will take more aspects about morality of authority and social interests.328 
Hence, the reconstruction of social aspects to law will be a major resource for achieving a 
legal module that increases morality and justice to society.329 The paradigm of responsive law 
invokes a pluralistic model of the group structure of society, thus underlying the reality and 
affirming the legitimacy of social conflict.330 Thus, social movements like fair trade will 
benefit greatly from the responsive analysis of law which indicates an evolving concept that 
law can embrace the aspects of social matters to become the one of its resources in delivering 
a legal outcome. 
Selznick represents that the legal conception of naturalists creates a new take on traditional 
legal theories on the issues about new institutionalism on rules, propose, value, authority, 
responsiveness, and the significance of institutionalization.331 His new take on 
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institutionalism suggests a normative reflection not only from social processes that are in 
organizations and institutions, but also in human personalities and groups because human 
conscious is the origin of the social processes.332  Krygier proposes that Selznick’s arguments 
on the reflection of human values in institutional processes is a ‘postmodern’ concept of law 
as it constructs a development of a new legal order in which it defines a new territory of 
institutional settings in a legal concept. 333  Postmodernism is what creates a new institutional 
dimension to law as it calls for the participants from various sources to be part of a legal 
system.334 The normative reflection from human conscious is very crucial in the development 
of institutional thinking in law because new demands and new dissatisfactions grow from 
society and people in modern times.335 The new and effective response to those demands will 
be different from the traditional concepts of law from previous era.336 The new institutional 
relationship between human conscious, social demands and flexibility in legal authority in 
Selznick’s writing is as if he is talking about postmodernism.337 
The juxtaposition of law and postmodernism is what Selznick described: 
“Development models are applied, with uneven success, in virtually every field of social 
science, including psychology. The underlying quest is for theories that can account for 
unplanned and recurrent transformations whose sources and direction are built into the 
structure of a phenomenon…every development model postulate an inner dynamic.”338 
The above statement represents the view that law can open its authority to aspirations of 
roles, practices, values, which are all latent and respondent to one another to reflect the needs 
and demands and criticism made by participants.339 The idea of postmodern authority points 
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to the limitations of bureaucracy in the positive law, and suggests that distinctive 
characteristics of legal bureaucracy can be found in other social settings.340 Many 
contemporary organizations require greater flexibility than the bureaucratic mode allows, and 
they are more concerned with stimulating initiative than with regulating conduct.341 
Postmodernism marks a development in law from being rule-bound to being more rational 
and, it is likely to govern behavior in the way that is more purposive, more flexible, more 
congenial to initiative, more accepting of leadership.342 
The postmodernism shows an evolution in legal thinking that takes legal rationality beyond 
its pre-conceived notion of administrative regularities expressed in legal conception of Austin 
and Bentham.343 It presumes a context in which the value of rationality is firmly established 
and that the importance of official integrity is no longer the priority in the role of law.344 The 
special characteristic of postmodern organization is to enlist participation, to encourage 
initiative and responsibility, to create the ‘cooperative systems’ capable of trapping the 
contributions of multiple constituents to law.345  
The connection between law and society is the area that aligns to postmodernism to cope with 
the evolution of legal concept and a rapid social change.346 Postmodern view accepts the legal 
interpretation of diversity and complexity in the role of regulation, which mandates to 
consider social disciplines and procedures besides the adjudicating function.347 Postmodern 
law provides one of the most important vehicles for considering the nature and scope of law 
in terms of fundamental long-term changes in the character of the social.348 It raises question 
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of whether law has failed to keep up with these changes occurring in the society.349 
Fuller proposes that the concept of plurality is important in the reminiscent of sociological 
jurisprudence on the multiplicity and diffuseness of the sources of law.350 Similar to 
Selznick’s legal postmodernism in human conscious, Fuller sees law as an emergence 
outcome of human interaction and objects to the positivist tendency to convert every form of 
social ordering into an exercise of the authority of the state.351 Pluralism is considered a 
utopia that concerns diversity of people, political systems, and thoughts, and how law is seen 
as a mechanism to reach an understanding among people in the society to make such utopia 
come true.352  
Pluralist is most apparent where the law confers the authority to private institutional 
arrangements; it also manifests the widely diverse lawmaking mechanisms to be found within 
the framework of modern government.353 One effect of legal pluralism is to multiply 
opportunities within the legal process for participation in the making of law.354 In this way, 
the legal arena becomes a special kind of political forum and legal participation takes on a 
political dimension.355 It becomes the vehicle that serves social groups and other 
organizations to be able to direct the legal outcome by influencing public policy.356  
Cotterrell advocates the significant ideas on the role of community and legal pluralism, he 
wrote: 
“Even judicial rhetoric from relatively unified legal systems of contemporary states suggests 
that a concern for relationships between law and community is a concern with legal and 
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moral pluralism, and to postulate, with some sociological sensitivity, the utility of a concept 
of community is necessarily to recognize diversity in social arrangements and radical 
pluralism in moral life as the essential conditions of existence of those moral arrangements 
that can underpin social solidarity today.”357 
Legal pluralism is a feature in a socio-legal concept in a modern law which stresses on the 
moral dimension, the moral underpinnings of law and directs out attention to the 
interdependence of law, solidarity, and community.358 This represents a move to a new 
conception of law that is to respond a call for a diverse regulatory strategies tactics that 
reflect the fluidity, contingency and indeterminacy of the social.359 From that range of 
regulatory strategies, law can use such range of contexts in regulating particular concerns that 
has a distant connection to the state’s centralised regulation – for example, schools, religious 
practice, rural traditions, campaign to protect local agencies.360 
The regulation that embraces the notion of pluralism will result in extensive diversity, 
flexibility, and fluidity in regulatory arrangements in different local, social, and cultural 
contexts that reflect the variety of the regulated population.361 Example of the pluralistic 
thinking in terms of modern regulation is that modern legal structures are framed to 
regulation that allows details adopted from other sources, through subordinate legislation, the 
creation or adoption of various kinds of codes of practice and move beyond the ministerial 
powers or standard-setting authorities.362 
An example of modern regulation that adopts the idea of plurality in a post-bureaucratic 
concept is apparent in the adoption of customers and external experts’ view in various acts in 
British law.363 Current British consumer protection regulations require that in a chemical 
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compound in cosmetics; the ratio of aluminum atoms to that of zirconium atoms must be 
between two and ten.364 Another example is that the British food safety act (1990) gives 
broad power to ministers to create regulation in the light of scientific advice and consultation 
with interests from various participants likely to be affected by regulation of food production 
and distribution.365 These examples indicate the postmodern conception of legal regulation 
which shed light on fair trade and its legal role to have an impact on the social regulation.366 
The postmodernism gives rise to the development of legal thinking that also extends to grant 
legal status to the norms which are extra-legal or unofficial.367 With respect to the traditional 
concepts of law, unofficial norms have a number of inherent limitations, including the ability 
to resolve uncertainties emerged from a norm.368 Hart proposes that in law, there emerges the 
‘secondary rules’, which are rules of authoritative determination that bring up other extra-
legal norms and give them a legal status.369 According to Hart, his conception on extra or 
secondary legal rules was stated to happen ‘when pre-legal era steps into the legal world, a 
society develops special rules for curing the defects of a social order based on unofficial 
norms.370 
Cotterrell proposes that the conception of Hart’s extra-legal norms is a great development on 
the creation of law, in a case of British law, allowing the identification of legislation and 
other new law as the outcome of specific events marking the transition of a Bill to an Act of 
Parliament, or the coming into force of a new order or regulation.371 From the benefit of 
Hart’s conception of extra-legal norms, social actors can have a role in affecting 
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parliamentary decision for a social change.372 The importance of this conception is that law 
can be a vehicle of social change for grass-rooted people in the society, when it understands 
the dynamic of social activities and social change.373  
The inclusion of new legal norm brings in the new development to the working of legal 
institutions.374 A policy of environmental protection gains acceptability when regulatory 
agencies can count on active pro-ecology constituencies to generate complaints and mobilize 
influence, thus balancing the strength of industrial interests.375 Regulation becomes more 
nearly ‘self-administering’ less dependent on imposed official prescription.376 This is a 
significant development to an idea of a ‘law from below’ when the new post-bureaucratic 
conception gives rise to the fair trade movement to be able to influence the development and 
implementation of public policy.377  What is crucial for the social movement is that the new 
conception encourages social interests to have special access to different state functions or 
institutions.378  
Social actors can influence parliament to enact new law and they facilitate activities in 
litigation for a desired outcome in the decision.379 American jurisprudence has experienced 
an example of social expression in overcoming an array of turbulent race prejudice and brutal 
suppression.380 American courts have also experienced the challenges brought to courts by 
social movement.381 It was only from 1950s that the use of litigation has been in operation to 
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render remedies to social reform groups, most notably the groups of civil rights groups, 
particularly the litigation activities of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP) and the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund (LDF).382 
The legal history has experienced the rise of social reform groups (for example, NAACP) in 
America, an advent of environmental protection law, and the experience of adoption of 
external and social sources to influence the enactment of legal acts in the United Kingdom; 
for example, UK Communication Act (2003) 383 provides regulatory strategies that include an 
outside participation of social interest groups into the decision-making process.384 These 
social experiences have shed some light on a social phenomenon like the fair trade movement 
to be able to become a part law that can have an influential role in regulation, to render 
equality and justice to impoverished farmers who are the beneficiaries of fair trade.   
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Chapter 6  
 
Conclusion 
 
The thesis reaffirms an argument shared by many scholars1 that the current system of 
international trade carries unfair treatments to the poor in developing countries. International 
trade system has been perceived to create a number of advances such as expanded trade, 
increased financial information flows, rapid development, new technologies, and market 
know-how.2 However, the effects of international trade system have implications on social 
problems such as global poverty, labor abusive practices, and other deprivations of human 
rights.3 In a specific example, labor exploitation has been widespread in developing countries 
as a consequence from negotiations waving labor protection law and regulation in order to 
appeal inward investment from transnational corporations.4 To rectify the danger from the 
international trade system towards livelihoods of the poor, the thesis agrees with a principal 
fair trade’s argument that the movement was emerged as an attempt to curve the effects of 
international trade system and to propose alternative trading system that truly favors the 
poor’s benefits in both social and economic needs.5  
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The significance of fair trade in terms of poverty alleviation can be analyzed in Sen’s 
philosophy of justice and freedom.6 According to Sen, an important solution to eradicate 
poverty is to ensure the poor’s capabilities in both economic and social terms to enter markets 
as a basis for their development.7 The fair trade movement is distinctive from other 
movements to the extent that it aims not only to benefit small producers in terms of income, 
but also social benefits (social premiums to be used in social infrastructure building and 
building other capacity).8 In fair trade principles, the guaranteed price ensures income 
opportunities against market price fluctuations under conventional markets; and social 
premiums accord a development to producers’ local communities by using gains from social 
premium to build basic infrastructures.9 
It is believed that the flourishment of economic and social terms of fair trade producers can 
be further developed by increasing participation from corporations.10 From the increasing 
global sales of fair trade, corporate involvement is argued to be a main mechanism driving 
such success.11 However, the fear is that these corporations will use their advantages in 
market expertise to distort the original purpose of the fair trade movement.12 Recently, there 
have been controversies over the risks of corporate involvement when corporations take part 
in a ‘greenwashing’ process just to attract a wider base of ethically concerned consumers 
without actually forwarding adequate attention to fair treatments to Southern producers.13 For 
example, a major multinational corporation as Nestlé has been widely criticized for its fair 
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trade campaign when it offered to purchase fair trade coffee only 3,000 bags a year 
accounting for only 0.02 per cent of its total purchase.14 To that end, the thesis concludes that 
the viability of the fair trade movement depends significantly on proposing effective legal 
measures that can limit corporate bad behavior. 
With respect to the current system of international trade, corporate abusive practices towards 
worker’s rights have been argued to be one of the main unfairness resulting from an 
application of free trade policies.15 One of the main hypotheses of the thesis is to propose a 
way for fair trade to be involved in legal mechanism to curve such adverse effect from 
unfairness. The thesis proposes that main contributions to a fair trade success depends on its 
influence on its governance to be able to converge traditional shareholder’s commercial goals 
to wider social aims such as ethical purchasing, labor practice, and environmental concerns16. 
Fair trade can maintain its governance towards companies by acting as a stakeholder capable 
of inducing corporate decisions to include responsibility such as ethical purchasing.17 Fair 
trade governance is also supplemented by CSR contributors such as ETI and FLA initiatives 
aiming to create platforms among corporate decision makers to forward concessions towards 
adopting standards of fair purchasing and labor practices.18 International sources such as 
OECD guidelines, UN Global Compact and ILO declarations can supplement fair trade in 
providing guidelines for multinational corporations to adopt commitments for their corporate 
conducts in matters towards fair treatments of labor and respecting human rights standards, 
and protection of environment.19  
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However, recent statistics show that these initiatives have not been able to create substantial 
mechanism for corporate compliance – as shown in a study that only 25 per cent out of 314 
corporations had committed to CSR standards.20 Both fair trade and these CSR initiatives 
operate on voluntary codes and have been subject to a debate towards their capabilities of 
creating legal-binding forces.21 Despite lacking legislative sanctions, it has been argued that 
these CSR initiatives have been widely interpreted as soft law mechanisms which render 
legal impact through participation rather than coercive sanctions.22 However, the main 
criticism on soft law has been on the question whether social movements have the ability to 
propose anything distinct in terms of legal effects.23 Although Dine argues that fair trade has 
formed a ‘bottom-up’ democracy24 expressed through the solidarity network, its existence of 
legitimacy is still questioned widely on its ability to create criterion for legally binding acts25. 
Social movements are normally seen as lacking mandate and ability to formulate compliance 
mechanisms; they can only seek support from state actors or relevant international 
organizations to supplement their legal mechanisms.26  
Although legitimacy in social movements has been widely doubted, the idea of soft influence 
in radicalism and social movements seeking for legitimacy has never faded away from legal 
history.27 The legitimacy of social actions is argued to develop from the democracy to 
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express their rights and freedom to challenge unfairness of hierarchical institutions.28 Social 
movements like NAACP provided an example of the development in civil advocacy groups 
seeking for a legal change in legal and political authority.29  
There has been an emerging notion in the development of regulatory practices seeking for 
flexibility from soft law, voluntary-based participation.30 The influence of soft law in modern 
regulatory strategies has been found in the self-regulation of environmental law in America31 
and the application of voluntary codes to regulate carbon limits (Greenhouse Challenge) in 
Australia32. In Greenhouse Challenge, it provides a success model of voluntary regulation in 
corporations where concerning industries have been reported to benefit from effectiveness 
and flexibility of voluntary codes, rather than a hard law provision.33These legal approaches 
reflect the extent of soft law which has proved to provide recent trends in regulation 
elsewhere; for example in UK, Communication Act 2003 accepts commitment of Ofcom to 
promote the application of voluntary regulation.34 
Soft regulation has been inherited from philosophical ideas of scholars such as Teubner35 and 
Habermas36. Teubner proposes a post-regulatory theory arguing for the decentralization of 
state law with self-regulatory form of regulation which is believed to respond more 
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effectively to the modern bureaucracy in the changing society. 37 The development of legal 
autonomy in social actors has been evolved from the changing role of legal concepts toward 
its connection between legal norms and external/social values to form a basis for normative 
theory of modern social movements.38 Experience in environmental regulation in America 
reflects Teubner’s view that state regulation should be decentralized to enhance fluidity of 
public and private interests to regulate corporate behavior towards environmental concerns.39 
Drawing from recent experiences in regulatory trends, it can benefit the fair trade movement 
greatly in terms of modern legal analysis when voluntary regulation has proved to be 
practical in several experiences globally to influence corporate practice to take account on 
ethical responsibility towards fair purchasing and fair treatment on labor and human rights. 
Legal arguments from scholars like Selznick40 and Cotterrell41 have been influential to the 
analysis of legal standing of the fair trade movement. Cotterrell provides a legal foundation 
for community-based approach and can be construed to be an important ground for a form of 
civil participation to give rise to a new form of regulation.42 His legal theory on community 
image of law gives rise to an analysis of the normative theory of social movements.43 
According to Cotterrell, law has a concept of community which normative values can be 
found in the collective forms of individuals, people’s organizations and informal 
bureaucracies which challenge the unsuitability of hierarchical state commands to deal with 
social complexity.44 He asserts the view that legal authority considers not only norms and 
values from the state and officials, but also norms from social occurrence and other 
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ideology.45 
Selznick explores the extent of legal authority to embrace human values and dignity into the 
legal process.46 He draws an analysis that law has emerged from community where human 
takes part of, so it would be unusual for law not to embrace human values to have norms and 
to propose legitimacy.47 Like Cotterrell, he maintains that legal authority should embrace 
human values and civil participation.48  Legal philosophy of Cotterrell and Selznick provides 
a remarkable convergence on legal authority to embrace social dynamisms of social 
movements as their legal philosophies analyze the possibility of social norms like the fair 
trade movement to create a normative function within the legal authority to create legitimacy 
for its activity49. Selznick proposes that law should be responsive to modes of political 
participation among the different sectors in the society that can be integrated into the legal 
process - social advocacy, class actions, and representation of group interests.50 In 
sociological analysis, Weber asserted a view that the attachment to state regulation impedes 
the emergence of social bureaucracies to seek legitimacy in the changing social 
circumstances.51 According to him, an escape from legal authoritative rules renders legal 
doctrines to be more understanding to legitimacy sources of social norms.52 Foucault supports 
the argument that regulation should be seen as a continuum of power that social norms have 
to the sovereign power of the state.53  
In recent years social movements have been argued to gain more legitimacy from an array of 
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global social movements emerging to seek justice from international trade system.54 These 
movements claim to emerge to replace the state instrumentalism to create legitimacy through 
civil assemblies and other form of direct and participatory accountability.55 Having gathered 
philosophical arguments and recent experiences in modern regulatory trends, the thesis 
proposes that the fair trade movement has been gaining its legitimacy from a democratic 
formation of producers’ groups to create a solidarity-based supply chain which assert modes 
of governance to market participants (i.e., ethical and CSR commitments from corporations, 
fair prices and labor treatments from supply companies, and capacity development from 
cooperative leaders). 
 
                                               
54 There are ranges of social movements emerging each day; according to Ghimire, he proposes that recent five 
influential movements are the fair trade movement, the debt relief movement, the anticorruption movement, the 
tobin tax movement, and the movement to change international trade rules and barriers; see Ghimire, "The 
Contemporary Global Social Movements: Emergent Proposals, Connectivity and Development Implications.", 
p. 5-10. 
55 Costoya, Toward a Typology of Civil Society Actors: The Case of the Movement to Change International 
Trade Rules and Barriers., p. 18. 
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